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Preface

PREFACE
Dhruba Chand Halder College, a co-educational Non Government college, affiliated to the
University of Calcutta,is situated near Dakshin Barasat Railway Station in the SealdahNamkhana Section on 26 bigas of land. The natural environment of this area enhances the
beauty of this college. This college was set up with financial contributions by two
philanthropists- Dr. Dhuba Chand Halder (on whose memory the college has been
named),an active physician hailing from Gocharan,and Baruni Devi, a kind –hearted women
of Malighat village. Under the leadership of Sri Sailendranath Halder,our founder Principal,
the college has flourished to become a premier centre of higher education in this district. The
physical growth of the college however has kept pace with the changing needs of
disseminating higher education which it has achieved during the last 50 years. During the
period college has opend 19 courses in Science, Arts and Commerce. At present the college
also offers post graduate courses in different subjects through its study centres affiliated to
the Rabindra Bharati University (DDE) and Netaji Subhas Open University. It is marching
ahead with its sole objective of providing quality education to all, irrespective of caste, creed,
religion, economic status or physical health.

The college achieves excellence in higher education, inclusive growth for socio-economic
change and sustainable development in last five decades. Our motto is directed towards
empowering of the less privileged social groups such as backward classes, minorities, girl
students and other vulnerable sections of the society. However, we firmly believe that the best
indicators of progress are honest self –evaluation, reviewing activities of oneself which leads
to a conducive environment for growth.
We are all spruced up for the NAAC visit and are eagerly looking forward to it.

Dr. Satyabrata Sahoo
Principal
Dhruba Chand Halder College
Dakshin Barasat, South 24 Parganas
PIN- 743372. WestBengal
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In the first assessment, the college was awarded ‘B’ grade with Institutional Cumulative
Grade Point Average 2.45. The NAAC Peer Team during their visit gave some invaluable
suggestions and guidelines in their Recommendation Report. Those suggestions and
recommendations gave a new dimension and impetus to the forward march of our institution.
During the last four years we have tried our best to develop our college in all respects
accommodating recommendations and suggestions with the support of all the stakeholders of
the institution. During the preparation of the Self Study Report, we have collected data
individual-wise, department-wise and institution-wise. In this regard, co-operation and
assistance from all the stakeholders are gratefully acknowledged.

Executive Summary
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Established in 1965, Dhruba Chand Halder College has always endeavored to emerge as a
centre for imparting value-based education to the underprivileged masses in and around the
hinterland of the Sunderbans. Spread over an area of 9.35 acre, set up amidst a lush green
environment, this institution is scattered over five buildings, housing 31 class rooms, seven
laboratories, libraries, common rooms for students, teaching and non-teaching staff members,
a large playground, a boys’ hostel and 2 ponds. Our main thrust is on improving and
encouraging certain skills inherent in our students, specially girls and boys from other
backward classes. Providing scope to different sections of the minority classes and to girlstudents in particular, DCH College has been striving hard to improve their quality as far as
possible. The college has been accredited with Grade B, by NAAC in Cycle 1 with a score of
2.45 CGPA in 2011, preparing itself for the second cycle. The following are the criterionwise major points identified by the institute in the process of all-round development of the
college:
CRITERION 1 : CURRICULAR ASPECTS

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Vision ; The Vision of D.C.H College is to set up an educational centre of excellence
for a huge number of enthusiastic students in the underdeveloped district of South 24
Parganas.
 We aim to impart “value based education” in combination with conventional
education to its students. It tries to deliver a kind of education that would help
students realize their inner strength and potentialities by emphasizing on social values,
environmental awareness and extra-curricular activities. To help students achieve
excellence in higher education through knowledge and contribute to the socioeconomic changes and sustainable developments are some of the key-aspects of this
Vision.
 The college is affiliated to Calcutta University and implements the curricula of the
University to all its UG departments.
 The college offers seven Honours courses in Humanities and eight Honours courses in
Science and an Honours course in the Commerce streams. It also runs General
Courses in the Humanities, Science and Commerce streams as well.
 There are a number of certificate, diploma and degree courses under the distant
learning mode of Netaji Subhas Open and Rabindra Bharati Universities, in the
campus.
 Communicative English classes are arranged for students deficient in the art, so that
they become equipped to face the outside world with confidence and skill.
 The stake-holders are communicated of the programmes and courses and all other
information relating to admission, teaching and evaluation, through the college
prospectus, brochures and the website.
 The mode of teaching in the class rooms is essentially learner-centric. The
communication between students and teachers is encouraged widely and lectures are
designed, focusing on the comprehensive power of the students.
 The use of OHP in giving power-point presentations is in practice in most of the
departments.
 Students are encouraged to participate in seminars, debates, group discussions freely.
 At DCH College, we follow the annual evaluation system, prescribed by the
affiliating University. Students are required to appear for the mid-term, test and final
examinations every year.
2
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 Weak learners are identified and special and tutorial classes are arranged for them.
 The college is required to follow the syllabus of the affiliating University and for
changes in syllabi, teachers always respond to any call for workshops and seminars.
They contribute to the syllabus pool by offering their suggestions to the Board of
Studies. Some of our teachers are paper-setters, moderators and almost all of them are
examiners appointed by the Calcutta University.
 Educational tours are organized for students in most of the departments.
 The NSS and NCC wings of the college are dedicated to the spread of a number of
social, value-oriented and harmonious programmes throughout the year.
 Students; feedback on the courses taught, the environment in the college and their
impressions of the teachers is given importance and the collected data is analyzed by
the IQAC along with the respective departments.

CRITERION II: TEACHING- LEARNING AND EVALUATION

 The college undertakes adequate measures for publicity and transparency in its
admission process.
 Admission is done strictly on the basis of merit.
 Seats are reserved for SC, ST, OBC (both A & B category) and physically challenged
students.
 On-line admission process has been introduced in 2012-13 session. It has been
upgraded to 100% on-line process in 2014-15 sessions.
 Monitoring of students is a continuous process through class tests, mid-term tests, prefinal tests, students’ seminar along with students’ attendance in classes and exams.
 Meritorious and advanced students are taken care of whereas weak and slow learners
are supported by special and tutorial classes.
 Though lecture method is the predominant mode of teaching, students are encouraged
to participate in interactive learning based on their curriculum through students’
seminar, debates, quiz contests etc.
 ICT based teaching-learning is also introduced by use of Computers, LCD projectors,
Overhead Projector, Smart –Board to generate students’ interest in class rooms.
 Students take part in collaborative learning by participation in educational tours (with
or without field survey), environmental projects, laboratory works, NSS and NCC
activities.
 Several departments of this college organize special invited lectures delivered by
reputed academicians, workshops and seminars that helps students and teachers to
enter into a broader domain of knowledge.
 The central library and departmental libraries are getting upgraded seamlessly through
acquisition of latest edition of relevant books.
 Laboratories are being updated regularly through procurement of necessary
instruments and equipments.
 The IQAC plays an important role in enhancement and sustenance of quality in
Teaching-Learning and Evaluation system of the college.
Self Study Report : Cycle -II
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The only cause behind establishment of Dhruba Chand Halder College was to bring forth an
opportunity of higher education to the aspirant students of all income groups and all social
and religious groups of a vast area of south 24 Parganas district. Teaching-learning and
evaluation is part and parcel of primary activities of this college which can be highlighted by
mentioning this information pertinent to this institution:

Executive Summary
 The college doesn’t enjoy any autonomy in recruitment and retention of competent
permanent teacher for it is an aided college and recruitment of permanent teachers is
done by College Service Commission, West Bengal. At present there are 29 wholetime teachers (excluding Principal), one Contractual whole-time teacher, 31 Govt.
approved Part-time teachers and 14 Guest lecturers. Among them 15 teachers have
Ph. D as the highest qualification, 15 have M.Phil as their highest qualification and 45
have PG as the highest qualification.
 Teachers are encouraged to apply for Minor Research Projects funded by UGC.
Necessary facilities are provided to Principal Investigators for convenience of project
work.
 The teachers are encouraged to participate in Refresher courses, Orientation
Programmes, Short courses, Summer schools, Winter Schools etc.
 Teachers are also actively encouraged to present paper and /or participate in
Seminars, Conferences etc.
 All stakeholders, particularly students and teachers are kept well informed about
evaluation scheme of the college by circulation of relevant policy through college
prospectus, college website. Besides this, institutional notice and notice from
affiliating University regarding evaluation scheme are circulated among students and
teachers through college notice board.
 The college always incorporates all evaluation related reforms as and when it is
introduced by the affiliating University.
 The college properly handles all evaluation related grievances from students and
redresses them accordingly.
 Students’ performance in final exams conducted by the affiliating University is a
cause of pride of this college.
 The very objective of establishment of the college is oriented with its vision and
mission statement where learning outcome and its quality is the primary concern.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

CRITERION III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
Dhruba Chand Halder College is primarily serving the need of knowledge hunter of a vast
area of coastal West Bengal. Majority of the subjects taught here are formal subjects at
U.G level. The college is dedicated to impart quality education to its students. Besides
this, an important organ of teaching learning system of this college is to promote research
culture among the teachers and students. Here are some highlights of Research,
Consultancy and Extension:
 The college has a research committee with a primary objective of encouraging faculty
members to engage in research activities and extends full support in availing finance
from research funding agencies.
 Three Minor Research Projects (MRP) have been completed during the last four
years. At present one MRP, funded by UGC, is going on.
 One of the faculty members is doing Post Doctoral research work in his field.
 Principal of the college has guided one Ph.D student who has received the degree. At
present he is supervising two other Ph.D students (yet to be registered).
 Teachers are utilizing in-house research facilities to pursue their Ph.D thesis. At
present six teachers are doing Ph.D.
 Apart from research projects, faculty members are engaged in research work which is
reflected by the list of publications.
4
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 Faculty members regularly conduct Educational Field Surveys, Excursions and Study
Tours.
 Some of the departments of the college organize seminars and workshops where
eminent scholars and researchers are invited from institutes of repute that provides a
platform for interacting with them. This adds fuel to the interest of research work of
teachers and students.
 The Research Committee of the college encourages teachers for participation and
presentation of papers in seminars and conferences. A good number of teachers have
presented papers in seminars and conferences during last four years.
 Students research projects as a part of their syllabus, guided by competent teachers,
helps them to step in the field of research, though at a very primary level.
 Besides research activities, NSS units of the college undertake some extension
activities.
 Some of the departments have conducted special activities having some impact on
community development where students take part actively.

Over the last 50 years, DCH College has been branching out to different courses of
study, with an eye to local demands and present necessities. Naturally, the need to
augment its infrastructure is apparent and therefore, a priority. The following are the
major highlights in this criterion:
 The college has a sprawling campus of 37850.72 sq. meters that houses 6
buildings with 31class rooms. In addition to the Main Building, there are: the
Library Building, the Science Building, the New Science Building and the
Canteen Building. These buildings comprise a staff room, the office, other
than 31class rooms.
 The college is well equipped with laboratories in the departments of Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer Science, Zoology, Botany, Micro Biology
and Geography.
 The ICT enabled class room in the college helps teachers and learners expand
the frontiers of knowledge. The use of Smart Boards in some class rooms is
another step in the area of academic support.
 In addition, there are two Computer Network Centers for teachers and
students. The college has 59 desk-tops, 4 lap-tops, an HP Server, internet
connection to help students and teachers cope up with the increasing load.
 Infrastructural spaces are allotted to different wings like the NCC, IQAC,
Career Counseling Cell, Health Unit etc.
 The Central Library is well stocked, with a vast repository of 24,438 reference
and text books, magazines and journals as well. The departmental libraries
cater to the growing demand for books among the students. The KOHA
(customized) software has been installed for cataloguing of books. The
INFLIBNET facility has also been introduced.
 The college has its own website: www.dchcollege.org. The on-line admission
process is conducted through this website.

Self Study Report : Cycle -II
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES

Executive Summary

Dhruba Chand Halder College

CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
Dhruba Chand Halder College is an aviation platform for students from diverse social
and economic background. Majority of the students passed out from this college
either enters in the world of higher studies or take a job according to their skill and
efficiency. A section of socially and economically disadvantaged boy students whose
residences are far away from the college are provided with hostel facility. Socially
and economically backward students are provided financial support with various
stipends, scholarships and free ships. Major highlights of this criterion are:
 Every year the college publishes a prospectus which is issued to the students
seeking admission to the college. The prospectus contains information about
Vision and Mission of the college, subjects taught, courses offered, rules and
regulations pertaining to curricular and co-curricular activities, academic
administration. It contains an academic calendar and the college holiday list
also.
 Different types of financial assistance are provided to the students enabling
them to continue with their studies by the State Govt., Central Govt. and many
other agencies.
 All students belonging to SC/ ST/ OBC and economically weaker sections of
the society are taken care of by the college authority during their days of study
in the college.
 Students are provided a healthy environment through some welfare means
such as cheap canteen, play ground, concrete cricket pitch, different outdoor
game equipments, indoor game equipments such as carom, table tennis etc.
 All students of this college are members of Students’ Health Home.
 The college has an Anti-Ragging Cell, a Grievance Redressal Cell, and Career
Counseling Cell.
 Students’ progression records are maintained by departmental teachers by
means of personal contacts and departmental re-union arranged from time to
time.
 There is an elected Students’ Union which actively participates in organizing
various programmes in the college like cultural competition, indoor and
outdoor game competition, annual sports etc.
 The General Secretary of Students’ Union is a member of various academic
and administrative bodies to ensure students representation in smooth
functioning of the college.
CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Administration is an important part of almost all organizations to ensure that it runs according
to its desired goal and objective. An educational institution is not an exception. Dhruba
Chand Halder College is one of the big colleges in this district so far as its area, students,
faculty and other resources are concerned. The administration of the college has played an
important role to pull it up as the college now. The major points to highlight in this criterion
are:
 The college runs with the vision to throw light of higher education among the
students of a wide zone of South 24 Parganas district in West Bengal that will instill
some sense of values, beliefs and truth in them in such a manner that they will live a
good quality life not only for themselves but for the society as a whole.
6
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CRITERION VII: INNOVATIONS AND PRACTICES
The signs of development, dynamism and positive-thinking inherent in any
educational institution prove that it is full of life, responsive to the needs and
aspirations of the teaching-learning community and is on the move. Some of the
innovative measures adopted by the college are as follows:
 Monitoring the environmental balance within the campus through measures
like planting trees in and outside the campus, declaring the campus as a NoSmoking and No-Plastic zone, organizing seminars on environmental issues,
cleaning and maintaining the ponds.
 Organizing seminars, co-curricular activities and extension activities.
 Publication of departmental wall/other magazines.
 The dynamic Anti Ragging and Grievance Redressal Cells.
 Offering scholarships and fee-concessions to needy and meritorious students.
 Salary of the staff using the COSA software.
Self Study Report : Cycle -II
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 The mission of the college promotes inclusive education and development amongst
all economic sections of the society without any biasness.
 The Principal in this UG level degree college is the key person to frame the main
organizational structure. He formulates and implements the strategy of development.
He is the person to ensure an efficient fiscal and human resource management
system in the institution.
 The Governing Body(G.B) is at the helm of all committees and sub-committees
frames policy, both academic and administrative, and monitors its true
implementation. The G.B is well represented by State Govt.( Dept of Higher
Education), University of Calcutta, Teachers, Non teaching staff members, students
and local administration. Principal is the ex-officio Secretary of the G.B.
 The Principal is also ex-officio Chairperson of all committees and sub-committees.
He regularly meets with teachers, non-teaching staff and students through meeting of
these committees. As an outcome of these meetings strategic plans of the institution
are developed.
 Institutional strategic plans are implemented through academic and administrative
committees and sub-committees.
 Through Students’ Union the college authority regularly receives report on
fulfillment of students’ necessities like academic needs, various scholarships,
stipends etc.
 The Purchase committee operates the tender seeking and purchasing procedure of the
college.
 The Bursar keeps strict vigil on each and every financial operation of the institution.
 The college utilizes internal resources partly towards payment of salary/ honorarium
to ad hock staff and Guest lecturers and partly towards institutional development.
 Through opening of Netaji Subhas Open University Study Center and Rabindra
Bharati Distance Education Center, the college serves a large section of aspirant
students who wants to pursue a subject (which is not taught in the main academic
stream of the college) or post graduate course of study who cannot attend regular
classes.
 Fund generated out of operation of these two centers are utilized for the development
of the college.
 All accounts of the college are regularly audited by authorized auditors.

Executive Summary
 Collection of students’ tuition fees through banks.
 Upgradation of office records and data using the Smart College software.
Two best practices which have been identified by the college are:
Best Practice 1 : On-line Admission of first year students
Goal : The goal is to admit the maximum number of eligible aspirants through a
transparent process.
Context : To keep transparency in the admission process and to minimize the
mistakes, on line admission process is introduced. This has resulted in speedy and
error free processing of applications.
Practice : Applications from eligible candidates are accepted. The merit lists are
posted on the college website. Collection of fees etc. is being made through banks for
the convenience of the students as well as the accounts department of the college.
Evidence of success:This has been an instant success. The importance of
“middlemen” has been minimized and the problem of cash-handling has been
dispensed with.
Resources Required : SMS Gateway and a functioning Website.
Problems encountered: This being a rural and backward area students initially had
some problems in getting used to with the changed system. Frequent change of
contact numbers provided by the students at times made it difficult to contact them.
The irregular supply of electricity in the area at times became a matter of concern.

Best Practice 2 : Systemization of office practices.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Goal : The goal is to keep a record of all documents, data and files in proper order
so that every detail can be accessed as and when required.
Context: With the increase in the number of students enrolled, the college felt an
urgent need to computerize its records and documents in order to properly manage
the same.
Practice: The upgradation of the system has been possible mainly because of
computerization. The Smart College software has been designed and customized for
this purpose. Creation of space and training the office staff have resulted in a proper,
synchronized and methodical manner of keeping all data in order. Regular backups
are taken.
Evidence of Success: Today, all data can be accessed by a click of the mouse.
Students, teachers and non-teaching-staff members find it convenient to have figures
and facts are readily available when needed.
Resources Required: Computers. LAN and Wi-Fi connection.
Problems Encountered: Low voltage power supply has resulted in excessive use of
generator.

8
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STRENGTH, WEAKNESS, OPPORTUNITY AND
CHALLENGES















Ours is a “Green’’ institution, full of greenery, with a sprawling play-field, waterbodies, a number of buildings and a large campus.
The proximity of the College to the railway station puts our institution in an
advantageous position.
16 Honours and 4 General Courses across all streams in Science, Humanities and
Commerce are offered by our institution. In addition, Physical Education is offered to
both girl and boy students at the Undergraduate level as a subject of study.
The presence of a full-time Principal, active and academically inclined, is a feather in
the cap of the institution.
The number of well-qualified faculty, both full-time and part-time, as well as guestlecturers, is adequate.
The College has a Central Library and individual departmental libraries as well.
The well-equipped laboratories are a source of strength as well.
The presence of a large number of students, specially girl-students and students from
Minority Communities makes our College alive.
A variety of subject combinations and the choice of enrolling in the NSS and NCC
attract a large number of students.
We maintain a friendly ambience and a cordial teacher-student relationship.
Seminars have been organized on the State and National levels.
Different departments have been organizing extension/faculty exchange programmes/
departmental seminars for the last 4 years.
ACADEMIC WEAKNESSES







The available infrastructure appears inadequate in relation to the number of students
enrolled.
Most of the students are weak and first-generation-learners, having shallow base in
the subjects of study.
The blockage and abolition of many whole time teaching posts hinders academic
progress.
There is an imbalance in the number of guest lecturers in respect of the different
departments.
Productive working hours are affected because of the dependence on train- timings.
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ACADEMIC STRENGTHS

SWOC



Student intake exceeds capacity and there is virtually no scope for quality
development.
Class attendance is dismal.
The number of research projects undertaken is not adequate.




ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES






There is an opportunity for the inflow of young academic aspirants.
There is a scope for the introduction of PG Courses in some of the subjects.
The avenues of research could be explored.
The upgradation of the library is another priority.
More research projects could be taken up by the faculties.
ACADEMIC THREATS / CHALLENGES

 The involvement of stakeholders in the college activities is not always satisfactory.
 There is a lack of academic discipline.
 The huge number of enrollment, especially in the Humanities departments, is a major
threat.
 Political interference in admission and other academic affairs hinders the growth of
the institution.
 A better performance in the University examinations is one of the challenges of this
institution.
 Improving the linguistic and communicative skills of the students is another task lying
ahead of us.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

ADMINISTRATIVE STRENGTHS










The financial resources of the College are steady and flowing.
There exists a well-defined organizational hierarchy.
The efficient handling of documents of about 10,000 students is appreciable.
Most of the key-posts have been filled.
The budget is prepared annually.
Regular academic and administrative audit.
The facility of N-list INFLIBNET is made available.
The College is equipped with modern software and an IBM Server.
The on-line admission process gives the College a bigger opportunity to serve a
bigger hinterland.
ADMINSTRATIVE WEAKNESSES

10
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The same building housing the Principal’s room, Students’ Union room and the main
office creates problems sometimes.
The annual budget is not monitored in a satisfactory manner.
ICT oriented teaching still remains inadequate.
This College is lagging behind in activities of the Career Cum Guidance Cell.
The absence of an official Alumni Association is a weakness at present.
The area of Collaboration, Consultancy and Linkage is unexplored.
ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNITIES





Provisions could be made for the setting up of a Girls’ Hostel.
There is scope for infrastructural development.
Post-graduate Courses in a few subjects could be introduced.

ADMINISTRATIVE



Initiating the process of post-creation is a current priority.
The College could achieve excellence in terms of organizing national/ international
seminars.
Reduction of the drop-out rate of students is an area of concern.
Obtaining a better grade in the assessment of the NAAC is a major challenge.

Dhruba Chand Halder College




THREATS/ CHALLENGES
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C. Profile of the College
1. Name and Address of the College:
Name :
Dhruba Chand Halder College
Address :
P.O. – Dakshin Barasat, South 24 Parganas
City :
Pin : 743372
State : West Bengal
Website :
www.dchcollege.in
2.

For Communication:
Designation
Name
Principal

Dr. Satyabrata
Sahoo

Telephone
Mobile
With STD code
O : (03218) 222550 9433487809

Fax

Email
Dr_s_sahoo@
yahoo.com

R : (033) 24180575

Vice Principal
Steering

Shyamal

Committee

Kr.

O : (03218)222550 9051221366

shyamalkrb@
gmail.com

R : (033) 24364865

Co-ordinator Banduopadhyay

3. Status of the Institution:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Affiliated College
Constituent College
Any other (specify)



4. Type of Institution :
a. By Gender
i. For Men
ii. For Women
iii. Co-education
b. By Shift
i. Regular
ii. Day
iii. Evening

12
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5.

It is a recognized minority institution?
Yes
No



If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide
documentary evidence.
Not Applicable
6.

7.

Sources of funding:
Government
Grant-in-aid
Selffinancing
Any other



a. Date of establishment of the college: 23.08.1965 (dd/mm/yyyy)
b. University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college (If it is a
constituent college)
University of Calcutta
c. Details of UGC recognition:
Under Section

Date, Month & Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

i. 2 (f)

23.08.1965

ii. 12 (B)

23.08.1965

Remarks(If any)

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act)
d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than UGC
(AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.)
Nil
Recognition/Approval
details
Institution/Department
Programme

Day, Month
and Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

Validity

Remarks

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Under Section/
clause

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
(Enclose the recognition/approval letter)
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8.

Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as recognized by
the UGC), on its affiliated colleges?
Yes



No

If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?
Yes
9.

No



Is the college recognized
a.

by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?
Yes

No



If yes, date of recognition: NA (dd/mm/yyyy)
b.

for its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes

No



If yes, Name of the agency NA and
Date of recognition: NA (dd/mm/yyyy)
10. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:
Location *

Rural

Campus area in sq. mts.

37850.7219 (= 9.353 acre)

Built up area in sq. mts.

5576.3549

Dhruba Chand Halder College

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)
11. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide
numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an
agreement with other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide
information on the facilities covered under the agreement.

Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities Under construction o
seminar complex admeasuring 4000 square feet




Sports facilities
play ground
swimming pool

 gymnasium
•

Hostel
 Boys’ hostel

14
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i.

Number of hostels

01

ii.

Number of inmates

165

iii.

Facilities (mention available facilities) Common LCD, TV, water
purifier, Indoor Games, sports in college ground, Newspaper, Basic
freehand physical exercise aid

∗ Girls’ hostel
i.

Number of hostels

ii.

Number of inmates

iii.

Facilities (mention available facilities)

∗ Working women’s hostel
i.

Number of inmates

ii.

Facilities (mention available facilities)

• Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers
available — cadre wise)
• Cafeteria —
 Health centre

one

 First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility, Ambulance…….
Health centre staff –
Full time

Qualified Nurse

Full time

Part-time
Part-time




 Facilities like banking, post office, book shops – Zero balance bank accounts are
opened by the bank staff in the college premises on intermittent interval.
• Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff
• Animal house
 Biological waste disposal Animal carcasses are put in deep soil pit and covered
others are incinerated. After the practical classes are over, all the bacterial and fungal
colony growing media plates and other used autoclavable materials are autoclaved. In
this manner all the microbes die. The media with died microbes are drained out. Then
the apparatus are reused after washing .
In biochemical practical concentrated acid base and other chemicals are used. These
are washed out after being heavily diluted with water.
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 Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and voltage :
Generators are there for supply of power at the time of power failure and low voltage.
Besides for regulation of voltage steps have been taken for installation of a b3KV
Transformer in the college campus. Work order has been issued by WBSEDE Ltd.
Transformer has already been acquired by the college.
 Solid waste management facility
Waste water management



Water harvesting

Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current academic year –
(2015- 2016)

12.

Dhruba Chand Halder College



SI. Programme
No. Level

Name of the
Sanctioned/
of
Medium of approved No.
Entry
Programme/ Duration
students
Qualification Instruction Student
Course
Enrolled.
Strength

i)

Under
Graduate

B.A (Hons)
Bengali

3yrs

ii)

Do

iii)

Do

iv)

Do

v)

Do

vi)

Do

vii)

Do

viii)

Do

B.A (Hons)
English
B.A. (Hons)
History
B.A. (Hons)
Philosophy
B.A. (Hons)
Political
Science
B.A. (Hons)
Sanskrit
B.A. (Hons)
Education
B.A. (Gen)

ix)

Do

x)

Do

Bsc (Hons)
Botany
Bsc (Hons)
Chemistry

16

Bengali

135

161

3 yrs

Higher
Secondary
(10 + 2) with
Bengali &
English
Do

English

90

97

3yrs

Do

160

152

3yrs

Do

Bengali &
English
Do

175

152

3yrs

Do

Do

160

164

3yrs

Do

Do

55

65

3yrs

Do

Do

50

53

3yrs

Do

Do

2800

3152

3yrs

Do

Do

20

22

3yrs

Do

Do

30

20
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xi)

Do

xii)

Do

xiii)

Do

xiv)

Do

xv)

Do

xvi)

Do

xvii)

Do

xviii)

Do

xix)

Do

2

Post
Graduate
Integrated
programmes
PG
Ph.D

3

4
5
6

Certificate
Courses
UG Diploma

7

PG Diploma

8

Any other

13.

Bsc (Hons)
Economics
Bsc (Hons)
Geography
Bsc (Hons)
Mathematics
Bsc (Hons)
Physics
Bsc ((Hons)
Zoology
Bsc (Hons)
Micro-biology
Bsc (Gen)

3yrs

Do

Do

35

01

3yrs

Do

Do

70

74

3yrs

Do

Do

55

59

3yrs

Do

Do

25

26

3yrs

Do

Do

40

47

3yrs

Do

Do

18

18

3yrs

Do

Do

150

105

B.com (Hons)
Accountancy
& Finance
B.com (Gen)

3yrs

Do

Do

160

128

3yrs

Do

Do

125

61

Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?
Yes

No 

If yes, how many?
14.

NA

New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any?
03
[Honours in Physics Sanskrit &
Yes 
No
Number
Education]

15.

List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like
Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering academic
degree awarding programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments offering
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common compulsory subjects for all the programmes (like English, regional
languages etc.)

Faculty

Departments
(eg. Physics, Botany, History etc.)

Science

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Geography,
Economics, Botany, Zoology, Computer
Science, Micro-biology.



Arts

Bengali, English, History, Political Science,
Philosophy, Sanskrit, Education.
Commerce



Physical Education



Commerce
Any Other
(Specify)
16.

17.

18.

PG

Research



Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like BA,
BSc, MA, M.Com…)
a.

annual system

b.

semester system

c.

trimester system

20

Number of Programmes with
a.

Choice Based Credit System

b.

Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach

c.

Any other (specify and provide details)

03

(Geography, Economics,)

Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes

Dhruba Chand Halder College

UG

No



If yes,
a. Year of Introduction of the programme(s)NA (dd/mm/yyyy)
and number of batches that completed the programme
b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable) NA
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:………………………..
c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher Education
Programme separately? Not applicable.
Yes

18

No
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19.

Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education?
Yes

No



[As one of the combination papers in UG level]

If yes,
a.

Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)

and number of batches that completed the programme
b.

NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:……………………

c.

Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical Education
Programme separately? Not applicable
Yes

Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution
Teaching faculty
Positions

Sanctioned by (Full
the UGC /
Time)
PPT
University /
State
Government
Recruited
Yet to
recruit
Sanctioned
by the
Management/
society or
other
Yet to recruit
authorized
*M-Male *F-Female
bodies
Recruited

Self Study Report : Cycle-II

Professor

Associate Assistant
Professor Professor

* *F
M

*
M
06

*F
03

*M *F
10
10
18

Nonteaching
staff
*M
*
F
19
03

14

-

01

6

11

01

Technical
staff
*M
02

*F
-

10
8

Dhruba Chand Halder College

20.

No

Guest
Teacher
07

19
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21.

Qualifications of the teaching staff:
Professor

Highest
qualification

Male Female

Associate
Professor
Male Female

Permanent teachers
D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Temporary teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Part-time teachers
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
22.

02
02
02

01
02
NIL

Assistant
Professor
Male Female

Total

04
04
02

05
02
03

12
10
07

02
01
05

06

02
01
11

03
15

01
01
12

01
04
27

Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College. 14

23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four academic
years.
Year 1

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Categories

SC
ST
OBC

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

(2011-2012)

Total (2012 – 2013) Total (2013 – 2014) Total (2014 – 2015) Total

Male Female

Male Femal
Male Femal
Male Female
e
e
2502 2351 1229 3580 2704 1437 4141 3189 1734 4923

1658

844

General

36
05
103
52
1713 1075

41
44 07
51
40
09
49 42
12
155 172 124 296 352 222 574 622 478
2788 2078 1369 3447 2067 1550 3617 2535 1711

Total

3510 1976

5486 4645 2729 7374 5163 3218 8381 6388 3935 10323

20

54
1100
4246
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24.

Details on students enrollment in the college during the current academic year:

Type of students
Students from the same
state where the college is located
Students from other states of
India
NRI students
Foreign students

-

M. Phil.
-

Ph.D.
-

-

Total
4557

-

4557

Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)
2013-2014 – 6.59%
2014 0 2015 – 7%

UG
26.

-

PG
-

4557

Total

25.

U
G
4557

PG

NA

Unit Cost of Education
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of students
enrolled )

27.

(a) including the salary component

Rs. 4599/-

(b) excluding the salary component

Rs. 620/-

Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)?


Yes

No

a) is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of another
University
Yes



No

b) Name of the University which has granted such registration.
Rabindra Bharati University(RBU), Netaji Subhas Open University (NSOU)
c)

Number of programmes offered

RBU – PG – 8
NSOU – BDP – II, PG - 10

d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education Council.
Yes



No
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28. Provide Teacher- student ratio for each of the programme/ Course offered (2014-2015)
Subject
BENGALI
ENGLISH
SANSKRIT
HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY
PHILOSOPHY
POL. SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
B.COM
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS

Dhruba Chand Halder College

BOTANY
ZOOLOGY
MICRO-BIOLOGY
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
COMPUTER
SCIENCE

Name of Programme
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
HONS.
GENERAL
GENERAL

Teacher – Student Ratio
1:38
1:107
1:30
1:97
1:15
1:150
1:31
1:550
1:15
1:9
1:25
1;60
1:55
1:423
1:1
28:1
1:909
1:23
1:25
1:5
1:20
1:154
1:17
1:30
1:73
1:22
1:50
1:10
1:4
1:176

GENERAL

1:15

29. Is the college applying for
Accreditation :

Cycle 1

Cycle 2



Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Re-Assessment:
22
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(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 refers to
re- accreditation)
30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment
only)
Cycle 1: 08.01.2011 (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result B (2.45 CGPA)
Cycle 2: ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result…….....
Cycle 3: ……………… (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result…….....
* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s) as an
annexure.
31. Number of working days during the last academic year.
223
32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year
(Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the
examination days)
190
33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
IQAC

17.03.2011 (dd/mm/yyyy)

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) to
NAAC.
17.12.2014

(dd/mm/yyyy)

AQAR

(ii)

17.12.2014

(dd/mm/yyyy) AQAR

(iii)

17.12.2014 (dd/mm/yyyy) AQAR

(iv)

31.10.2015 (dd/mm/yyyy) AQAR

Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include. (Do
not include explanatory/descriptive information)
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35.

AQAR (i)
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Percentage of students who belongs to different category and are receiving financial
assistance from various authorities.
2011 – 2012

2012 – 2013

2013 – 2014

2014 – 2015

% of SCST Students
% of Minority
Students
% of OBC Students

46.35

49.24

50

48.21

18.36

18.44

19.62

18.08

2.82

4.01

6.85

10.65

% of Girls Students

36.02

37

38.4

38.1

SC& ST Students

Minority Students

OBC Students

Girls Students

2011-2012

2011-2012

2011-2012

2012-2013

2012-2013

2012-2013

2012-2013

2013-2014

2013-2014

2013-2014

2013-2014

2014-2015

2014-2015

2014-2015

2014-2015

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2011-2012

24
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Criterion I : Curricular Aspects

CRITERION I : CURRICULAR ASPECTS
1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation
1.1.1

State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution , and describe
how these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other
stakeholders.

Vision



The Vision of D.C.H College is to set up an educational centre of excellence
for a huge number of enthusiastic students in the underdeveloped district of
South 24 Parganas.
We aim to impart “value based education” in combination with conventional
education to its students. It tries to deliver a kind of education that would help
students realize their inner strength and potentialities by emphasizing on social
values, environmental awareness and extra-curricular activities. To help
students achieve excellence in higher education through knowledge and
contribute to the socio-economic changes and sustainable developments are
some of the key-aspects of this Vision.



The Mission of our institution is to set an academic standard so that the
students can not only clear the University examinations and earn their degrees,
but can explore the various opportunities in making a career, guided by what
they learn at the different stages of college hood.



At DCH College we believe in “Marching Ahead”, i.e. progress in all aspects
of life, through a comprehensive development of the soul so that it can dispel
darkness and get illuminated by the light of education.

Objective





Some of the key-areas in the objective are:
Creating an awareness of human rights, value system, culture, heritage,
religious toleration, scientific temper and environment.
To equip our students to face global challenges.
To open the doors of education to the needy---learners from the economically
poor strata of society as well as from the minority communities and especially
for girl students.
These concepts are communicated to the stakeholders through the College
website, Prospectus, regular lectures and discussions and different cocurricular activities involving students, teachers and staff-members.
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1.1.2

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1.1.3

26

How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective implementation
of the curriculum? Give details of the process and
Substantiate through specific example(s).



The curriculum developed by our University is publicized through the
College Prospectus and Departmental Brochures. At the beginning of every
academic session, the academic calendar is prepared and circulated amongst
the faculty and the students. The syllabus in each subject is divided into
modules, specifying the units to be discussed and the time span allotted to
each of these. The entire practice is monitored by the respective heads of the
departments, under the supervision of the Principal.



In case of implementation of changes in the syllabus, the University
organizes workshops and interactions in which teachers participate. The
faculty is also encouraged to attend orientation and refresher programmes
periodically. Since the syllabi have provisions for ICT related courses in
different fields, efforts are taken to sensitize and create awareness of its need.
The infrastructure is being augmented to provide room for the new methods of
learning.



Regular class tests, mid term examinations and test examinations are
conducted from time to time, keeping in mind, students‟ development and
academic progress.

What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive from the
institution for effectively translating the curriculum and improving teaching practices?



The Principal and the Governing Body co-operate with the teachers and
students by adopting strategies and resolutions required in the academic
pursuits of the departments.



The academic calendar framed at the beginning of each session, is prepared
and adopted by the Principal and the teachers together and both curricular and
co-curricular activities are given due importance.



The affiliating Calcutta University conducts meetings/ workshop at the time of
curriculum design for the Head, senior faculty members of all its affiliated
Colleges. The College also sends the teachers to participate in the meeting,
workshop, seminar organized by the affiliating university to update knowledge
on curriculum and to improve teaching practices. The teachers of the College
actively participate in the meetings/ workshop, discuss issues, problems and
put their suggestions.



The College provides well-stocked library, internet facility at different
segments, computers for science, commerce and a few of humanities
departments, seminar hall to conduct departmental programme, computer
laboratory, science laboratories, LCD projector, smart boards, etc. The
Self Study Report : Cycle-II
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Computer Science Department of the College also conducts Computer Skill
Development programme for teachers so that they are able to use the modern
technologies, like internet, LCD projector etc. to supplement their classroom
lectures.

1.1.5

1.1.6

1.1.7

Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the Institution for effective
curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by the affiliating
University or other Statutory agency.



The Principal takes care to see that the syllabi are completed in time and that
the students are given ample opportunities to improve their performances.



Regular class tests, mid term examinations and test examinations are
conducted from time to time, keeping in mind, students‟ development and
academic progress.



The College provides latest reference books, internet facility, and modern
teaching aids, like LCD projector, at different segments.



The authority also encourages the teachers to participate in special lectures
organized by the College/other Colleges/affiliating University.



Practical oriented departments conduct educational tour.

How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as industry,
research bodies and the university in effective operationalization of the curriculum?



The existing college mechanism allows regular communication with the
University and every notice, every instruction is followed with precision.



Regular contact with the University officials helps the institution to remain upto-date in terms of curriculum implementation.

What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the
development of the curriculum by the University? (Number of staff
members/departments represented on the Board of Studies, student feedback provided,
specific suggestions etc.



Many of our teachers are paper-setters, moderators and Head-examiners
appointed by the affiliating University.



Most of the teachers are also examiners of various examinations conducted by
the University.

Does the institution develop curriculum for any other courses offered (other than those
under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If “yes”, give details on the
process (Needs Assessment, design, development and planning) and the courses for
which the curriculum has been developed.
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Criterion I : Curricular Aspects
The College cannot design the curriculum, being a college affiliated to the
University of Calcutta. The institution has to abide by and follow the curriculum
designed by the University.
1.1.8

How does the institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of curriculum are
achieved in the course of implementation?

The stated objective of the curriculum is to prepare students to face the world, to
become self-reliant and contribute in some form or the other, to society at large. The
concept is imparted through their subjects of study and classroom teaching, along
with the practice of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.

1.2



The scope of education to the girl-students and those from the backward and
Minority groups is immense. Keeping in mind the rural background of our
institution, the teachers and other staff members ensure that their needs are taken
care of and that their skills are improved so that they can compete in the greater
sphere.



Students are also given extensive ideas about the other courses and professions
they can opt for, after the completion of the undergraduate course.



Financial assistance is provided to most of the needy students to enable
they continue with their studies.



Conceptualizing new programmes for degrees is a prerogative of the University
and the teachers are given little scope in the curriculum-framing process. But the
teachers of some of the departments in our institution organize inter-college
meets to discuss the syllabi taught, sending feedbacks and suggestions to the
Board of Studies, Calcutta University.

ACADEMIC FLEXIBILITY

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the certificate/diploma/skill
development courses etc., offered by the institution.



1.2.2



28

Since our college is a rural one, students here are not proficient in English.
Since they are aware of this and have realized the importance of knowing
English in today‟s world, a course on Communicative English has been
introduced. This 6 months course has been designed and is conducted by the
teachers of the department of English.
Does the institution offer programmes that facilitate twinning/dual degree? If
yes, give details.

We have no such provision.
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1.2.3. Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic flexibility
and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills development, academic
mobility, progression to higher studies and improved potential for employability.
Progression to higher studies and improved potential for employability. Issues
may cover the following and beyond:


Range of Core / Elective options offered by the University and those opted by the
college



Choice Based Credit System and range of subject options



Courses offered in modular form



Credit transfer and accumulation facility




Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programmes and courses
Enrichment courses



Since our college is a rural one, students here are not proficient in English, and
hence, different courses are given to them through the medium of English and
Bengali. They are given the option of writing their examination papers in their
vernacular languages. This is a major flexibility offered to the students.



The range of academic programmes meant for our students, being extensive,
they can make their own choices regarding the subjects of study they are
interested in. As per University syllabi, two language courses, namely English
and Bengali are given as Core subjects, along with Environmental Studies, and
many other Elective subjects have to be opted for, from amongst a whole range
of subjects :

HONS.
SUBJECT
BENGALI
POLITACAL SCIENCE

GROUP
Group –A
(Any One)
Group –B
(Any One)

PHILOSOPHY
ENGLISH
EDUCATION

HISTORY
SANSKRIT

Group –B
(Any One)
Group –C
(Any One)

History, Sanskrit, Economics

Group –A
(Any One)

Philosophy, Elective English,
Education
Geography, Physical Education
Bengali, Political Science

Group –C
(Any One)
Self Study Report : Cycle-II

SUBSIDIARY SUBJECTS
(Two Subjects must be taken, one from
each group)
Philosophy, Elective English,
Education
Geography, Physical Education
History, Sanskrit, Economics

Bengali, Political Science
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SUBJECT COMBINATION FOR B.A. GENERAL COURSE
(Students are asked to take three subjects taking one from each group)
Group –A
(Any One)

Group –B
(Any One)

Group –C
(Any One)

PHILOSOPHY
ELCTIVE ENGLISH
EDUCATION
GEOGRAPHY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

HISTORY
SANSKRIT
ECONOMICS

BENGALI
POLITACAL SCIENCE

SUBJECT COMBINATION FOR B.Sc. HONOURS COURSE

Dhruba Chand Halder College

HONS.
SUBJECT

SUBSIDIARY SUBJECTS
(Two Subjects must be taken, one from each group)

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS

PHYSICS

MATHEMATICS

CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

ZOOLOGY

BOTANY

MICROBIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

BOTANY

ZOOLOGY

GEOGRAPHY

POL SCIENCE

ECONOMICS

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
OR CHEMISTRY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
OR CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
OR MICROBIOLOGY
BOTANY
OR ZOOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
ECONOMICS
OR MATHEMATICS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
OR CHEMISTRY

SUBJECT COMBINATION FOR B.Sc. GENERAL COURSE

(Students are asked to take three subjects taking one from each group)
Group –A
(Any One)

Group –B
(Any One)

Group –C
(Any One)

PURE SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE
OR CHEMISTRY

BIO SCIENCE

ZOOLOGY

BOTANY

COMPUTER SCIENCE
OR CHEMISTRY

30
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B.COM . HONS.
(Accountancy &
Finance)

B.COM .
General

Financial Accounting i , Business Regulatory Framework, Principles of
Management & Business Communication, Economics i, Business
Mathematics & Statistics ,Information Technology & Its Application in
Business, Principal of Marketing, Auditing, Financial Accounting ii, Direct
& Indirect Taxation, Cost & Management Accounting, Financial
Accounting iii, Financial Management, Economics ii and Advance Business
Mathematics, Indian Financial System & Financial Market Operation
Financial Accounting i , Business Regulatory Framework, Principles of
Management & Business Communication, Economics, Business
Mathematics & Statistics ,Information Technology & Its Application in
Business, Principal of Marketing, Auditing, Financial Accounting ii, Direct
& Indirect Taxation, Cost & Management Accounting i, Financial
Accounting iii, Financial Management ,Cost & Management Accounting ii



There is no provision for Credit system for the students, but the University has made
the examination system flexible, so that students get ample chances to complete the
courses without wasting time. The undergraduate course of 3 years duration can now
be completed within 10 years after admission. A student failing to qualify in 2
subjects (out of 3), at a particular level ( Part 1 Hons and Gen ), are allowed to sit for
the Part II examinations and at the same time, re-appear and qualify in the subjects
she/he had failed earlier. There is also an option for supplementary examinations in
between two degree examinations, helping candidates to complete the courses,
preventing loss of year for her/him.

1.2.4

Does the institution offer self-financed programmes? If yes, list them and indicate how
they differ from other programmes, with reference to admission, curriculum, fee
structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.



The College does not offer any such programme.

1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to regional and
global employment markets? If yes, provide details of such programmes and the
beneficiaries.






The college offers Communicative English course to its students.
This is a 6 months course developed by the teachers of the department of
English open to students of all streams and classes.
The college charges a nominal course fee of RS. 500/- and RS. 100/- as the
registration fee.
Certificates are given at the end of each course, after the students have cleared
an examination.
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All these courses are offered at the undergraduate level, following the guidelines provided by
the Board of Studies constituted by the University. Emphasis is laid on following the
modules, assessing the students on a regular basis and maintaining the academic schedule.
A student admitted to a particular course is permitted to change the subjects within a
stipulated time fixed by the University. The courses offered by the college under B.A, ,B.Sc,
and B.Com, Hons and General, are interdisciplinary in nature.

Criterion I : Curricular Aspects

1.2.6 Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional face-to-face
and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the courses/combination of their
choice? If yes, how does the institution take advantage of such provision for the benefit
of students?


The University does not provide for such an option.

CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT
1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the University’s Curriculum to
ensure that the academic programmes and Institution’s goals and objectives are integrated?



Conceptualizing new programmes for degrees is a prerogative of the University
and the teachers are given little scope in the curriculum-framing process. But the
teachers of some of the departments in our institution organize inter-college meets
to discuss the syllabi taught, sending feedbacks and suggestions to the Board of
Studies, Calcutta University.

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the Institution to enrich and organize the curriculum to
enhance the experiences of the students so as to cope with the needs of the dynamic employment
market?

As an affiliated College, feedback through classroom interaction obtained from
students is analyzed by the faculty members in the concerned department. When
faculty members are invited during curriculum workshops, they communicate their
recommendations on the basis of their analysis and discussion of the feedback
received.
1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the crosscutting issues such as
Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human Rights, ICT etc., into the
curriculum?

Dhruba Chand Halder College

The efforts made by the College to integrate the cross cutting issues into the
curriculum are as follows: Proposed by the HODs/selected faculty members
participate in the curriculum workshop organized by the affiliating university to
introduce the issues into the Curriculum.
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Environmental Studies as a compulsory foundation paper for all UG students;
gender related issues/topics in the Literature subjects, Education, Political
Science, Psychology and Economics; topics related to climate change in the
Biological Sciences; human rights in Political Science; ICT in the Commerce and
Physical Sciences have been incorporated in the curriculum.



However, despite the shortcoming in the curriculum of some subjects, the College
provides Computer Literacy Programme to as many students as possible.
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1.3.4 What are the various value-added courses/enrichment programmes offered to ensure
holistic development of students?.



The aim of our institution is to design programmes for the students in such a way
that the idea of an all-round development can be translated into reality. We, at
Dhruba Chand Halder College, strive to impart a basic knowledge of the subjects
opted for, following the syllabi prescribed by the Calcutta University, and also
prepare our students for the job market and face the world on their own. The
Curricula, based on the syllabi, are implemented, keeping in mind, the students‟
profile, their rural and financially weak background.



The College does not offer any value-added courses. However, the
Collegeorganizes enrichment programmes time to time to develop skills of
students. The inculcation of moral and ethical values is done through the active
participation in NSS and NCC activities.



Our institution takes efforts to integrate the cross-cutting issues like Gender
Sensitivity, Climate Change etc. into the curricula through practical and day-today activities. Thus theory and practice are integrated to enable our students
comprehend and appreciate these issues.








1.3.5

Awareness of Mother Nature „s gifts to mankind is fostered through different
activities like cleaning up of the college campus, planting and taking care of
trees, discouraging the use of plastic and synthetic materials in the campus, (lab
practices). Students are constantly reminded of the importance of electricity and
advised to prevent its misuse by switching off the lights and fans in the rooms
when they leave, make sure to turn off the computers when not in use, and other
such measures. On the whole, we try to inculcate the value of an environmentfriendly atmosphere in and outside the college campus.
Students are also motivated to participate in sports and games regularly so that a
proper balance of mind and body may be maintained.
Following the course on Environmental Studies prescribed by the University,
the students here are required to participate in project writing as well. preparing
wall magazines and departmental magazines are some of the priorities shared by
the different departments.
Employable skills are imparted to the students of Botany, who are sent to the
concerned departments at Nimpith for training in manufacturing handicraft
items from coconut fibres..

Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback from stakeholders
in enriching the curriculum.

Stakeholders: Use of the feedback in enriching the curriculum
Students: As an affiliated College, feedback obtained from students is analyzed by
the faculty members in the concerned department. When faculty members are
Self Study Report : Cycle-II
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The Women‟s Cell named Nari Sansad, takes care of both female students and
employees, safeguarding their rights and attending to their grievances. Besides,
students here are encouraged to treat the members of the opposite sex with honour and
dignity, at par with one another. They are motivated to interact with each other freely.

Criterion I : Curricular Aspects
invited during curriculum workshops, they communicate their recommendations
on the basis of their analysis and discussion of the feedback received.
Alumni: their suggestions are always welcomed.
Academic Peers: It is done by the affiliating university .
Employers/Industries: It is done by the affiliating university.
1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment programmes?

The Principal, with the help of IQAC members from various committees to take
care of its enrichment programmes. The college regularly evaluates the results of
University examination of students of each every year by Academic SubCommittee. Moreover feedback from the stakeholders helps in monitoring and
evaluating the quality of the enrichment programmes.

FEEDBACK SYSTEM
1.4.1 What are the contributions of the institution in the design and development of the
Curriculum prepared by the University?



Conceptualizing new programmes for degrees is a prerogative of the
University and the teachers are given little scope in the curriculum-framing
process. But the teachers of some of the departments in our institution
organize inter-college meets to discuss the syllabi taught, sending feedbacks
and suggestions to the Board of Studies, Calcutta University.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and stakeholders on
Curriculum? If yes, how is it communicated to the University and made use internally for
curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/new programmes?

 Our institution has a formal mechanism to obtain feedbacks from students on
curriculum and teachers‟ performances as well. These are usually submitted to the
IQAC cell and the data is analyzed thereafter. Areas of improvement are suggested
by this body.
1.4.3 How many new programmes/ courses were introduced by the institution during the last
four years? What was the rationale for introducing new courses/ programmes?

 During the last 4 years quite a few new Courses have been introduced in the college,
like Honours in Physics and Sanskrit and a General course in Physical Education for
girl students.
 These courses have been introduced, keeping in mind, primarily, the demand for these
subjects in the neighboring area. This would also reduce the pressure on certain
departments like Philosophy, Political Science, History. Many of our girl students
excel in sports activities and since they cannot afford to travel to the city for
pursuing a course in Physical Education, the institution thought it best to introduce
this course.
34
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Criterion – II : Teaching – Learning and Evaluation
2.1

Student Enrollment and Profile

Dhruba Chand Halder College is a UG level degree college catering to the needs of
thousands of students from the hinterland of the Sundarban region. The most important
medium of circulation of admission related information is the college website. Every year,
well before publication of 10+2 results, admission related information like eligibility criteria;
departmental intake capacity, dates of availability and submission of application / admission
forms, dates of publication of merit list and dates of admission are published in the
institutional website which is regularly updated during the whole admission process.
Introduction of a particular subject and / or programme is publicized by specially highlighting
it.
The college prospectus is also an important medium for the publication of college admission
related information. Till the 2014-2015 session, copies of the prospectus were circulated to
all applicants. In 2015-2016 it was circulated only among students securing admission. The
prospectus contains information regarding the courses offered, fees structure, faculty profile,
rules & regulations of our college, prizes, & scholarships for meritorious students, hostel &
other facilities. Every year the prospectus is updated to provide the latest information to the
students seeking admission.
Transparency in the admission process is maintained and ensured by the admission committee
of the college which is formed annually. This committee ensures strict compliance of every
step of admission process. All applications for admission fulfilling necessary conditions are
considered while preparing the merit list. A short list is prepared for admission in each
programme in such a manner that the merit position of each applicant can be viewed by
anyone by accessing the website. The implementation of the parallel off-line and on-line
admission process was put into practice in 2012, long before the state government made online admission in colleges, mandatory. Transparency in the admission process has been
augmented by the introduction of 100% online admission since the 2015-2016 session.
Reservation of seats for backward class and other reserved categories is considered carefully
in the admission process.
2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex. (i) merit (ii)
common admission test conducted by state agencies and national agencies (iii)
combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and interview (iv)
any othyer) to various programmes of the institution.
Admission to the 1st year classes of various programmes is done strictly on the basis of merit.
Merit position is determined by marks obtained in last qualifying exam (10+2) with additional
weightage to the subject marks.
There is no system of conducting any Entrance Examination for admission.
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2.1.1 : How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission process?

Criterion – II : Teaching – Learning and Evaluation

2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at entry
level for each of the programmes offered by the college and provide a comparison
with other colleges of the affiliating university within the city / district.
Admission data relating to maximum percentage of marks for each programme offered by this
college vis-à-vis other neighboring colleges are given in annexed table : 2015 – 2016
Neighbouring Colleges :
DCHC—Dhruba Chand Halder College
GMSMM—Gour Mohan Sachin Mondal Mahavidyalaya
DAC—Dinabandhu Andrews College
Name of the
Programme
Bengali Honours

English Honours

History Honours

Sanskrit Honours

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Philosophy Honours

Pol. Science Honours

Geography Honours

Economics Honours

Education Honours

Mathematics Honours
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Name of the
DCHC
college
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC

% of marks
(Highest)
89
85.3
88.8
93.75
89
95.3
88.75
88.6
89.2
88
86.7
NA
84.75
82.3
88.6
87
85
89.5
91.75
76.4
93.14
69
NA
81.6
87
89.23
NA
89.5
75.8
94.1
84.25

% of marks
(lowest)
48
47.6
51.2
65.75
62.2
69.1
43.5
46.5
51.4
50.75
48.6
NA
54
48.5
51.4
49.25
43.3
52.1
66.75
62.32
66.8
69
NA
72.34
52.25
54.32
NA
64
62.4
73.1
60
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Botany Honours

Microbiology Honours

Physics Honours

Chemistry Honours

Commerce Honours

GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC
DCHC
GMSMM
DAC

NA
90.1
77.75
NA
88.71
80
NA
87.3
90.25
NA
91.41
85.5
NA
92.2
87.25
78.32
86.4

NA
74.2
64
NA
68.6
59.25
NA
71.8
70
NA
72.6
55.25
NA
71.8
39.25
41.2
49.7

2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and student
profiles annually? If ‘yes’ what is the outcome of such an effort and how has it
contributed to the improvement of the process?
Every year, well before the initiation of the admission process, the Academic Sub-Committee,
comprising the Heads/ Senior most Teachers of all departments in its meeting, reviews the
admission process of the previous year – its technical aspects and also quality of students
enrolled as an outcome. This helps the Admission. Committee to a great extent, to frame
modalities of the admission process for the current year. All admission related decisions are
made through a constant interaction among the members of the Admission and Academic
Sub-Committees.
The entire review of admission and students’ profile prepared by the departmental teachers,
sows the seed for quality improvement of the institution, concentrating on the quality of
students to be admitted in the following year. For any educational institution, a transparent
admission process should be a significant indicator and this institution has recognized this
with utmost effort.
2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase / improve access for following
categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution and
its student profiles demonstrate / reflect the National commitment to diversify and
inclusion.
* SC/ ST
* OBC
* Women
* Differently abled
* Economically weaker sections
* Minority community
* Any other
Self Study Report : Cycle-II
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Zoology Honours
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Dhruba Chand Halder College abides by the reservation policy of the Governmemt in true
spirit. Other opportunities and reservation rules for different categories of students as stated
in the admission rules are given in brief:
SC/ST : according to the reservation policy of the Govt, 22% seats are reserved for the SC
and 6% seats for ST students.
OBC : up to 2013-2014, there was no reservation policy for OBC category students. Since
2014-2015 session, the Govt. policy of reservation for OBC is to reserve 17% seats for OBC
students in five years without decreasing the number of seats in the unreserved and other
reserved categories.
Women : Dhruba Chand Halder College is a convenient and safe institution for girl students
of a vast area adjacent to Sunderban. One of the basic objectives of establishing this college
was to impart higher education to the girl students of this hinterland area. Girl students can
also avail of the Kanyashree Prokolpo---financial assistance provided by the state govt. to the
girl-students in the age group 17-18.
Differently abled : This institution strictly ensures Govt. norms of 3% seat reservation for
differently abled students.
Economically weaker sections: Economically weaker students are entitled to avail of some
scholarships such as :
Merit-cum-means scholarship from Govt. of W.B.
Scholarship to the wards of Bidi workers from the ministry of Social Welfare Govt. of India.
Merit cum Means scholarship from private agencies like the Bharat Sevashram Sangha,
Ramakrishna Mission, Birla House and others.
Minority Community : About 20% of the students of this college are minority students. They
are mainly from the Muslim community. The policy of reservation of seats under OBC – A
category ensures reservation for these students. Minority students can avail of the post-matric
scholarship offered by West Bengal Minorities Development and Finance Corporation.
Any other – Nil.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the institution
during the last four years and comment on the trends i.e. reasons for increase / decrease
and actions initiated for improvement.
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Sl No.

Session

Programmes UG
B.A. (Hons &
Gen)

No. of
Students
admitted

No. of
applications

Demand
Ratio

1.

2011 – 2012

1:6.13

2012 – 2013

4509

1:6.11

3.

2013 – 2014

4457

1:9.00

4.

2014 – 2015

600
1414
737
2733
495
2597
707
2912

3679

2.

B.A. (HONS)
B.A. (GEN)
B.A. (HONS)
B.A. (GEN)
B.A. (HONS)
B.A. (GEN)
B.A. (HONS)
B.A. (GEN)

3906
5070

1:5.52
1:1.74
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Sl No.

Session

1.

2011 – 2012

2.

2012 – 2013

3.

2013 – 2014

4.

2014 – 2015

Sl
No.

Session

1.

2011 – 2012

2.

2012 – 2013

3.

2013 – 2014

4.

2014 – 2015

Programmes
UG B.Sc.
(Hons & Gen)
B.Sc. (HONS)
B.Sc. (GEN)
B.Sc. (HONS)
B.Sc. (GEN)
B.Sc. (HONS)
B.Sc. (GEN)
B.Sc. (HONS)
B.Sc. (GEN)
Programmes
UG B.Com
(Hons & Gen)
B.Com (H)
B.Com (GEN)
B.Com (H)
B.Com
(GEN)
(HONS)
B.Com (H)
B.A.
(GEN)
(HONS)
B.Com (H)
B.Com
(GEN)
(HONS)

No. of
Students
admitted
129
70
162
100
177
92
228
152
No. of
Students
admitted
73
62
108
71
80
93
64
92

No. of
Demand
applications
Ratio
1522

1:11.79

1591

1:9.82

1555

1:8.78

2163

1:9.48

No. of
applications

Demand
Ratio

136

1:1.86

190

1:1.75

221

1:2.76

228

1:3.56

2.2 Catering to student Diversity

The institution is sincere enough to abide by govt. norms that provide reservation of 3% seats
for the differently-abled students. Departmental teachers take additional care for their
differently- abled students like for instance teachers often shift their classes to the ground
floor rooms in such a situation. In some cases, concession of fees is also provided for these
students.
2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and skills
before the commencement of the programme? If ‘yes’, give details on the process.
Class-room teaching & learning commence at the beginning of every academic session.
Before going into the proper curriculum, the faculty makes an assessment of students’
knowledge and skills by organizing students’ orientation programmes on the curriculum
covered at the previous level of study. This helps teachers to form a mind- set about the needs
of students. They prepare their teaching plan accordingly, which ends up with true learning.
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2.2.1 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently- abled students and
ensure adherence to government policies in this regard?

Criterion – II : Teaching – Learning and Evaluation

2.2.3 What are the strategies adopted by the institution to bridge the knowledge gap of
the enrolled students (Bridge/Remedial/ Add-on/Enrichment Courses, etc.) to enable
them to cope with the programme of their choice?
Often it is found that the knowledge-base of some enrolled students is weak and they are not
equipped enough to enter into the programme of study. Teachers prescribe them some books
or some chapters of books to read beforehand. This helps students to grasp the essence of
programme of their choice. The first few classes are usually devoted to the review of the
students’ subject base and needs.
2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as gender,
inclusion, environment etc.
Every year on the first day of 1st year classes and on the day of freshers’ welcome, the
principal of the college and other senior teachers get an opportunity to address the students.
On these occasions students are communicated some important information about the college
campus, various facilities available in the college, discipline etc. Gender sensitization and
ecological environment awareness are instilled in the students and staff by
instructing/advising them to treat all as equals, to take care of the campus, committing no
nuisance; to listen to and answer students’ queries with respect and patience. This is
communicated through the prospectus and with the display of placards and festoons, by the
teaching, non-teaching staff, at regular intervals. The members of the teaching and nonteaching staff are apprised of the problems of the first generation learners and students from
different communities. They are advised to handle these cases with care and sympathy. The
constitution of the women’s cell, Nari Sanshad, the different programmes organized by them,
encourage students’ participation in and awareness of these issues. It could be pointed out
that no allegation of gender discrimination has been received so far. That ragging in the
campus is strictly prohibited, is communicated to the students who are required to comply
with it.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to special educational/learning
needs of advanced learners?
Some of the indicators of advanced learners are attendance in class, concentration in study,
response in classes and class tests. Quest for knowledge, a pertinent feature of advanced
learners, is revealed by intellectual questions inside and outside the class
These learners are provided with advanced study materials. They are also encouraged to
participate in different state level and national level seminars for an exposure to a wider
horizon of knowledge. Special classes preparing them to answer examination questions, giving
them assignments and evaluating these; offering them scope to practice experiments in the
laboratories more frequently, even after the completion of selection tests are some measures
that we adopt every year.
2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on the
academic performance (through the programme duration) of the students at risk of
drop out (students from the disadvantaged sections of society, physically challenged,
slow learners, economically weaker sections etc. who may discontinue their studies if
some sort of support is not provided)?
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Students’ attendance registers are regularly maintained in Hons and General classes. Data on
class attendance and result in class tests are recorded by each department mainly for Hons
students and in some cases, for General students. Students with poor attendance are asked to
offer proper explanation of their irregular attendance. Departmental teachers arrange parent –
teacher meetings at least once a year where these issues are considered for discussion. These
steps are taken at the risk of dropout. The outcome of these discussions is also reported by
some departments in the Teachers’ Council meetings
.
We allow students failing in one or two subjects in the University examination, to attend
classes with regular students of the next batch.
Other than providing financial assistance to the needy students, the college authority gives
them the opportunity to deposit their tuition fees at the time of filling up the University
examination forms, usually at the end of the term, and not at the beginning. Some of them are
even allowed huge concessions so that they do not drop out midway.
The list of students who are incapable to synchronize regularity in class attendance with
performance in examinations / tests contains some names who may belong to the
disadvantaged section of society, are slow learners, may be physically challenged or from the
economically weaker section of society. These students are handled with special care keeping
in mind the national / state level policies by which most of them arrived at the courtyard of
this institute of higher education . Some relaxations are allowed for these students so that the
risk of dropout comes down to its minimal level.
2.3 Teaching-Learning Process

Every year well before the commencement of the new academic session, the blue print of
academic planning for the whole session is prepared at the meeting of the Academic SubCommittee where Heads of all academic departments are members. Then the departments
prepare separate Academic calendar – cum – departmental brochure for circulation among
students that contains : i. module syllabus, ii. number of classes allotted for each module, iii.
teaching plan, iv. probable dates of class tests, college examinations and university
examinations, v. faculty profile of the department etc.
2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching –learning process?
The IQAC, Dhruba Chand Halder College monitors the teaching-learning process of the
institution and always thrives for its improvement over exiting level. The IQAC offers
valuable suggestions to the departments and the administration for quality assurance and
quality enhancement. This unit urges the institution to procure ICT enabled teaching –
learning tools in the institution so that faculty members can enrich the students’ experience
inside the class-room. Not only this, students’ feedback collected by the departmental faculty
are analyzed carefully & jointly by the respective departments and IQAC members. Reports
of this analysis are a significant indicator for the future planning of the department.
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2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and evaluation
schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print, etc.)
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2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the support
structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive
learning, collaborative learning and independent learning among the students?
Faculty members are continuously engaged in innovating appropriate mode and method of
teaching so that direct teaching-learning in class rooms becomes much attractive to the
students and almost all their quests are met there. Some of the measures adopted by few
departments are :
Interactive learning is encouraged among students through their participation on debate,
seminar etc. Some of the departments organize student seminars where students are only
speakers but teachers & other students are listeners. These programmes are organized in such
a way that it becomes a part of teaching learning practice and students, outside the traditional
chalk & talk method, get an inspiration to acquire knowledge. Academic departments like
Philosophy, English, Bengali, Pol. Science, History usually organize such programmes.
Students of the Political Science department participate in the Youth Parliament competition
every year ,which helps them acquire practical knowledge about the functioning of the Indian
democratic system.
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Teachers are also available off the campus and interested students are given the liberty to
direct the subject-questions and initiate or follow discussions using apps like whats app on
the mobile or through e-mails.
Collaborative Learning : Students get the taste of collaborative learning during educational
tours, environmental projects organized by different academic departments, and NSS units.
Science laboratories are another place of collaborative learning. Educational tours are
organized by Geography, Zoology, and Botany departments. Educational visit of students are
organized by Bengali, Sanskrit, English, History, Political Science departments. Some of the
departments undertaken environmental projects as an outreach programme. Bengali, Botany,
History departments jointly organized a one day project of cleaning the bank of the river
‘Ganga’ around the Dakhsineswar temple. Another manifestation of collaborative learning is
preparation of departmental wall magazines.
Independent learning is a scarce phenomenon at present. Still some of our students show their
interest for better reference books, study materials etc.by using the Central and departmental
libraries, the Reading Room. In this way this process of learning has still remained alive.
2.3.4 How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper
among the students to transform them into life-long learners and innovators?
There are many programmes and activities organized in the college throughout the year where
students get ample opportunities to nourish their critical thinking, creativity etc. Students of
the Commerce department, as a part of their syllabus, undertake project -work under the
active guidance of the departmental teachers. Through this work they get training for critical
thinking and creativity.
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As a first step, students are encouraged to raise questions freely, whether related to their
subjects or not. Suggestions on different issues concerning their lives are often accepted and
given their due. Writings for magazines are invited to nurture their creativity. They are also
encouraged to think beyond the syllabus of the subject of study, specially in the Science
stream.
Creativity among students is also nurtured by encouraging them to be involved in various
activities like student seminars, group discussion, debate, quiz contest etc. Cultural
competition among students like, recitation, songs etc. also fosters creativity among students.
2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for
effective teaching? Eg: Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from National
Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National Mission
on Education through Information and Communication Technology (NMEICT), open educational resources, mobile education, etc.
Faculty of almost all departments have access to internet and thereby scope to handle
international journals and books through N-LIST, INFLIBNET etc. Besides this, the college
arranges for other aids to supplement to lecture method of teaching. These are :
Movies / documentaries based on the syllabus are shown to the students.
Computer aided teaching (power point presentation)
Education via mobile.
Visit to places of historical or geographical importance.

Some of the academic departments of this college have organized UGC sponsored seminar,
both at state & national levels for exchange of ideas and knowledge. Teachers and students
from other institutions are invited to these seminars. Departments also organize inter
departmental seminars, departmental seminars where external resource persons are invited to
enhance the knowledge of faculty and students. Special lectures by eminent scholars
organized by departments also strengthen the level of knowledge and skill of faculty &
students. Teachers’ participation in various state level, National Level and International Level
seminars benefits students in the classroom. Teachers also supplement their reading by
accessing different websites and subscribing to different journals. Their interactions with
peers and fellow academicians and memberships in professional/academic bodies enrich them
further. Apart from this, full time faculty members participate in Refresher Courses and
Orientation Programmes arranged by different Indian universities.
2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students \benefitted) on the academic, personal
and psycho-social support and guidance services ( professional counseling/
mentoring / academic advise) provided to students?
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2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge and
skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?
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The college has a congenial atmosphere where a student can always approach a teacher for
academic help beyond class hours. As academic support, often teachers help needy students
by lending specimen copies (received from publishing houses) or other personal copies.
Psycho-social counseling is taken up by the teachers in such a way that the students feel free
to share their personal problems and views which are duly addressed. Students generally get
admitted in institutions like ours at an age when they not only require academic but also
personal and psycho-social support and guidance. There is a Career Counseling Cell in the
college which aims—
To acquaint them with various career options.
To solve problems related to stress, anxiety, fear examination and adjustment to changed
environment
.
The superintendent of the Boys’ Hostel (Baruni devi Chhatrabas) continuously counsels the
boarders throughout the year with patience.
2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the faculty
during the last four years? What are the efforts made by the institution to
encourage the faulty to adopt new and innovative approaches and the impact of
such innovative practices on student learning?

Dhruba Chand Halder College

It is a standing thrust of faculty members of this college to adopt innovative teaching method
so that class-room teaching become attractive and meaningful to the students. As a result of it
some new and innovative methods have become a regular practice.
Showing movies / documents based on syllabus.
Power point presentations and use of internet.
Educational visits to places which are associated with the curriculum.
State level and national level seminar organized in the college.
Using computers to show and explain laboratory specimens helps students understand the
subject/experiments better.
2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching- learning process?
The Central library of this college has a rich collection of books, which commensurate with
the number of subjects offered. A spacious reading-room for students in the library is a
source of attraction. Teachers have open access to the library stock room. At present, in the
central library, we have good number of reference books covering 18 subjects taught in the
college. Besides this, there is an adequate numbers of text books also. The college has also
become a subscriber to N-LIST, INFLIBNET and all teachers have access to it, ultimately
benefitting the students.
Besides the Central Library, each department has a separate departmental library of its own,
used by both teachers and students.
A photocopier has been installed in the library for getting relevant materials photocopied
against payments, for the benefit of both teachers and students.
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An extra number of books is often issued to meritorious students on the basis of their needs
and priorities.
2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum within the
planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’, elaborate on the challenges encountered and
the institutional approaches to overcome these.
The co-existence of academic calendar and teaching plan with evaluation schedule makes a
complete academic plan of the institution. While preparing this plan utmost effort is given to
consider all possible / probable events that may hinder the timely completion of syllabus.
However, in spite of that, the institution faces few challenges in completing the curriculum
within the planned time frame due to :
General election process related to Parliament election, Assembly election or Panchayat
election.
Loss of teaching days due to unavoidable reasons beyond control.
Inadequate whole-time substantive posts in some departments.
Stop-gap created by the sudden departure of Guest-Lecturers in the mid-session.
Extra classes are often arranged to compensate for the loss of teaching days.
The adoption of a speedy process to appoint Guest-Lecturers helps in compensating a loss of
time.
2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching learning?
Dhruba Chand Halder College monitors the quality of teaching-learning through the
following ways
Departmental teachers assess the performance of the students by their response in the
classrooms as well as by their performance in the class tests conducted by the department.
Interaction of the Principal with Departmental Heads at the meetings of the Academic Sub
Committee , as and when required, helps to ensure the quality of teaching-learning.
The IQAC plays a role by suggesting effective way of teaching-learning. Annual Quality
Assurance Report bears the report on quality parameters of teaching-learning.

Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the college in
planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its human resource (qualified and
competent teachers) to meet the changing requirements of the curriculum

Highest
Qualification
Ph.D
M.Phil
P.G

Professor
M
-
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F
-

Associate Prof.
M
F
02
01
02
02
02
Nil
Part – Time Teachers

Asst. Prof.
M
04
04
02

F
05
02
03

Total

12
10
07
45
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Ph.D
M.Phil
P.G.

-

-

Ph.D
M.Phil
P.G

-

-

Temporary Teachers.
-

03
15

01
01
12

01
04
27

02
01
05

06

02
01
11

(This list does not include the Principal and librarian of the college)
Dhruba Chand Halder College, a govt. aided college affiliated to the University of Calcutta
does not enjoy any autonomy in the recruitment and retention of permanent teachers. College
Service Commission, West Bengal recommends the names of teachers for appointment in
substantive posts. The college Governing Body is the appointing authority and it does so, on
the basis of this recommendation.
All Part-time teachers, whose retirement age is 60, are initially recruited by the College to
meet the shortage of teachers and are duly approved by the Government. Guest-Lecturers are
appointed by the college when the need arises.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/ scarcity of qualified senior
faculty to teach new programmes/ modern areas (emerging areas) of study being
introduced (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)? Provide details on the efforts made
by the institution in this direction and the outcome during the last three years.
The college offers Honours and General courses of study mainly on traditional subjects. Only
two subjects, Microbiology and Computer Science are taught in Honours & General
programmes respectively and these were introduced well before the last three years. There is
no permanent teacher for these subjects. The college had recruited contractual whole Time
teacher and Part-Time teachers for teaching of these two subjects. No teacher has been
recruited during the last three years.
Two new programmes : Honours in Sanskrit and Physics, have been introduced during the last
4 years because of a constant demand in the area. Of late, Honours in Botany, Education and
Chemistry have also been introduced.
2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the last four years
elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher
quality.
a) Nomination to Staff Development Programmes
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Academic Staff Development Programmes
Refresher Courses
Orientation Programmes
Staff Training conducted by the University
Staff Training conducted by other University
Summer / Winter schools, workshops etc.

Number of facility Nominated
12
07
09

b) Faculty Training programmes organized by the institution to empower and enable the use
of various tools and technology for improved teaching-learning
 Teaching learning methods / approaches : Teachers are allowed to participate in
Refresher courses, Summer / Winter Schools, workshops on curriculum etc
where the teaching-learning process is implemented using modern technological
aids. Participating teachers try to apply their acquired knowledge to improve
their teaching skills.
 Handling new curriculum: None.
 Content / knowledge Management: None.
 Selection, development and use of enrichment materials: None.
 Assessment: None.
 Cross cutting issues : None
 Audio Visual Aids / Multimedia : None
 OER’S: None.
 Teaching Learning material development, selection and use: None.
2012 – 2013
-

2013 – 2014
-

2014 - 2015
6.25%

Participants in
Seminars

88.88%

82.14%

36.66%

28.12%

Paper Presenters in
Seminar

25.93%

57.14%

63.33%

31.25%

2.4.4 What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (eg: providing research
grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications teaching
experience in other national institutions and specialized programmes industrial
engagement etc.)
The college authority always encourages teachers to engage in research activities, avail of
Minor Research Projects and accordingly grant study leave, arranges for necessary
infrastructural support and academic publications.
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c) Percentage of faculty
2011 - 2012
Resource Persons
-
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2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state, national
and international level for excellence in teaching during the last four years. Enunciate
how the institutional culture and environment contributed to such
performance/achievement of the faculty.
During the last four years no such award was received by any of our faculty members.
2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and external
Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of the teachinglearning process?
Teachers’ evaluation by students has been in practice in some of the departments. Annual
feedbacks are obtained and analyzed by some of the teachers. But there is no mechanism to
be evaluated by external peers.
Evaluation Process and Reforms
2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution especially
students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes?
The institution ensures that stakeholders of the institution especially students and teachers are
aware of evaluation process by serving necessary information through college prospectus at
the beginning of each academic session.
Further, the details of the portion of the syllabus in which students will be examined,
distribution of marks etc are communicated to the students by the respective departments at
the beginning of each term.
2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution has
adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the institution on its own?

Dhruba Chand Halder College

The institution is affiliated to the University of Calcutta. Therefore it is obligatory for it to
adopt all evaluation reforms launched by the affiliating University. Some of these are :
 Mid – Term examination & Test examinations.
 Supplementary Examinations in general papers only.
 Home centre for all students appearing for Compulsory Bengali, English and
Environmental studies (Project work portion).
 Home centre for all Honours and General Practical examinations.
 The college has introduced class tests, class discussions, student seminars etc. on its own
to assess the students learning level and quality.
2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation reforms
of the university and those initiated by the institution on its own?
The college is strict enough to implement the evaluation reforms of the University. Students
are informed well in advance, of the proposed changes in the curriculum. It is mandatory for
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Honours students to appear in Mid-Term, Pre-final Test Examination. Appearing in
compulsory Bengali and English Examination and preparing project work for Environmental
Studies are mandatory for all Hons & General students. In the event of non-compliance, they
are liable to furnish adequate explanation with documentary evidence. Their guardians may
have to meet the concerned authority if it seems required.
2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative assessment approaches adopted
to measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have positively
impacted the system.
Formative assessment is designed to the test the cognitive skills of the students through class
tests, assignments, quiz field survey reports, seminars and practical.
Summative assessment is carried out by the University through final examinations Part – I,
Part – II & Part – III in 1+1+1 system.
2.5.5 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and transparency
in the internal assessment during the last four years and weightages assigned for
the overall development of students (weightage for behavioral aspects,
independent learning, communication skills etc.
The College has adopted the following measures in this regard:
 Timely publication of results.
 Enforcement of rules to make students’ attendance in class tests and other examinations
mandatory.
 Students’ communication skill is developed gradually and they are tutored to learn
English so that they can comprehend their subjects and questions relating to these.
 Participation in NSS and NCC activities.

 Students’ behavioral pattern has undergone significant changes over the last few years
because of these measures. Their perspectives, views and relationship with teachers and
friends are more practical and amiable at present.
2.5.6. What are the graduate attributes specified by the college/ affiliating university?
How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the students?
The graduate attributes of the college are specified in the stated goals and objectives of the
college.
 To spread the light of knowledge and value based education among the students from
socially and economically backward, underprivileged section of society.
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 Inspiring students to study in such a manner that they can stand on their own feet in
future.
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 To make higher education accessible to girl students coming from conservative rural
families.
 To develop a sense of integration among students coming from diverse social cultural
and religious groups.
 To create accountability within to ensure accountability to the society at large
 The college ensures the attainment of these by the students in the way of :
 Ensuring the basics of discipline among the students.
 Making the students aware of the specific learning outcomes.
 Emphasizing co-curricular and sports related activities among the students.
2.5.7 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to evaluation
both at the college and University level?
The individual departments look after the redressal of disputes regarding evaluation of
internal assessments. However, the college can not redress any grievances with reference to
evaluation of answer papers at the University level (final examinations). But, it is the
responsibility of the college when students apply for review or scrutiny, to carry it forward to
the University.
Students’ performance and Learning Outcomes

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details on
how the students and staff are made aware of these?
The vision and mission statement of the college clearly states learning outcomes of students.
The college was established about 50 years back to impart value-based education to its
students for their all round development, in depth knowledge of ones own discipline, high
level of achievement in writing and communication skill and the flame of knowledge be
transferred from a family of dedicated teachers to their students.
These messages are communicated to our students every year at the beginning of the
academic session through prospectus, class teachers, addressing students in the ‘Nabin Baran’
programme.
Not only that, every year before the commencement of the new academic session the
Principal discusses with the faculty members the vision and mission of the institution in the
Teachers’ Council meeting and students are informed accordingly.
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2.6.2 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress and
performance of students through the duration of the course/programme?
Provide an analysis of the students results/achievements (Programme/course wise
for last four years)
and explain the differences if any and patterns of
achievement across the programmes/courses offered.
This institution monitors the progress and performance of the students through the following
mechanisms :
 Monitoring the performance of the students in classroom interaction.
 Monitoring the performance of the students in class tests, mid-term test and pre-final
test examination.
Programme wise Result / Performance of the students in Part – III Examnation
Programme
Bengali
English
History
(Honours)
Pol.
Science
(Honours)
Philosophy
(Honours)
Geography
(Honours)
B.Com
(Honours)
Mathematis
(Honours)
Microbiology
(Honours)
Zoolgy
(Honours)

Year & Pass % Year & Pass % Year & Pass % Year & Pass %
98.07%
(2011
– 2012)
98.18%
100%
100%
94.59%
100%
100%
94.29%
--100%

96.42%
(2012
– 2013)
97.05%
98.86%
100%
100%
100%
77.78%
83.34%
100%
100%

99.02%
(2013
– 2014)
94.45%
96.74%
100%
71.43%
89.36%
41.67%
48.28%
100%
100%

100%
(2014
– 2015)
95.84%
99.04%
100%
93.02%
100%
34.57%
75%
--93.75%

Monitoring the performance of the students through university examination Part I, II, III
(1+1+1 system).
Students’ performance in all examination other than university exams are prepared on the
basis of results / marks obtained and the same is communicated to the students through notice
board. The affiliating university directly communicates the status of performance through
their web-site and also through college notice board.
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(Honours)
(Honours)
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Programme wise result / performance of students in part – III examination
Programme

Year

2011-12

B.A Hons
B.A Gen
B.A Hons
B.A Gen
B.A Hons
B.A Gen
B.A Hons
B.A Gen
B.Sc Hons
B.Sc Gen
B.Sc Hons
B.Sc Gen
B.Sc Hons
B.Sc Gen
B.Sc Hons
B.Sc Gen
B.Com Hons
B.Com Gen
B.Com Hons
B.Com Gen
B.Com Hons
B.Com Gen
B.Com Hons
B.Com Gen

2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2014-15

Pass
% First Class
(College)
98.38
01
60.46
98.11
59.34
94.77
68.95
98.48
68.15
97.94
04
95.65
91.25
86.20
75.61
82.98
91.09
90.32
100
58.33
77.78
55
41.67
45.66
34.57
50

Rank

2.6.3 How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution
structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?
The main objective of the college is to motivate the students towards acquisition of
knowledge and skill so that they can go for higher studies as well as for quality jobs. The
curriculum prepared by the University and followed by the college definitely fulfils this
objective. It is the primary concern of the college authority whether the curriculum is
transmitted to the students successfully. It constantly monitors the teaching learning process
through examination, student seminars, debate, quiz contests etc. All plans are designed in a
way such that the students become considerate and real human beings, not money-making
machines, contributing meaningfully to society.
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2.6.4 What are the measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the social
and economic relevance (student placements, entrepreneurship, innovation and
research aptitude developed among students etc.) of the courses offered?
Dhruba Chand Halder College offers Honours courses in 16 subjects and three general
courses. Out of these 19 courses eight belongs to the Humanities division, nine belong to the
Science division and two belong to the Commerce division. Majority of subjects taught here
are traditional subjects but the affiliating University modifies the syllabi from time to time to
make the teaching learning of subjects much relevant to the needs of the modern age.
Honours courses in Microbiology, general course with Computer Science, Physical Education
etc. are very much relevant with respect to the present day needs.
2.6.5 How does the institution collect and analyse data on student performance and
learning outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of learning?
Students’ performance data is obtained from the published result of mid-term examination,
test examination conducted by the college and final examinations conducted by the affiliating
university. At the meeting of the Academic Sub-Committee, of which Heads of all
departments are members, these results are thoroughly analyzed, from which a clear picture
of students’ performance comes out. Poor or unsatisfactory performance of students attracts
special attention. The members try to unearth shortfalls behind such result and policy
prescription is framed accordingly. The whole matter is then placed at the Governing Body
meeting. At this meeting, on the basis of this report, decisions may be arrived at, on academic
administration which, on proper implementation, may yield better results. Segregation of
advanced and slow learners on the basis of results, the arrangement of special classes and
special internal examinations for unsuccessful students are constructive measures adopted by
the college.

In departmental meetings, at first, learning outcomes are discussed and analysed on case-tocase basis. Teachers try to synchronize students’ class performance with that of examination
performance. Exceptional and expected performances are recorded and those students are
monitored accordingly. Students who fail to perform according to students’ trend and
teachers’ expectation are called for along with his/her guardian just to find out the reason
behind it. If it is found that some of them require additional care to come back to the main
stream, the faculty members try to arrange for it up to the level feasible to them.
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2.6.6 How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning
outcomes?
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2.6.7

Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment/ evaluation outcomes
as an indicator for evaluating student performance, achievement of learning
objectives and planning? If ‘yes’ provide details on the process and cite a few
examples.

Students get their chances for admission to the 1st year UG level of study. At the time of
admission marks obtained in the 10+2 level examination is the only matter of consideration.
These marks help the student to decide on the course of study suitable for him. But the
quality of a student is judged by his performance in the subsequent examinations conducted
either by the college or the affiliating University. Every year with the commencement of first
year classes, each and every teacher starts this teaching-learning process thinking that all
students in the class are good students. Only evaluation yields the truth that some of them are
excellent, some are average and some are poor in ability to take the lesson and reproduce it.
Teachers have to plan according to the needs of these different categories of students.
Any other relevant information regarding Teaching-Learning a Evaluation which the
college would like to include.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

None
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CRITERION III
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCYAND EXTENSION
3.1

Promotion of Research

3.1.1

Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating University
or any other agency/organization?

Our College does not have recognized research centre either of the affiliating University or any
other agency.
3.1.2

Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address the issues
of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendations
made by the committee for implementation and their impact.

The College has a research committee consisting of 4 Members whose composition is given
below:
Name

Department

Designation

Dr. Pradip Baidya

Bengali

Assistant Professor

Ms Bratati Dey

Geography

Assistant Professor

Dr. Rupa Acharya

Botany

Assistant Professor

Mr. Abhijit Pathak

Economics

Assistant Professor

 The committee recommends teachers for taking up research projects following UGC
rule. Submitting proposals for research projects funded by agencies like UGC, DST,
ICSSR etc.
 Recommends publishing Institutional/ Departmental Journal.
 Recommends availing of necessary leave for research work, field work, seminar
attendance and paper presentation.
 Recommends preparing an annual target of research activity in willing department /staff.
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Major recommendations of the committee are as follows:
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3.1.3 What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress
and implementation of research schemes/projects?
 To implement the project smoothly the institute provides separate working space to
the PI
 The institute provides full freedom to the PI for maximum utilisation of existing
and generated infrastructure and fund received.

 The PI is allowed to work in the Lab/ Department as long as necessary even during
vacations.
 The Institute grants leave for field work, project related seminar etc.
 It facilitates timely audit and production of UC as per need.

3.1.4 What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific temper
and research culture and aptitude among students?
 As only UG courses are taught here, students can not directly participate in active
research. They are shaped by the teachers to prepare themselves for active research
in future. Academically and mentally they are given career counselling seminars.
Students are encouraged to pursue Masters and then to clear NET to get entry into
research.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 Students are sometimes appointed as field assistants by the PI teacher, which gives
them an exposure to the world of academic research.
 Part III Honours students of Commerce and Economics and all students of
B.A/B.Sc Part III prepared their projects helped by their teachers obtaining /
collecting data/ samples from within or outside the campus.

3.1.5

Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative research
activity, etc.
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Sl. No.

Name of the teacher

Department

Research activity

1.

Dr. Satyabrata Sahoo

Physics

He has guided one Ph.D. scholar

2.

Sipra Halder

History

Doing Ph.D.

3.

Dr. Jaydev Misra

Economics

MRP (2015)

4.

Tapashree Ghosh

English

Doing Ph.D.

5.

Dr. Tusi Bhattacharya

Phylosophy

MRP (2015)

6.

Ms. Sudeshna Moitra

Library

Doing Ph.D.

7.

Dr. Kushal Dey

Commerce

Doing another Ph.D.

8.

Dr. Tapan Kumar Roy

Zoology

Ph.D (2014), Presently Doing
Post Doctoral work

9.

Anupam Pramanik

Bengali

Doing Ph.D.

10.

Putul Baidya

Bengali

Doing Ph.D.

11.

Gautam Misra

Sanskrit

M.Phil (2014)

12.

Dr. Debabrato Bera

Sanskrit

Ph. D. (2014)

3.1.6

Give details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization
programmes conducted/ organized by the institution with focus on capacity
building in terms of research and imbibing research culture among the staff and
students.

 Commerce and Economics Honours Part III students prepared their projects
individually with the help of their departmental teachers.

 Geography Honours Students prepare projects based on their fieldwork.
 All students of B.A B.Sc B.Com part III have to prepare a project on Environmental
Studies. Teachers of concerned departments take the necessary responsibility to train the
students on how to prepare a project.
 All these activities facilitate the students to imbibe research culture.

3.1.7

Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available with the
institution.

No such research centre could be created in the Institution.
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 Students of B.Sc Bio General Part III participated in the workshop on ‘Mushroom
Cultivation’ as their extended practical.
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3.1.8

Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of eminence to visit
the campus and interact with teachers and students?

Such event is yet to be organised.

3.1.9

What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for research
activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality of research
and imbibe research culture on the campus?

 Ms. Bratati Dey (Department of Geography) is enjoying FIP to pursue her Ph.D work
(from 19th December 2014).
 This activity encouraged other teachers to participate in research activity.

3.1.10 Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the institution
and elsewhere to students and community (lab to land)
We are yet to conduct a venture like this.

3.2

Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1

What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give details of
major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

There is no budgetary provision in this institute for Research Work.
3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for
research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the faculty that
has availed the facility in the last four years?
Since our college is government aided institution under the Higher Education Department of
Govt. of West Bengal, the college is not financially autonomous and there is no provision for
providing Seed money to the researchers.
3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student research
projects by students?
There is no provision in the institute to provide financial help to support research projects by
students. However, the institution provides laboratory facilities, computer lab with internet
connections and well equipped library to support the students for their research projects.
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3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in
undertaking inter-disciplinary research? Cite examples of successful
endeavours and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research.

The Faculty members of the Department of Economics frequently interact with the faculty
members of the Departments of Zoology and Botany for indigenous fish species, water and
soil sample analysis. A few examples of inter-disciplinary research are given below  The Department of Botany has been preparing a disease calendar of some important
medicinal plants of this area, aiming to provide benefit to the common cultivators of
medicinal plants. They can have a prior intimation of development of fungal diseases
of their crops and can take necessary action.
 The Department of Economics has started working on the benefit, strains and cost
effectiveness of common fishermen while cultivating local variety of fishes. The
outcome of this research is also directly related to the everyday life of the local people.
3.2.5

How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and
research facilities of the institution by its staff and students?

The Institution inhibits the purchase of the same instrument (Highly priced) in different
departments and insists the teachers of other departments to use the machine as and when it is
necessary.

3.2.6

Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or other
beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give details.

3.2.7

Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds
from various funding agencies, industry and other organisations. Provide details
of ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last four years.

The Research Committee of the College extends full support to the faculty in getting grants
from funding agencies for pursuing their individual research projects right from the
submission stage till the completion of the project. The details of those research projects are
given below –
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No grant has been received from the Industry.
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Faculty

Nature
of the
Project

Duration

Bratati Dey

Minor
Research
Projects

2010-12

Dr. Rupa
Acharya

Minor
Research
Projects

2011-13

Minor
Dr.
Research
Swapan
Chaudhury Projects

2013-15

Minor
Research
Projects

2015-17

Dr. Jaydev
Misra
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Title of
the
project
Gender Related
Development
Indicators and
Womens’ Status
in Joynagar
Block of South
24 Parganas
Survey,
Identification
and Preparation
of Fungal
disease
Calendar of
Medicinal
Plants of
Coastal West
Bengal
Synthesis,
Characterization
and Studies of
some Transition
Metal
Complexes of
First Series
Diversification
of Aquaculture
in Indian
Sundarbans –
Nature, Extent
and Impact on
Efficiency

Name
Total Grant
of
the
Sanctioned Received
funding
agency

Total
grant
received
till date

UGC

1,16,500

93,500

Complete

UGC

1,74,500

1,42,250

Complete

UGC

1,21,000

1,08,900

Complete

UGC

2,00,000

1,35,000

Ongoing
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3.3 Research Facilities
3.3.1

What are the research facilities available to the students and research scholars
within the campus?

The college provides an infrastructure to pursue research work at the primary level. Part III
Honours students of Commerce and Economics and all students of B.A/B.Sc Part III
prepared their projects helped by their teachers obtaining / collecting data/ samples from
within or outside the campus. Initial support in this regard is provided by the institution.

3.3.2

What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the
new and emerging areas of research?

To provide some basic facilities the institutions arranges for:
 Internet
 Procuring Journals Subscription
 Working Space
 Working Atmosphere

Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or other
beneficiary agency for developing research facilities? If ‘yes’, what are the
instruments / facilities created during the last four years.
This type of grants are yet to be received.

3.3.4

What are the research facilities made available to the students and research
scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories?

In this regard researchers get the opportunity to use the libraries and laboratories of their
respective universities as and when required.

3.3.5

Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any other facilities
available specifically for the researchers?

 The college library and departmental library has a wide range of text books, reference
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books and journals.
 Accessing journals online through INFLIBNET is also provided by the college.
 The entire faculty is provided with a password and they can access e-journals and ebooks. Besides, most of the departments are equipped with computers for the use of
INFLIBNET.

3.3.6 What are the collaborative research facilities developed/ created by the
research institutes in the college? For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments,
computers, new technology etc.
There is no such provision in this institution.

3.4

Research Publications and Awards

3.4.1

Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in terms of
Patents obtained and filed (process and product): Nil
Original research contributing to product improvement: Nil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the
services:
 The output of a Minor Research Project from the Dept. of Botany has been preparing a
disease calendar of some important medicinal plants of this area, aiming to provide
benefit to the common cultivators of medicinal plants. They can have a prior
intimation of development of fungal diseases of their crops and can take necessary
action.
 The Department of Economics has started working on the benefit, strains and cost
effectiveness of common fishermen while cultivating local variety of fishes. The
outcome of this project is also directly related to the everyday life of the local people.

Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development:
 The information obtained from the research project of the Dept. of Botany is passed on to
students whose families are involved in cultivation. This in turn helps the agrarian
community of the Sunderban area in the prevention of fungal diseases affecting crops.
 Under the pilot project undertaken by the Dept. of Economics, diversification of
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aquaculture resulted in the cultivation of local variety of fishes specially in the pond of the
hostel, there by benefitting the students by providing nutritionally enriched protein intake.
3.4.2

Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? If
‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and
whether such publication is listed in any international database?
College is yet to publish any research journal.

3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students:
Full list of publications by faculties is given in Annexure VIII

3.4.4

Provide details (if any) of

 Research awards received by the faculty
 Recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies
and agencies, nationally and internationally
 Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international
recognitions for research contributions.
None

3.5 Consultancy
3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry
interface?

3.5.2

What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How
is the available expertise advocated and publicized?
There is no Provision

3.5.3

How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and
available facilities for consultancy services?
There is no Provision

3.5.4

List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the institution
and the revenue generated during the last four years.
Not Applicable
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3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through
consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional development?
Not Applicable

3.6 Extension Activities and Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR)
3.6.1

How does the institution promote institution-neighbourhood-community network
and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service orientation and
holistic development of students?

The NCC and NSS cadets of the college take part in planting trees in the college campus; they
also clean the college premises regularly. They also take part as volunteers on occasions such
as Ganga Sagar mela, Durga Puja in assisting the authorities to maintain law and order.
Participations of students in traffic control organised by Kolkata Police.
What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’involvement in
various social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?

3.6.2

 The NCC and NSS wing of the college sends students to various such programmes.
 Students of the Bengali Dept. recently took part in ‘Salil Sudha Project’ and went to
Dakhineswar Temple to make the ‘ghats’ of river Ganges ‘plastic- free’ within the
temple premises.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

3.6.3

How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall performance
and quality of the institution?

 The institution solicits stakeholder perception on the overall performance and quality of
the institution through students, Parents, and Alumni.
 The College solicits students’ perception through their feedbacks every year.
 The College solicits Parents’ perception through interactions with them in the ParentTeacher meeting.
 The College solicits Alumni’s perception through interaction with them at Alumni
Meets etc.
3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and Outreach
programmes? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major
extension and outreach programmes and their impact on the overall development
of students.
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The NSS team of the college along with the students of Dept. of Physical Education organise
camps at a regular basis in the adjoining area and away from the college campus.
The main aim of such camps is to generate awareness of the local people about  Gender Discrimination.
 Caring of pregnant mother and girl child.
 Importance of health, hygiene and basic cleanliness.
 Why to educate our children, specially girl child.
 General awareness about dengue, Malaria AIDS etc.
 Importance of Blood donation.
 Anti-Superstition Programme.
 Anti Tobacco Awareness.
 No budgetary provisions as such but funds are provided as and when required.

3.6.5

How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in
extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/
International agencies?

 Students are encouraged to apply and their applications are recommended to the battalion
headquarters.
 Students are always encouraged by our teachers to join NSS service. The students’
representatives campaign in the classes to voluntarily join the social services. The teacher
who acts as Coordinator always communicates with the students to ensure their greater
involvement.
 Students are also motivated by the teachers to join the NSS camp and make the extension
activities meaningful.
3.6.6

Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken
by the college to ensure social justice and empower students from underprivileged and vulnerable sections of society?
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extension activities on its notice board.
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There is no such activity.

3.6.7 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities organized
by the institution, comment on how they complement students’ academic learning
experience and specify the values and skills inculcated.
There is no such activity.

3.6.8

How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its
reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on
the initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in
its activities?

The NSS units of the college organise special camps in nearby villages. Popular lectures in
local languages and health camps attract local people to the camp where students and teachers
interact with them.

3.6.9

Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension
activities.

Some of the students of the Department of English assist teachers of the neighbouring primary
school in teaching the school students.
3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four
years.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

No such award received.

3.7 Collaboration
3.7.1

How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories,
institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits accrued of
the initiatives - collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing facilities and
equipment, research scholarships etc.

The Institution does not have any collaborative arrangements with any research laboratory.
3.7.2

Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with
institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate
(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development of the
institution.
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The Institution does not have any such arrangements.
3.7.3

Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions that
have contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic
facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the
institution viz. laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc.

Department of Computer Science has organised a Placement Program on July 2014. Through
this program 18 students of this department get job in Vodafone and 4 students in Web Info
System Pvt. Ltd.
Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to the
events, provide details of national and international conferences organized by
the college during the last four years.

Seminar

UGC
National
level

3.7.5

Topic

Analokito
Upendra
kishore –
Shardho
Shotoborsher
Aloy

Organised by

Date

Dept. of
Bengali of
DCH College
in
collaboration
with Dept. of
Bengali,
Jadavpur
University

3rd and
4th
March,
2013

Eminent Person

Dr. Shyamal Chakraborty
Professor, Dept. of Chemistry,
Calcutta University

Dr. Pinakesh Sarkar, Retd.
Prof. Dept of Bengali, Jadavpur
University

Dr. Amitabha Chakraborty
Prof., Dept of Bengali, Delhi
University

Dr. Parthajit Ganguly,
Researcher

Dr. Satyabati Giri, Prof., Dept
of Bengali, Jadavpur University

Dr. Uday Chakraborty, Prof.,
Dept of Bengali, Jadavpur University

Prof Subhendu Das Munshi,
Dept. of Bengali, Basirhat College

Dr. Sekhar Samaddar, Prof.,
Dept of Bengali, Jadavpur University

Dr. Gopa Dutta Bhawmik
Prof., Lady Brabourne College

Prof. Rushti Sen, Dept. of
Economics, Basanti Devi College

How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal MoUs and
agreements? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite examples (if any)
of the established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated –
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None
3.7.6

Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing and
implementing the initiatives of the linkages/ collaborations. Any other relevant
information regarding Research, Consultancy and Extension which the college would
like to include.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

No such effort.
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Criterion- IV
INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
4.1 PHYSICAL FACILITIES:
4.1.1

What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of
infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?

Our institution strives hard to provide an overall infrastructure that is accommodative,
sufficient and well-utilized. The various requirements made by Laboratory Sub-Committee,
Library Sub-Committee, Academic Sub-Committee and Teachers Council are taken note of
and the Principal, along with a team of teaching and non-teaching staff members, chalk out a
plan to meet these needs. With the guidance of the Governing Body and the Finance
Committee, needs are prioritized and money is sanctioned accordingly. The basic policy in
this regard is to provide space for maximum students, not ignoring safety, security and
aesthetics.

Facilities

Number

Details
Main Building, Library Building, Science Building, New
Science Building, Distance Education Centre
11 Nos. in Main Building, 05 Nos.in Library Building, 07 Nos.
each in Science & 07 Nos. New Science Building
Botany (01), Zoology (02), Physics (02), Chemistry (01),
Mathematics (01), Microbiology (01), Geography (02),
Computer Science (01).

Building

05

Class Rooms

30

Laboratories

06

Botanical
Gardens

01

Adjacent to Department of Botany

Seminar Hall

01

Top Floor of New Science Building

Technology
Enabled
Learning
Space

04

In Main Building
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4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for
a) Curricular and co-curricular activities – classrooms, technology enabled
learning spaces, seminar halls, tutorial spaces, laboratories, botanical garden,
Animal house, specialized facilities and equipment for teaching, learning and
research etc.
b) Extra – curricular activities – sports, outdoor and indoor games, gymnasium,
auditorium, NSS, NCC, cultural activities, Public speaking, communication
skills development, yoga, health and hygiene etc.
a) A List of facilities available for Curricular and Co-curricular Activities :

Criterion IV : Infrastructure and Learning Resources

b) A List of facilities available for Extra - Curricular Activities :
 One large Playground for games and sports with concrete cricket pitch.
 One Gymnasium for both boys and girls.
 NSS activities are taken up by our students.
 Dedicated NCC wings, both for boys and girls, where they take part in the related
activities on a regular basis, attending camps, practicing on the college ground,
participating in different meets, etc.
 The Physical Education department has introduced yoga classes for both students and
teachers, along with Aerobics.
 Different cultural activities like singing, recitation, quiz contests, public speaking etc
are conducted for our students from time to time. The Students’ Union usually
organizes intra-college competitions every year and musical soirees at the end of the
year.
 Communication Skill development programmes are available for our students.
4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure is
in line with its academic growth and is optimally utilized? Give specific
examples of the facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent during
the last four years (Enclose the Master Plan of the Institution / campus and
indicate the existing physical infrastructure and the future planned expansions if
any).

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 The intake capacity of the college has been suitably increased from time to time with
the permission of the affiliating University for the optimal utilization of the available
infrastructure.
 The college authorities have allowed the use of its infrastructure by the NSOU and the
RBU to run their Distance Education Study Centers for UG and PG Courses
respectively.
 We also lease out agricultural land.
 The play-ground is used by many local schools and clubs to host annual sports events.
 The ponds in the campus are used for fish culture.
 Facilities developed during the last 4 years:
a) Increase in the number of classrooms
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b) Renovation and addition of the Physics laboratory
c) Expansion of the Botany Laboratory
d) Relocation of the seminar room
e) Setting up of a room with installed technological gadgets
f) Renovation of the boys’ and girls’ Common Rooms
g) Renovation of the Boys Hostel.
Future Plans for Expansion --

A new four-storied building is being constructed mainly to augment the number of
class-rooms in the campus.



A proposal for an auditorium in the campus has already been submitted to the Zilla
Parishad.



A new hostel building which we intend to construct is another priority, the proposal
for which has been submitted to the Zilla Parishad.

4.1.4. How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of students with physical disabilities?
We are yet to make arrangements for students with physical disabilities but we have planned
to construct a ramp or elevator for them in the proposed four-storied building.

Provisions Available

Facilities
Hostel Facility
Recreational facilities,
gymnasium, yoga
center, etc.
Computer facility
including access to
internet in hostel

Accommodation available for 150 boarders with minor audiovisual aid. There is constant supply of drinking water in the
hostel.
Physical Education department is endowed with dedicated
gymnasium, television and equipments for both indoor and
outdoor games like carom, table tennis, football, cricket, handball
etc.
Computer facility and internet access are available in the college
premises
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4.1.5. Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available within
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Facilities for medical
emergencies
Library facility in the
hostels
Internet and Wi-Fi
facility
Recreational facilitycommon room with
audio-visual
equipments
Available residential
facility for the staff
and
occupancy/Constant
supply of safe drinking
water
Security

College has enriched first-aid equipments along with stretcher
facilities. In case of emergencies, students are taken to a nearby
nursing home when required
A small library has been set up in the hostel
This is available in the college premises
Separate common rooms for boys and girls are there in the
college premises but not equipped with audio-visual aids

There is one room allotted to the hostel-in-charge.

Security is provided by employing security guards in the college
campus

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of health
care on the campus and off the campus?

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Health Care Units was operational since 2010 to 2014. But due to unavailability of doctors on
a regular basis, the unit is non-functional till date. However, we have ready infrastructural
provisions for the purpose, such as –


College has enriched first-aid equipments



There is a stretcher for use as and when required



College maintains its prior settlement with adjacent Tulip Nursing Home where
students get admitted in case of emergencies and doctors attend our patients n the
basis of calls made by college administration.

4.1.7. Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus – spaces for
special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s Cell, Counselling
and Career Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational
spaces for staff and students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc.
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Units

Facilities Available
There is a space in the campus, marked for this cell, fitted with a
IQAC
computer, a lap-top, having internet connection, storage space etc
Women’s Cell of our college, named Nari Sansad, is functional,
headed by a senior teaching faculty. The committee comprises
other members from both teaching and non-teaching communities.
Women’s Cell
There is no separate space ear-marked for this unit but the women
mostly use the Lady Teachers’ Recreation Room for the purpose
Counseling and Career Guidance Programmes are usually
Counseling and
undertaken by the different faculty members at the commencement
Career Guidance
of each academic session
College has enriched first-aid equipments along with stretcher
facilities. In case of emergencies, students are taken to a nearby
Health Centre
nursing home when required
There is separate canteen in the campus for boys and girls
students. Boy’s canteen is shared also by teaching, non-teaching
Canteen
staff. A separate tea and snacks unit inside the Professors’ room
serves to the teachers.
Safe drinking water is provided to the students, teachers and non
Safe drinking water
teaching staff with the help of deep tube wells, filtered by the
facilities
Aquaguards and cooled by the cooling device
Heavy duty generator and pump have been installed in the campus
for uninterrupted electricity and running water. A new step-down
Pumps and generators
transformer of 63 KVA has recently been installed for a smooth
flow of electricity.
Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of
such a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the
committee to render the library, student/user friendly?
College authority forms a Library sub-committee with Librarian as the coordinator of this
committee and few faculties as its members. The members of this sub-committee frame rules
for students, teachers, teaching and non-teaching staff members; taking decisions, adopting
resolutions and enforcing these.
The library sub-committee has been instrumental in introducing significant changes in the
system. The replacement of WINISIS by KOHA (customized) is one such step. As a result,
cataloguing of books has now become more systematic and easy. As a result, cataloguing of
books has now become more systematic and easy. All library-users get an option to browse
for titles either in the conventional way or by using modern technology.
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A photocopier has also been provided of late.

4.2.2 Provide details of the following:

Specifications

Details

Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.)

338.517

Total seating capacity

130 (approx.)
10AM – 5PM

Working hours (on working days, on holidays,

(Closed on Holiday and during

before examination days, during examination

Puja vacation, normal

days, during vacation)

functioning before and during
examination days)

Layout of the library (individual reading carrels,
lounge area for browsing and relaxed reading, IT

Sheet Attached

zone for accessing e-resources)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and ejournals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring
new books, journals and e-resources during the last four years.
At the commencement of each academic session, all departments are required to submit lists
of books to be purchased, to the Library Sub-Committee and these are handed over to the
vendors, after a thorough check by the librarian. Financial details in last 4 years are as
follows –
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Year

Amount Spent (Rs)

2011-12

1,27,669

2012-13

39,651

2013-14

1,45,525

2014-15

2,76,775
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2011-12
Library
holdings

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Number

Total
Cost

Number

Total
Cost

Number

Total
Cost

Number

Total
Cost

Text books and
Reference Books

576

1,27,6
69

199

39,65
1

531

1,45,
525

1215

2,76,77
5

Journals/
Periodicals

--

--

--

--

--

--

e-resources

--

--

--

--

--

Any other
(specify)

--

--

--

--

--

--

5 titles
12
issues
--

5000

--

--

--

320

Note: All cost figures are expressed in terms of rupees.

4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum access
to the library collection?

ICT and other tools in Library

Specifications

OPAC

Not Available

Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals

Not Available

databases

Not Available

Library Website

Not Available

In-house/remote access to e-publications

Not Available

Library automation

Not Available

Total number of computers for public access

05

Total numbers of printers for public access

Nil

Internet band width/ speed

512 KBPS

Institutional Repository

Not Available

Content management system for e-learning

Not Available

Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia

INFLIBNET NLIST
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4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:
Items
Average number of walk-ins
Average number of books issued/returned
Ratio of library books to students enrolled
Average number of books added during last three years
Average number of login to OPAC
Average number of login to e-resources
Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed
Number of information literacy trainings organized

Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials

Details
234
186
1:3
1945
Not Available
35/week
11/week
Nil
No definite weeding policy is
maintained in the college, but
teachers
of
various
departments segregate the
useful and obsolete books as
and when required.

4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library
Items
Manuscripts
Reference

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Reprography
ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)
Information deployment and
notification (Information
Deployment and Notification)
Download
Printing
Reading list/ Bibliography
compilation
In-house/remote access to eresources

User Orientation and awareness

Assistance in searching Databases
INFLIBNET/IUC facilities
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Details
Not Available
Not Available
Reprographic facilities are available against
payment.
Not Available
All notices and information relating to the
library are displayed on the notice board on
the external wall of the reading Room
Exact data not available
Exact data not available
Exact data not available
Facility not available
New entrants to the College are notified
about the rules, regulations and uses of the
library mainly through the College
Prospectus. The librarian also gives them a
guideline in this regard at the beginning of
the session
Available
INFLIBNET facilities available
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4.2.7 Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students and
teachers of the college.

The supporting staffs, though inadequate in number, try to provide all sorts of co-operation to
the library users. Besides providing books, they photocopy documents needed by users, help
them with accession and call numbers of books, and suggest specific titles mainly to students
of various programmes.

4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually/physically
challenged persons? Give details.
No such facility has been made possible.

4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analyzed and
used for improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed by the
Library to collect feedback from users? How is the feedback analyzed and
used for further improvement of the library services?)
This mechanism is yet to be implemented.

4.3 IT Infrastructure

Department

Desktop/Laptop

Number

Geography

Desktop

10

Micro Biology

Desktop

1

Zoology

Desktop

1

Chemistry

Desktop

1

Computer
Science

Desktop

10
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Hardware
Configuration
Pentium IV: 4
Core2 Duo: 6
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3 with
RAM-4GB: 5

Software
Configuration
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7

Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows
MS Office – 7
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Physics

Desktop

9

Economics

Laptop

1

Mathematics

Desktop

3

Principal Desk

Desktop

2

Office

Desktop

8

Accounts

Desktop

2

Computer
Room

Desktop

4

IQAC

Laptop
Desktop

2

Seminar Room

Laptop

1

Botany

Desktop

1

Ladies’
Common Room

Desktop

1

Library

Desktop

6
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Core i3 with
RAM-2GB: 3
Core2 Duo with
RAM 2 GB: 2
Core2 Duo: 3
Core i5: 6
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3: 3
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3:1
Core i5: 1
RAM: 4 GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo: 5
Core i5: 3
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo: 2
RAM: 4 GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3: 4
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3: 2
RAM: 4 GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo: 6
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core2 Duo: 6
RAM: 2GB
HDD: 500GB
Core i3: 2
RAM: 4 GB
HDD: 500GB

Windows – 7
MS Office – 7

Windows – 8
MS Office – 7
Intel
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office –
365
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7

Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7

Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows – 8
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
Windows
MS Office – 7
Windows – 7
MS Office – 7
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Computer-student ratio
Stand alone facility
LAN facility
Wi-Fi facility

Licensed software

Number of nodes/ computers with Internet
facility
Any Other

1:200
21
All the computers are connected through
LAN
Available in Main Building
WINDOWS-7
MS OFFICE
MS OFFICE-365
QUICK HEAL Antivirus
KOHA
Smart College
12 (Connected through LAN)
--

4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty and
students on the campus and off-campus?

Computer and Internet facilities have been made available to the stakeholders of this College
in the campus. But off-campus facilities are non-existent.

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading the
IT infrastructure and associated facilities?

4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for procurement,
up-gradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers and their
accessories in the institution (Year wise for last four years)

Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
Self Study Report : Cycle-II

Amount
(Rs)
2,60,000
3,00,000
5,00,000
2,50,000
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For upgradation and deployment of IT and associated facilities, we plan to set up a students’
IT laboratory, design and introduce web-based teaching and research and update our website
by uploading teaching materials and references.

Criterion IV : Infrastructure and Learning Resources

4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including
development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by its staff
and students?

The implementation of computer aided learning is encouraged by the authority and for this
PPTs are used widely. The equipments needed for the purpose are provided regularly and the
supporting staffs often help us set up these in class-rooms.

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning resources,
independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by the
institution place the student at the centre of teaching-learning process and
render the role of a facilitator for the teacher.
 External websites/web addresses dedicated for teaching-learning related documents
like REpec, Science-Direct, ‘Sodhganga’ and ‘Shodhgangotri’ of INFLIBNET are
informed to the teachers to improve their research aptitude.
 Web addresses dedicated for learning like HCC Learning, DL-Student online, webaddresses provided by international text books are informed to the students who can
access these websites in the Library Reading Room.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 Information regarding the online video lectures on different subjects is made available
to the students.

4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity
directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services availed
of?

No such mechanism is in practice.

4.4

Maintenance of Campus Facilities

4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of the
available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the following facilities
(substantiate your statements by providing details of budget allocated during last four
years)?
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No

Items

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

a.

Building

13,50,000

50,70000

30, 50,000

31,32,000

b.

Furniture

3,00,000

3,30,000

1,30,000

11,50,000

c.

Equipment

1,50,000

1,11,000

8,37,000

3,31,500

d.

Computers

2,55,000

3,40,000

6,10,000

3,45,000

e.

Vehicles

--

--

--

--

f.

Any other

--

--

--

--

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the
infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college?
Maintaining different registers for different heads, checking equipments from time to time,
maintaining a store for inventories are some of the measures adopted in this regard.
4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and
other precision measures for the equipment/ instruments?
This is taken up as and when the need arises.

 To ensure steady supply of electricity, a 30 KVA heavy generator is in use in the
campus for which monetary provision is incorporated in the annual budget. Generator
of 63 KVA has already been purchased and will be installed soon. A separate space
outside the main building is provided for housing this generator.
 Voltage stabilizers are installed in the laboratories.
 Uninterrupted supply of water is provided by the underground reserve channelized
through pipelines. of Aquaguards and coolers are used for providing drinking water
for students, teachers and non teaching staff members.
Any other relevant information regarding Infrastructure and Learning Resources
which the college would like to include.
There is no such information
Self Study Report : Cycle-II
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4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of
sensitive equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)?

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
5.1 Student Mentoring and Support

Dhruba Chand Halder College

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/hand book annually? If „yes‟,
what is the information provided to students through these documents and how does
the institution ensure its commitment and accountability?
Yes, Dhruba Chand Halder College publishes its updated prospectus in every academic
session. Necessary information provided to students are:
a) History of the college
b) Goals and objectives of the college
c) Administrative and academic team, composition of G.B., various departments and
faculty members
d) Details about courses and subjects offered by the college, subject combination rules,
rules for change of subject combination etc.
e) Examination scheme along with marks distribution according to C.U. norms
f) Details about college admission process, registration rules, migration rules and rules for
transfer in the middle of the session are informed
g) Fee-structure , fee-refund policies
h) Rules and regulations of the students in respect of class attendance according to
University norms
i) Academic calendar
j) Details of NSS and NCC unit and rules for participation
k) Presence of different units and bodies for the all round development of students
l) Holiday list
m) Free-ship/half-free ship, prizes and awards for poor and meritorious students
n) Library facilities and rules
o) Laboratory facilities
p) Canteen facilities
q) Hostel facilities
r) Information about various co-curricular activities
s) Rules of conduct and discipline for students
t) Information about Students‟ Union
u) Details about prohibition of ragging.
Dhruba Chand Halder College administration always tries to fulfill its mission and
objectives. Admission in different undergraduate courses (both Hons. and Gen.) is done
strictly on the basis of merit according to C.U. norms. For monitoring all types of
facilities served to the students, different committees and sub-committees are formed,
such as Hostel committee, Library Sub-Committee, Laboratory Sub-Committee,
Canteen Sub-Committee, Students‟ Welfare Sub- Committee etc. Meetings of these
committees are held regularly and steps are taken promptly according to the decision.
Students can easily approach these committees for any type of help or to raise their
demands.
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For better functioning or providing library services to students a fulltime librarian is
appointed in the college central library from the session of 2014-15. The college
arranges centrally or department wise various cultural programs and sports events to
encourage students in extra-curricular activities. Students are provided with academic
calendar which contains details of the course-plan with schedule of Mid-term and
Selection Test in accordance with University regulations.
All types of academic or co-curricular information in the form of notice are circulated in
every class or displayed on the notice-board throughout the session for better
communication with the students. The college has formed a well-defined Students‟
Union, comprising elected representatives of all classes and sections through which
students can express their demand and grievances to the authority. The college has
made sufficient arrangements to run the NSS and NCC units for students. Students‟
Welfare Sub Committee is formed which supervises the activities related to students‟
stipends, scholarships and prizes. By maintaining all these steps the college ensures its
commitment and accountability.
5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships/ free
ships given to the students during the last four years and whether the financial
aid was available and disbursed on time?

College Tuition fee concession

No. of
Students
Benefitted
510

Student Aid Fund

405

1,09,970/33,395/-

College Tuition fee concession
Student Aid Fund
College Tuition fee concession
Student Aid Fund
College Tuition fee concession
Student Aid Fund

648
582
768
697
772
849

1,63,220/44,541/1,98,240/1,70,600/1,60,100/1,90,290/-

Name of the Institutional
Scholarships/free ships

Year
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015

Self Study Report : Cycle-II
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The college has some ways to provide economic assistance to needy students. The
college gives tuition fee concessions to poor but meritorious students, 60% concession
from total annual charge for physically disabled students every year. The college also
has Students‟ Aid Fund which is generated out of the contribution made by the students
of the college Rs.10 per year. Besides that, there are two money scholarships named
Shyamaprasad Sarkar Award (prize value Rs. 1275/-) given to a student obtaining the
highest marks amongst all Hons. students every year and Kalyani Bibhuti Kanta
Sarkar Award (prize value Rs. 875/-) given to a student obtaining the highest marks in
any honours subject in the Humanities group.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

5.1.3 What percentage of students receive financial assistance from State government,
central government and other national agencies?
There are several stipend schemes provided by the governments and / University
Grants Commission as enumerated below.
Year

Type of Aid

2011-2012

W.B. Govt Merit cum Means freeship
State Govt. Scheduled Caste &
Backward Class Scholarships
Minority Scholarships

2012-2013

2013-2014

Dhruba Chand Halder College

2014-2015

No. of
Students
29
1,942

Amount
of Aid
2,86,200/77,68,000/-

704

35,89,200/-

W.B. Govt Merit cum Means freeship
State Govt. Scheduled Caste &
Backward Class Scholarships
Minority Scholarships

31
3,925

3,25,800/1,57,00,000/-

1,138

57,64,500/-

W.B. Govt Merit cum Means freeship
State Govt. Scheduled Caste &
Backward Class Scholarships
Minority Scholarships

37
4,546

3,63,600/1,72,74,800/-

1,491

74,46,300/-

Kanyashree Prakalpo

404

1,01,00,000/-

W.B. Govt Merit cum Means freeship
State Govt. Scheduled Caste &
Backward Class Scholarships
Minority Scholarships

39
5963

3,83,400/1,89,47,600/-

720

36,72,000/-

Kanyashree Prakalpo

644

1,61,00,000/-

Year

% of Students Received Financial Assistant from State Govt.& other
agencies

2011-2012

48.76%

2012-2013

69.08%

2013-2014

77.29%

2014-2015

71.36%

There is another Govt. stipend scheme for” Bidi Sramiks” ( bidi workers),which is
given to the students coming from this family.
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5.1.4 What are the specific support services/facilities available for Students from
SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections
Reservation facilities according to the govt. norms are given to the
SC/ST/OBC candidates at the time of admission. SC/ST scholarships provided by the
Govt. are made available. „Kanyashree‟ scholarship has been made available to the girl
students since 2013-14. Railway concessions are provided to the students who travel by
rail. Free-ship and half free ship for tuition fees are provided on merit cum mean basis.
The college adheres to the provision of the West Bengal Minority Development
scheme. A large number of Minority students are given this financial scholarship every
year. The college has a Students‟ Welfare Sub Committee. Members of this committee
consider the appeal of needy students for financial help. Many students come to this
college from far areas and cannot afford the cost for lodging in mess or stay as paying
guests. The college tries its utmost to give hostel facility to the poor but meritorious
male students.
Students with physical disabilities
Reservation facility laid down by the Govt. is given to the PH candidates at the time
of admission. During the time of examination the college arranges their sitting
arrangement on the ground or first floor. A writer is allowed if the student is blind or
unable to write for any other reason. These students also enjoy 60% concession from
total annual charge.
Overseas students
We do not have overseas students
Students to participate in various competitions/National and International

Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc.
The college has a health unit which was formed in January 2011 in
collaboration with D.N.Dey Homeopathic Medical College and Hospital.
Doctors visit regularly and give the students free medical aid. Moreover, this
unit also provides medical aid to the people of the surrounding villages. In
case of emergencies, the patient is taken to Dakshin Barasat local Nursing
Home. Health Awareness Camps are organized by different departments
under the supervision of the NSS to create medical awareness among the
students and local people. Blood donation camp is arranged every year by the
college Students‟ Union. The college has a long association with Students‟
Health Home, Kolkata. All students are members of that centre and get
medical assistance at a subsidized rate.
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Necessary supports are provided to the students when they are selected for State level or
national level football or cricket tournament or athletic championship. Special coaching is
arranged, students are duly accompanied by teachers, arrangement of transportation,
food and lodging is made if required.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams
Till 2015 the college did not have any formal coaching centre to provide students
their necessary support for competitive exams. But whenever teachers were asked,
they always gave necessary suggestions and guidance to the interested students to
achieve success in exams like S.S.C, NET, SET, Banking exams etc. These services
were extended informally. This year a unit is introduced to our students for helping
them by special coaching.
Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.)
*
*
*
*

We have a central computer laboratory for students and teachers.
From 2010 the college started to provide computer learning facility to the
students, which was conducted by an organization named Viewtech.
From 2014-15 the Dept. of Computer Science of the college has entered into a
Mass Computer Literacy Programme for all staff and students.
Since 2010-12 Spoken English classes have been conducted by the dept.
of English.

Support for “slow learners”
Teachers always extend their helping hand to the slow learners. This is done mostly
in an informal way. Teachers give time beyond class hours. They suggest simplified
versions of their text- books check their homework, help to develop a clear concept
about the subject in their personal capacity. Besides that, special classes and tutorials are
held by respective departments. Special tests are conducted for slow and unsuccessful
students. Often teachers supply books or journals or lecture notes to the slow learners to
help them achieve the expected standard of learning.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Exposures of students to other institution of higher learnin / corporate/
business house etc.
The college tries to create a favorable atmosphere for the exposure of students‟
capability to the other concern by organizing Career oriented seminars and workshops
like” Life skill Training,” “Value Added Vocational Training”, ” The Future of
Management Education” etc. with corporate houses and other institutions by the
Career Counselling Cell and other departments. Students participated in the Youth
Parliament and Quiz contest 2013-14 at Baruipur College on 20 February 2014. This
was organized by the Dept. of Parliamentary Affairs Govt. of West Bengal. Students
also get a scope to participate in the seminars and in interactive sessions in front of
experts from other institutions.
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Publication of student magazines
Students‟ magazine “Alokito Siri “is published annually by the Students‟ Union
with overall supervision and support of a group of teachers. This annual magazine is
an ideal platform for students to express their creativity and talent in writing and
painting. The magazine contains poems, stories, essays and paintings created by
both students and teachers. Besides that, wall magazines are published by many
departments, which are prepared totally, by students according to their teachers‟
suggestions.
5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial skills,
among the students and the impact of the efforts.
During the last three years the college has organized a series of job training
programs and career oriented workshops like “Getting Job Ready”,
”Communicative Hindi and Personality Development”, “Communicative English
and Personality Development”. These programmes help students to strengthen
their entrepreneurial skill. An Awareness program on Mobile & Computer Chip
level Repairing was organized by the Institute of Global Technology on 23-rd
September,2015. Active participation of students has made the interactive session
interesting and successful.
Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as
sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc.
The college always encourages students to participate in extracurricular and cocurricular activities. To create opportunities an annual plan with various types of cocurricular activities like inter-departmental quiz, debate, seminar etc. is made by many
departments. Department of Physical Education, NCC and NSS unit and students‟
Union have the responsibility to conduct sports events; cricket and football match etc.
throughout the year. To reveal the talent of students in cultural aptitudes, cultural
competition, and annual functions are arranged by the cultural unit of D.C.H. College.
Encouragement, guidance and training for best performance are always provided to the
students interested in participating in inter college cultural competitions.
additional academic support, flexibility in examinations
 Seat reservation in admission for student‟s skill full in sports.
 Relaxation from regular class and percentage of class attendance.
 Special classes and guidance to complete the syllabus.
 Special dates for college exams are arranged in case it coincides with the event
dates.
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5.1.6
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Special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials
 The college arranges special meals for students during their training period
and on the day of competition
 Sports kits, uniforms etc. are provided to the Physical Education students.
Any other
The college has a well furnished Gym-room. Students can access it. Besides
games teachers, the college arranges special training period by appointing coaches for
football. The college organizes sports camps, Yoga training workshop for better
performance of the students.
5.1.7

Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in
preparing for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students
appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIR- NET,
UGC-NET, SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT / Central /State services,
Defense, Civil Services, etc.
Being an undergraduate college it cannot provide formal guidance to the students in
preparing them for the competitive exams like UGC-CSIR, NET, SLET, etc. But teachers
always encourage and provide guidance to the students who have already passed but
maintain regular contact personally with teachers or with departments. Whenever they come
and approach for help, teachers supply necessary books, journals and other things which are
useful to them. The college is proud of its students who have graduated from this college.
As the college could not create a record keeping system, it is not possible for us to furnish
the actual figure of successful ex-students who appeared and qualified in various
competitive exams.
What type of counseling services are made available to the students (academic,
personal, career, psycho-social etc.)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

5.1.8

 Academic counselling :
Academic counseling is done by the admission committee and departmental teachers
throughout the year.
i) This type of counseling starts from the beginning of the session – at the time of
admission. As most of the students come to study from economically weak section
and backward or minority classes and is the first generation learners, therefore it is
not possible for their parents to guide them in higher studies. Candidates seeking
admission to the 1st year course in this college meet the faculty members to select
proper Hons. subjects according to their aptitude and future prospect of job.
Teachers of all departments guide them with care to choose the Hons. Subjects as
well as the elective subject –combination.
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ii) After result publication of Mid-term and Selection Tests the departments of various streams
meet the guardians of the students acquiring poor marks.
At that time teachers provide suggestions to the unsuccessful students, which is very effective
in presence of their guardians.
iii) After completion of Part-III exams students often come to get advice from their concern
dept. how they can get admission in Universities, which course will be suitable to build a good
career or help to seek a job.
iv)Besides that, whenever students seek support or consult about books or course materials or
making project book, teachers always extend their helping hand throughout the session in and
outside the classrooms.


Personal counselling :
Personal counselling is a regular practice of our college. There is a good and cordial bond
between teachers and students which continues even after they pass out. Therefore
students have easy access with teachers to tell any kind of personal problem. There are
certain type of personal problems of the students –
i) Economic problem: Most of the students are from very poor family background, they
cannot afford the cost to buy text and reference books, at the time of form fill up for
university exams they cannot pay exam-fees also. Teachers when informed they
immediately try to solve those problems by supplying books or paying exam-fees.



Career counselling –
The college has a career counseling cell since 2010.Seminars and workshops are arranged
to supply necessary information to students .Besides that, every department arranges at
least one seminar on career guidance in their respective class-rooms either at the
beginning of the session or before Part-III final exams, to inform them about the scopes
and opportunities they could gain after completing the course.

 Psycho-social counselling –
Every year some students are found suffering from depression due to various reasons.
Teachers can identify them during teaching and meet them personally. Sitting regularly
with these students after their daily routine work, helps to create an ideal atmosphere for
the students who can talk openly about their problems. Teachers help them to acquire
mental strength.
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ii) Problems related to girl students specially of the minority section, are that they
cannot complete the course due to early marriage or extreme conservative system.
There are many girl students who want to complete their study and share their
difficulties with the teachers. Teachers try their utmost to help them and discuss the
problems by personal counseling.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students? If „yes‟, detail on services provided to help students
identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and the
percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different
employers (list the employers and the programs).
The college has a career counseling cell which organizes seminars and workshops on job
facility and gives guidance to face interviews for jobs. These seminars help students to
identify job opportunities. List of such programs organized by the cell are given below :
Event

Date

Title of the talk

Workshop

22.12.20
12

Life skill Training

Seminar
Training

24.12.20
12

Value added
vocational Training

Seminar

21.11.20
14

Getting Job Ready

Workshop

27.11.20
14

Facing the Interview

Seminar

09.12.20
14

Getting Job Ready

Dhruba Chand Halder College

The career counseling cell provides information on placement opportunities from time to
time on the notice board. A workshop on “Facing the Interview” for job-training was
arranged on 27th November,2014 for 3rd year students. ABP Pvt. Ltd. selected one student
named Aloke Gayen . No of students participated -36.A campus interview and
recruitment program was arranged in the college by the Dept. of Computer Science on 7th
July, 2015. No. of students participated – 51, no. of successful students – 16. Name of the
Employers –i) Okay Call Centre Pvt. Ltd. & ii) Web Info Matrix Ltd.
5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redress cell? If yes, list (if any) the
grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
Yes the college has a Grievance redress cell. The cell is constituted with
members under mentioned --Name of the members
1. Principal (chairperson)
2. Prof. Tarak Dey
3. Prof. Shyamal Bandopadhyaya
4. Prof. Ranjit Misra
5. Prof. Suvasree Thakur
6. Prof. Chandrima Goswami Bhattacharya
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But no grievance letter except one demanding more classes has been dropped in the
grievance cell box. The students have demand for more class rooms, more books in the
central and departmental libraries, improvement of drinking water supply and toilet
facility etc. As they can approach the Principal directly or raise their demand through
Students‟ Union‟s General Secretary, therefore they are not very much interested in that
system. As soon as their complaints reach the Principal, he takes immediate steps to
handle the causes of their dissatisfaction.
5.1.11 What are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to sexual
harassment?
It is a co-educational college, therefore the administration decided to form a cell for
resolving issues pertaining to sexual harassment if it arises. The woman‟s cell named
Nari Samsad was formed in 2009-10 constituted of female teaching and non-teaching
staff. It is a matter of pride that no case of sexual harassment was reported to the college
administration or to the members of Nari Samsad. The Samsad is very much active to
help the girl students whenever they face uneasiness or sickness in the college, providing
medicines and necessary support. Some seminars and talks were organized to create
awareness about gender discrimination and sexual harassment among the students,
which we think will help to sustain a healthy atmosphere in the college.
Program list --i) Awareness program by CINI, Topic :” Save Girl Child”, held on 3/10/2013
ii) Awareness Program by Action Aid (NGO) ,Topic :”Educate a Girl Then Educate a
Society,” held on 09/12/2013
iii) Seminar: Lecture delivered by Dr. Mallinath Mukherjee a Uro-Gynocologist Topic
: “Health Hygiene and Girls Students” held on 13/12/2014.

Yes, the college has an anti-ragging cell, which all time alerts the students about this
offence and punishments through a clear statement in the prospectus and a large notice
in the college premises. The college has a healthy, ragging free environment. There have
been no complaints of ragging since its beginning. Every year at the Orientation
Program (Nabin Baran) the Principal addresses every student to maintain warm and
cordial relationship between the old and the new-comers. At the same time students are
repeatedly informed about the Honorable Supreme Court‟s Verdict regarding ragging
within the college campus.
5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the institution.
Some welfare schemes for students are --I. Academic :
 Support for slow learners
 Individuals/group guidance through tutorial classes
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5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have been
reported during the last four years and what actionhas been taken on these?

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

 Special classes for much progression of students
 Opportunity for personal counselling
 Unofficial but continuous support for outgoing students to opt for a proper
line for higher studies or in service.
 Training courses for competitive exams
 Computer learning centre
 Skill development program
 Arrangement for job oriented workshops or seminars
 Library facility –both central and departmental, e-journal facility in the
central library
II. Co-curricular:
 Organization of cultural events
 Strong and continuous support and guidance in sports and games
 Encouragement for performing art
 Create opportunity for literary activities
 Encouragement for social activities
 Scope to participate in NCC,NSS Unit
III. Social and financial welfare scheme
 Scholarships and freeships
 Reservation facilities
 Travel concessions

Dhruba Chand Halder College

IV. Infrastructural scheme
 Students‟ canteen
 Safe drinking water – aqua guard facility, running water supply in
each building
 Hostel facility
 Common rooms for boys and girls
 Indoor and outdoor sports facility both for boys and girls
 Clean and airy classrooms
 Generator facility at the time of power cut
 Cycle and bike stand
 Health centre for free health check up
 Grievance reprisal cell
 Good laboratory infrastructure
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 Partially computerized library
 Computer centre with internet facility
 ICT- class room

5.1.14 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If „yes‟, what are its
activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and infrastructure
development?
There is an Alumni Association but not registered. Dept. of Bengali has its alumni
since 2009. Annual alumni meet named Reunion was held on 23.02.2010, 03.04.2011
and 16.02.2014.Alumni of this dept. participated in various cultural program organized
by the dept. They encourage present students for future job Plan. Alumni donated
books in departmental library.

5.2 Student Progression

Student Progression
UG to PG (according to the record
of RBU-study centre for
Humanities)

Session

%

2011-2012

46%

2012-2013

55%

2013-2014

32%

2014-2015

33%

--

--

--

--

--

--

Campus Selection 2014-2015

19.54%

Other than campus recruitment

--

UG to PG (in regular course)
PG to M. Phil
PG to Ph.D.
Employed
Campus Selection
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5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

The trend that has been observed in the last four batches is that high percentage of
students from Arts stream progress from the UG to the PG course as the college itself
provides opportunity for studying in PG courses in its Distant Study Course Centre.
There are two distant study centres ---RBU : Rabindra Bharati University and NSOU
: Netaji Subhas Open University.These two study centers create advantage to the
students coming from very far Sundarban area.Every year many students get a chance
in the PG course in Calcutta University, Jadavpur University and Rabindra Bharati
University. Many students of the Science & Commerce streams get a chance in M. Sc
& M.Com. in many other Universities as per informal report of the departmental
teachers Many have joined in service as most of the students coming from
economically weak background cannot continue with higher education. The college
has no record system but from individual records it is seen that many students have
succeeded in SSC, Police line service, Primary teaching etc. This is an undergraduate
college and the students, once they pass out, do not report about their higher study or
about services they have joined. Campus interview program was arranged. one on 27th
November,2014 and other on 7th July,2015. Total no. of participants were-87.
Successful students -17.
5.2.2 Provide details of the program wise pass percentage and completion rate for the
last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated by the university)? Furnish
program-wise details in comparison with that of the previous performance of the
same institution and that of the Colleges of the affiliating university within the
city/district.
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Program
Bengali
Hons.
Eng.
Hons.
Hist.
Hons
Phil.
Hons.
Pol.Sc.
Hons.
Eco.
Hons.
Geo.
Hons.
Micro
bio. Hons.
Maths.
Hons.
Zool.
Hons.
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2011-2012
Pass
Completion
%
%
98.07
91.35

2012-2013
Pass Completion
%
%
96.42
92.86

2013-2014
Pass Completion
%
%
99.02
94.12

2014-2015
Pass Completion
%
%
100
87.29

98.18

98.18

97.05

97.05

94.45

94.45

95.84

95.84

100

92.06

98.86

93.10

96.74

90.21

99.04

88.58

94.59

83.78

100

95.84

71.43

68.58

93.02

79.07

100

95.83

100

91.67

100

90.00

100

73.69

100

100

--

--

--

--

--

--

100

100

100

100

89.36

89.37

100

96.23

--

--

100

100

100

100

--

--

94.29

94.29

83.34

73.81

48.28

48.28

75.00

75.00

100

100

100

100

100

100

93.75

93.75
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B.A.
Hons.
B.Sc.
Hons
B.Com.
Hons.
B.A.
Gen.
B.Sc.
Gen.
B.Com.
Gen.

98.38

92.51

98.11

93.59

94.77

89.19

98.48

85.68

37.94

97.34

91.25

86.25

75.61

75.61

91.09

89.11

100

26.67

77.78

33.34

41.67

26.67

34.57

24.69

60.46

44.73

59.34

43.65

68.95

53.02

68.15

33.93

95.65

89.13

86.20

72.41

82.98

68.09

90.32

58.06

58.33

58.33

55.56

29.63

45.66

21.74

50.00

6.52

Name of the
College

Course

2011-2012
Pass %

2012-2013
Pass %

2013-2014
Pass %

Gour
MohanSachin
Mandal
Mahavidyalay
a

B.A(H)
B.Sc(H)
B.Com(H)
B.A(G)
B.Sc(G)
B.Com(G)
B.A(H)

94.30
50.00
-66.60
100
-97.78

96.81
33.33
50.00
51.40
57.14
-95.81

98.60
64.70
100
50.20
100
-96.34

20142015
Pass %
98.00
76.90
100
31.00
90.00
-98.77

B.Sc(H)

81.25

67.65

66.67

80.00

B.Com(H)
B.A(G)

-87.14

-60.16

-39.85

-80.11

B.Sc(G)

75.00

70.59

75.00

92.86

B.Com(G)

--

--

--

--

B.A(H)

98.38

98.11

94.77

98.48

B.Sc(H)
B.Com(H)

97.94
100

91.25
77.78

75.61
41.67

91.09
34.57

B.A(G)

60.46

59.34

68.95

68.15

B.Sc(G)

95.65

86.20

82.98

90.32

B.Com(G)

58.33

55.56

45.66

50.00

Raidighi
College

Dhruba
Chand Halder
College
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Comparison with other Colleges affiliated to Calcutta University,
within the district:

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of education
and/or towards employment?


At the beginning of the course (orientation day of 1st year student) every department
informs the students of the scope or prospect of the subject taught to them.
Every dept. encourages its outgoing students to proceed with their study.
Faculty members always help students studying in universities when they need support,
especially for books and suggestions, sometimes even pay their course fees.
After passing M.A. some students want to get guidance to appear in NET /SET and
some get success also.
Faculty members guide students to achieve success in entry level exams in P.G. Course
in university.
From this year the college has started conducting study programmes for competitive
examinations to prepare students for Govt. or Non govt. jobs.
Career counselling cell arranges various workshops and seminars on job opportunities.








5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who areat risk of failure and
drop out?
Special support is provided to students who are at the risk of drop out from various
corners of the college. There are different causes for drop out, of them economic cause is
the main. To remove this problem, teachers are always helpful to the students.
 Freeship / half freeship, concession and different types of scholarships from college and
Govt. level are offered so that students do not leave college for lack of money.
 Faculty members personally help poor students with reference books and tuition fees.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 Many students cannot attain regular classes during the sowing and harvesting season as
most of the families depend upon agriculture. Faculty members arrange special classes
for them.
 Faculty members personally counsel girl students to continue their studies instead of
getting married.
 Hostel facility is offered to male students coming from very far Sundarban area so that
they can overcome the distance problem.
* To provide special support to students who are at risk of failure
 Group wise tutorials, extra classes for slow learners and regular interactions with the
students enable us to increase confidence in their mind.


Bilingual explanation, revision of topics and practical classes.

 Continuous evaluation of their home work and suggestion for better
answers.
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5.3 Student Participation and Activities
5.3.1 List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extra-curricular activities available
to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.
**Cultural and extra-curricular activities **
Dhruba Chand Halder College has a broad and profound cultural heritage since its
beginning. The college creates numbers of scope through out the year where students
can expose their talent.
* Nabin Baran ---Every academic session starts with this program. Students‟ Union of
this college organizes this Freshers‟ Welcome program with active supervision of the
Principal and all faculty members. A joyous musical program is performed by new
comers and the senior students.
* Annual cultural competition – This is also a big platform for students. They participate
in various cultural events like solo songs, recitation, quiz, debate etc. Teachers are present
in that two- day program for judgment. Attractive rewards are given to the successful
students.
* College annual social is the biggest platform to the students to expose their talent as it is
arranged on a large scale that it becomes a local festival of Dakshin Barasat. Eminent
singers are invited, but the first half of the program is always scheduled for students‟
performance. The college is ready to give opportunity to the students to perform music,
dance, dance drama etc. on this big platform.

* Besides that, the dept. of Geography arranges every year departmental farewell program,
dept. of Bengali arranges reunion program and Teachers‟ Day is celebrated every year by
every department.
**Sports activities**
* The college has a vast playground. Students have scope to play football, cricket,
kabadi,kho-kho and practice other athletic events.
* The college makes necessary arrangements through the dept. of Physical Education to
train the students in various events.
* Students participate in the college annual sports.
* Inter class football and cricket tournaments are held regularly.
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* This year a cultural unit named “Madhu Sruti” has been formed to supervise the
cultural activity in an organized way and to create more and more opportunity for
students by increasing the number of days of cultural events.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

* Students participate in the district level, state level and inter college sports
tournaments every year.
*

Students can join NCC and NSS. Many students have found employment in armed
forces.

* The college has a well-equipped gym. Students have every facility for exercise.
The chart of students‟ participation in sports for last four yearsEVENT
Athletics
Swimming
Kabadi
Kho-kho
Cricket
Volleyball
Badminton
Football

TOTAL NO. OF PARTICIPATION
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014 2014-2015
20
25
30
33
06
12
15
16
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
18
18
20
18
12
12
12
12
-06
06
06
18
24
24
24

5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co- curricular,
extracurricular and cultural activities at different levels: University / State /
Zonal / National / International, etc. for the previous four years.
**The chart of students‟ achievements in sports and games for the last four year
2011-12

Dhruba Chand Halder College

University non-govt. inter college athletic --- Gold-7, Silver-6 , Bronze-1
Championship (men & women)
University inter college kabadi ( men)
---- Champion
University inter college athletic championship ---- Silver-7, Bronze-1 (Men & women)
2012-13
University inter college athletic (men & Women) -- Gold-01, Silver-04, Bronze -3
West Bengal inter college athletic (men & women) -- Gold-10, Silver-10, Bronze-2
University inter college swimming (men & women) -- Silver-1, Bronze-1
University inter college kabadi (men & women) -- Men –Runners
West Bengal inter college football Champion
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2013-14
West Bengal inter college athletic --- Gold-6, Silver-5, Bronze-5
University inters college athletic
---- Gold-3, Silver-5. Bronze-4
University inter college swimming (men) -- Silver -1, Bronze-1
University inter college kabadi (men & women) Men-Champion
West Bengal inter college football ----- Champion
West Bengal inter college badminton -- Singles-Champion (women) DoublesChampion
2014-15
University inter-college athletic (men& Women) -- Silver-2, Bronze-5
West Bengal inter-college athletic(men& Women) - - Gold-6, Silver-4, Bronze-6
University inter-college swimming(men) -- Gold-1, Silver-2, Bronze-5
University inter-college kabadi(men & wemen) -- Boys-Champion, Girls-Runners
West Bengal inter-college football -- Champion
**Students‟ achievement in extra-curricular activities –
District-level quiz-competition,2014 -Girls‟ Team
Promoted to final round
District-level youth parliament competition ,2014 --5th
position

The college seeks and uses data and feedback from its graduates through students‟
feedback questionnaire, which are given to the out-going students (3-rd year) before
Test exams, regarding course content and evaluation of teachers. The feed back is taken
department wise -- feed back forms are given to the students in which they can express
their opinion freely about the teaching or infrastructure of the department. Then the
forms are collected and placed at the IQAC meetings. The Principal and the IQAC
convener discuss the feedback summary of all departments and take necessary steps to
remove the problems and alert the concerned HOD to improve the performances of the
teacher
(if needed) to maintain the standard of teaching learning system. The
institution has regular official and unofficial interactions with the employees In
teachers‟ council meeting, all staff meeting, and in the meeting of different subcommittees the college can seek and use data and feedback from its employer.
5.3.4

How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the
publications/ materials brought out by the students during the previous four
academic sessions.
There are eighteen departments in the college. They involve their students in various
activities. All departments have inspired their students to organize the departmental
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5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional
provisions?

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

library. Here students work group wise and they prepare stock register, label the books,
and write the book numbers and accession numbers. They enjoy the work.
It is also be noted that ,the students of this department took a very vital part to arrange the
UGC sponsored National Level Seminar of the department in 2013.On this occasion
students were encouraged to make various wall decorating materials full of pictures and
writings, based on the topic selected for the seminar. The Dept. of Geography also
involves their students in creative work on the occasion of their annual function with
outgoing students. Thus the college always tries to encourage and involve students in
creativity.
The college publishes an annual magazine for the students with the help of the Students‟
Union. A teacher or a group of teachers are given charge for guiding the Union on this
matter. Students are encouraged to write essays, poems, articles, short stories etc. This is a
broad and ideal platform for students to express their potentiality of creation.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Besides that almost every department brings out wall magazines. These are totally
prepared by students of the concerned department. One of the departmental teachers takes
the initiative to publish the magazine in time and to maintain the quality of writings.
Name of the
Department
Bengali
English
History
Philosophy
Political Science
Sanskrit
Geography
Education
Botany
Zoology
Micro Biology
Chemistry
Economics

Name of the Wall
Magazine
Anweshan
Creation
Sandhani
Sanghati
Chanakya
Charibeti
Lubdhak
Nabankur
Sabuj Ishara
Biborton
Savvy
Chem Bridge
Mudra Rakshash

5.3.5 Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its
selection, constitution, activities and funding.
The college has a Students‟ Union which is formed every year through election, abiding
by its constitution. The constitution of the Students‟ Union, its objectives, role and
function are framed by the college authority in consultation with students‟ organizations
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and local administration.
* Selection --- Every year the college conducts the Students‟ Union election. A group of
teachers are selected according to seniority to conduct the election process. With the help
of local administration the college successfully handles near about 10,000 students every
year on the day of election. Class representatives are elected from each class who forms
the Student‟s Union by election/ selection of General Secretary and Vice- president. The
principal is the Ex-officio President of Students‟ Union.The union body is constituted of
the G.S., Vice- President, Cultural Secretary and Sports Secretary. Besides that class
representatives from all departments are included as general members.

Fund
A nominal amount of Rs. 10/- is collected from the students along with fees as the Union
charge and Rs.20/-for Saraswati Puja at the time of admission. Besides that 60% of the
session charge is the main source of the Students‟ Union fund. This fund is used by the
S.U. for their annual activities mentioned above. As most of the financial requirements of
the S.U. are met by the college, therefore at the beginning of each financial year budgetary
allocations are made for S.U.
5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have
student representatives on them.
There are some important academic and administrative bodies where
students‟ representative is present. G.S. of Students‟ Union on behalf of the students of
D.C.H. College is always invited to the meetings. He is encouraged to give his opinion
in those meetings.

Committees with students‟ representative:
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Activities ---- The students‟ Union conducts
i) Freshers‟ Welcome
ii) Interclass cultural competition
iii) Interclass sports
iv) College annual social
v) Saraswati Puja
vi) Republic Day celebration
vii) Independence day
viii) Blood donation camp,
ix) Publication of college magazine
x) Brings forward the grievances of the students to the college authority.

Criterion V: Student Support and Progression

i) Governing body
ii) Academic sub-committee
iii) Library sub-committee
iv) Canteen sub-committee
v) Cultural sub-committee
vi) Sports sub-committee
vii) Students‟ welfare sub-committee
viii) RUSA sub-committee
5.3.7 How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni
and former faculty of the Institution.
As the college has no registered Alumni Association therefore we have no official
record to note the participation of the ex-students. Former faculty members are invited
almost in every important events or festivals as in UGC-sponsored seminar, annual
cultural program, foundation day celebration, Golden Jubilee celebration etc.
Besides that, the Dept. of Bengali has regular contact with their alumni since 2009.The
department observes Reunion program annually where alumni participate actively. This
year the alumni are going to register its alumni association.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Any other relevant information regarding Student Support and Progression which the
college would like to include.
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Criterion VI
Governance, Leadership and Management
Institutional Vision and Leadership

6.1

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the mission
statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of
addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s
traditions and value orientations, vision for the future, etc?
 The Vision of D.C.H College is to impart ―value based education‖ in combination
with conventional education to its students. It tries to deliver a kind of education
that would help students realize their inner strength and potentialities by
emphasizing on social values, environmental awareness and extra-curricular
activities. Some of the key-aspects of this value based Vision is to help students to
achieve excellence in higher education and encourage them to contribute to the
society and sustainable development.


The Mission of our institution is to ―March Ahead‖, i.e. progress in all aspects of
life, through a comprehensive development of the soul so that it can dispel darkness
and illumine our souls.

6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans?
 Interaction of the members of different sub-committees with the stakeholders gives
birth to proposals which are placed either before Teachers‘ Council or Academic
Sub-Committee or the Principal for discussion.
 Principal places the above proposals to the Governing Body for consideration and
implementation.
 Apart from the above, Faculty members in different meetings express their quality
proposals through Principal to the Governing Body (top management) as
recommendations for favourable consideration.
 At times, the members of the Governing Body come up with quality policies and
plans which gets finalised after discussion.
 In some occasions, Principal directly places some quality proposal to the Governing
Body for favourable consideration.
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 The college is located in a rural area having a population consisting of a large
number of people who are economically and socially backward. A big proportion of
the students are first generation learners. They are involved in various agricultural
and other livelihood activities and at the same time pursue under graduate courses.
The situation demands imparting of higher education to our students in a manner
which is easily comprehensible to them and at the same time nurture their nascent
natural abilities through various extracurricular activities. Our endeavour is to
educate the local population in a continuous manner. We hope, it will help in lifting
the economic and social milieu of the immediate society.
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Once the top management accepts these proposals along with financial concurrence
(if required), it becomes prerogative of the Principal to implement the proposal
through formation of sub-committees.

6.1.3 What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring?
 The policy statements and action plans for fulfilment of the stated mission
o Propelled by the institutional mission, the Principal of the College maintains an
effective liaison with the Governing Body, the Internal Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC) and the Teachers‘ Council in formulating the policy statements and action
plans. Facilitated by the Governing Body and supported by the different subcommittees, the Head of the institution is at the helm of the affairs and plays the
leading role in governance and management of the institution. It is he who
communicates the vision and mission to the faculty and plan of action is
formulated accordingly with the help of the Governing Body and other subcommittees. It is he, along with the Bursar, Senior Teachers and Non-Teaching
Staff, who ensures transparency in the functioning of the college and maintains
core values. He also monitors the step wise implementation of the institutional
plans.
o The Head of the institution is the unifying force and coordinating link among the
various internal and external agencies, holds meetings with the individual
members of the staff and various departments from time to time for the better
working of the college.
Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the same
into the institutional strategic plan?
o The formulation of action plans for different operations takes place in the
meetings of various sub-committees and in the meetings of the Governing
Body.
o The implementation and monitoring of the plans are done through activities of
the various sub-committees.
o Governing Body and Principal act as facilitators and helps in removing
bottlenecks so that the plans are implemented in an effective manner.
o The plans are gradually institutionalised and become strategic plan of the
institution to realise the stated mission.


Interaction with stakeholders
o The Governing Body comprises of representatives of different stakeholders of
the institution and interaction among the representatives takes place whenever
meeting of the Governing Body is held.
o Student–teacher interaction is a continuous one which is not confined to
academic matters only but includes matters related to welfare and overall
development of the student. Student progression is monitored and if need
arises the guardians of the students are interacted with to keep them updated
about their wards‘ progress.

Dhruba Chand Halder

College
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o The Teachers‘ Council is an important forum where issues related to academic
matters and overall development of the College in general are taken up.
Teachers‘ Council meetings are presided over by the Principal.
o Staff Council meetings are held on a regular basis and various issues are
discussed. Staff Council meetings are presided over by the Principal.
o Sometimes Joint Staff Council meetings are held to discuss important issues
which are presided over by the Principal.
o The Principal regularly interacts with the students. The IQAC seeks their
feedback and necessary steps are taken to address their concerns.
o Local administrative persons, such as, Sub-Divisional Officer (S.D.O.), Block
Development Officer (B.D.O.) etc; academic administrative bodies, such as,
dignitaries in affiliating University and Directorate of Public Instructions
(DPI), Department of Education etc. are also interacted as and when need
arises.
o Of the above mentioned stakeholders, some interact among themselves on a
regular basis while others interact on certain occasions or as and when need
arises.
Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research inputs
and consultations with the stakeholders

 Reinforcing the culture of excellence
o One of the goals of this college is to achieve excellence in curricular and cocurricular activities.
o Meritorious students are honoured and rewarded every year during the
observation of Foundation Day Function of the college. Best sports persons,
best NCC cadets and NSS volunteers are also rewarded.
o The college authority regularly encourages teachers to upgrade their
knowledge by way of attending refresher and orientation courses, seminar and
workshop etc. Authority also encourages organizing workshop and seminar.
The college encourages teachers in research and provides them the needed
infrastructure. Some of our teachers have completed Minor Research Projects
and some of them are pursuing the plan presently.
o The IQAC reviews the academic activities undertaken by each faculty member
every year and provides guidance as and when required.
o
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o Need analysis is enabled by mutual interaction between the various
stakeholders in Governing Body meeting and if required, specific policies and
plans are made to mitigate the need.
o The meetings with the members of the students‘ union, meetings of the staff
council, departmental meetings, Teachers‘ Council meetings, the meetings of
the various sub-committees brings out the needs consequent to which policies
and plans are formed which are placed to the management for ratification and
implementation.
o Feedbacks taken from students also highlight various needs which are placed
to the appropriate authority for policy formulation and implementation.
o Academic, financial and social experiences of colleges and institutions having
similar background are analysed and relevant policies and plans in those fields
are tailored and placed before the Governing Body for consideration and
implementation.
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 Champion organizational change
o Organizational changes are essential for survival and development of the
organisation. Interaction of leadership with internal and external stakeholders
and the world at large is a part of day-to-day activity of the college. Changes
required in various organs of the institution are best felt by that way. The
Governing Body and the Principal acts as facilitators by giving top priority to
these demands of change by framing specific policies and plans, effective
implementation of the same and devising methods to weed out any
impediment which affects proper implementation for meaningful and
successful performance of the institution.
o Changes are made operational through identification of sets of people to form
sub-committees to bring in the change. The staff of the college co-operate with
these sub-committees to the best of their abilities.

Dhruba Chand Halder
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6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate
policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and
improvement from time to time?


The meeting of the various sub-committees draws up policies and plans of the
institution which are placed in the Governing Body meeting through Principal, for
ratification and implementation. Governing Body, itself, sometimes puts forward
policies and plans for better functioning of the institution. The Principal through
various sub-committees implements the ratified policies and plans.



Meeting of Students‘ Union, Staff Council, Academic Departments, various subcommittees, Teachers‘ Council, Academic Sub-Committee, Finance Sub-Committee
and above all Governing Body meeting at a regular interval, continuously monitor
the implementation of the decided upon policies and plans and suggest measures to
mitigate any hurdle faced in the implementation of any specific plan or policy or
ways to make it better and also corrects any aberrations in implementing the
determined policies and plans.



Bursar of the college monitors the financial records and operations on a continuous
basis to maintain financial transparency.

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management?
 The top management generally grants leave to the faculty members for joining to
various academic courses such as Refresher Course, Summer School, Winter
School, Seminar, Workshop etc. which ends up with an academic enrichment.
 Top management facilitates holding of seminars and special lecture sessions where
senior faculty members from other colleges/institutes exchange views for overall
academic improvement.
 The IQAC reviews the academic activities undertaken by each faculty member every
year and provides guidance as and when required.
 The top management encourages the faculty members to pursue Minor and Major
Research Projects, to participate in Faculty Development Programme and Faculty
Exchange Programme.
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The top management plays an important leadership role from the academic point of
view through: making budgetary provision for purchase of necessary books in
library, subscription to online books and journals and journals in physical form, for
purchase of laboratory instruments and equipments, latest software etc.
The departmental heads provide academic leadership to the other faculty members
through proper academic guidance.

6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels?
 The Governing Body of the institution is formed of teachers‘ representatives, non-teaching
representatives, students representative etc. These representatives take various governance
decisions collectively which help groom leadership traits among them.
 Teachers‘ Council Secretary, Teachers Representative to Governing Body, Members of
Examination Sub-Committee / Election Sub-Committee and many other Sub-Committees
are formed on the basis of consensus among faculty members in the line of seniority and
rotation. This helps groom leadership skills.
 Working as a member in various Sub-Committees, gives a teacher enough exposure to the
different academic and administrative activities of the college which helps them to have
better decision making skills over time.
 The Teachers‘ Council and Non-Teaching Staff Council each have a Secretary to provide
leadership at the time of placing their views on different platforms.
 Traditionally even a junior teacher is consciously involved in various academic and
administrative decisions to groom leadership.
 The Students‘ Union is formed of elected representatives among students and lends voice
and leadership for realisation of the various needs of the students.

6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy to the
departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized
governance system?

 The NSS Co-ordinators have the autonomy of deciding upon the types of programs
to be conducted in different camps held in the college within the broad purview of
the rules set by the University.
 The NCC unit of the college is headed by an Associate NCC Officer (ANO) who
enjoys operational autonomy within the broad ambit of rules set by the affiliating
University and the Ministry of Defence, Government of India.
 The office of the institution is under the supervision of Head-Clerk with Principal at
the top. The Head-Clerk designs the work distribution and draws up the work
schedule within the broad framework and rules of the organisation.
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 The various departments of the college have the autonomy regarding allotment of
classes and syllabus distribution among faculty members, study plan, continuous
assessment within the broad purview of the rules set by the University, selection of
books for Central Library and departmental library, departmental programs etc.

Criterion VI : Governance, Leadership and Management
 The elected members of the Students‘ Union organises ‗Nabin Baran‘ and ‗Annual
Social Festival‘ under the guidance of the Teachers. The members of the Students‘
Union have the independence of drawing up their own list of competitions and
cultural programmes to be held.
 However the Principal is informed of all the major decisions on a day to day basis.
6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’,
indicate the levels of participative management.


Composition of the Governing Body itself highlights participative management. It
has representation of all the stakeholders of the institution viz. Teacher, NonTeaching Staff, Student, Local Government and Affiliating University. Various
governance decisions are taken in the meetings of the Governing Body.
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 Teachers Representative to Governing Body is decided on the basis of consensus
built among the teachers.


Non-Teaching Representatives to Governing Body is decided on the basis of
consensus among Non-Teaching members based on seniority and rotation.



Various day to day decisions of the institution are taken through meetings of
different sub- committees. These sub- committees are formed of teaching and nonteaching staff, students‘ representatives and other stakeholders of the institution.



Teachers Representative in all sub-committees is decided democratically in the
Teachers‘ Council meeting and the recommendations forwarded to the Governing
Body.



The College has an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) established as per
recommendation of UGC-NAAC. The Cell comprises of the Principal, faculty
members, external members, non-teaching staff, students representative and
representative of the alumni, as per the UGC-NAAC guidelines.



The institution encourages the idea of departmental head on a rotational basis.



Students‘ Union is formed of elected representatives among students. They may put
forward various students‘ welfare measures before appropriate authority of the
institution for consideration and approval.

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT

6.2.

6.2.1. Does The Institution Have A Formally Stated Quality Policy? How Is It
Developed, Driven, Deployed And Reviewed?


The college came into existence with the motive of educating the rural poor. The
immediate hinterland is populated with people from backward and minority
community and consequently majority of the students are first generation learners
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who apart from studying, are involved in various livelihood activities. Over the
years number of aspirants seeking college admission has increased manifold while
increase in the number of institutes imparting higher education in this zone has not
been in sync. Considering the above backdrop imparting quality education in itself
is a challenge.
 The vision of the college embodies in itself imparting of quality education as a pre
requisite to ultimate realisation of vision of the college. The plans and policies are
geared up at various meetings of teaching and non teaching staff, the IQAC cell and
in the meetings Governing Body of the college. The quality proposals received from
different stakeholders are forwarded to the Governing Body for consideration and
approval.
 The Governing Body after due discussion tries to implement the same to increase the
overall quality to the desired standard.
 The quality policies are implemented through various sub-committees and the
progress reviewed in the meetings of the sub-committees.
 Our College has formed IQAC, for attending and assuring the quality and standards
at all levels, be it academic or operational.


Faculty members are inspired to participate in different types of academic exercises
like pursuing research, attending seminars, training and retraining courses etc. on a
continuous basis to enhance quality.



Examinations are conducted within the broad framework and requirements of the
affiliating University and results analysed in the meeting of the Academic SubCommittee, Teachers‘ Council and departmental meetings and measures are taken
accordingly to better the overall performance of the students.

6.2.2. Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the
aspects considered for inclusion in the plan.
The overall development of the institute is looked after by the management. It comprisesintroduction of new courses, employing guest teachers, extension of building, providing
additional facilities, etc. The management forms several committees to further academic
growth and infrastructural development of the college. The members of these committees
consider several factors while preparing future plans. The factors that they keep in mind are: The changing scenario in the field of education.
 The needs of students /society.
 The conditions of time and place.
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 The college has a rich history in games and sports where the students have won
many laurels for the institution. The college hires technically skilled persons in
games and sports to coach boys and girls so that they can excel in different district,
state and national level competitions.
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 The economic factors
 The relevance and usefulness of plan.
The college intends among many to:
 Introduction of more subjects for Honours Courses.
 Introduction of viable and relevant carrier oriented/skill developmental courses.
 Special coaching facilities for students for different competitive and entrance
examinations.
 Complete digitization of the central library.
 Purchasing more books and journals.
 Modernization of Laboratories.
 Publication of works and seminar lectures.
 High Speed Internet facility for teachers and students.
 Development of LAN facility in order to link the different departments of the college.
 Make the college a free Wi-Fi Zone.
 Introduction of more awards and scholarships to encourage the students.
 Availing of UGC minor and major research programmes.
 Modernisation of Gymnasium and sports and games facilities.
 Improvement of the college playground.
 Better drinking water facility for staff and students.
 Apart from building more class rooms, introduction of smart class rooms.
 Building of a seminar hall/ auditorium.
 Better toilet facilities for staff and student.
 Modernisation of college office.
 More amenities in Boys and Girls Common Room.
 Better hostel facilities.
 Reconstruction and lighting of the roads inside the college campus.
 Better Canteen facility.
 Plastic free campus.
 Better utilisation of natural resources of the college.
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6.2.3. Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making processes.

 In the internal organizational structure of the college, the Governing Body is the apex of
the decision making authority. The Principal is empowered by Governing Body to
implement plans and policies adopted in the Governing Body meetings. Different Subcommittees, Teachers‘ Council and Non-Teaching Staff assist the Principal in this respect.
The internal organisation chart is given below.
The Overall Structure

Governing Body

PRINCIPAL

Teaching Staff
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Librarian & Lib Staff

Office Staff
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The Operational Structure and Decision Making Process
Governing Body
PRINCIPAL

IQAC

SUB-COMMITTEES

STAFF COUNCIL

TEACHERS’
COUNCIL

STUDENTS’ UNION

EXT. STAKEHOLDERS

Organisation of Teaching Staff
Principal
Heads of the Departments
Faculty Members
Formal Organisational Structure of Each Faculty
Heads of the Departments

Associate Professor

Assistant Professor

Permanent Part –Time Teachers

Guest Lecturer

Lab Assistant

Electrician-Cum-Caretaker

Support Staff

Formal Organisational Structure of Library
Principal

Library Clerk
Formal Organisational Structure of Non-Teaching Staff
Principal
Head Clerk

Accountan
t

Cashier
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6.2.4. Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the institution
for each of the following
Teaching and learning


The college has eighteen departments teaching the B.A, B.Sc, and B.Com (Honours,
Major and General) courses. These are run by a qualified and enterprising faculty.
The faculty constantly upgrade themselves by participating in Refresher and
Orientation Courses, Seminars, Conferences and Workshops on current trends in
their subjects.



The college has an Academic Sub-Committee, consisting of the Departmental
Heads, which meets at regular interval to discuss on different issues concerning
teaching and learning of the college.



Academic calendar ensures clarity, co-ordination, planning and distribution of
classes properly.



The college brings out a brochure at the time of admission containing information
on syllabus, modules, tentative examination schedules, class routine, information
relating to teachers and departmental activities throughout the year which the
college intends to follow.



The lab based departments of the college are provided with spacious, well-equipped
and modern laboratories for practical classes.
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 The Central Library of our college is very spacious and well lighted and has
adequate reading room facilities. The library has a good number of Reference and
Text Books on different subjects. Apart from the Central Library the departments
have their own libraries where students can consult reference books. Xerox facilities
are available for the students in the Central Library.


Teachers regularly interact with the advanced and weak students outside classroom
and in special classes.



Fieldwork and excursions form part of the curriculum of the departments of Botany,
Zoology and Geography. Other departments also conduct study tour, field work
annually.



Performance of the students in different examinations of the college are analysed in
the meetings of the departments, Teachers‘ Council meeting as well as in the
meetings of the Academic Sub-Committee.



Some departments use OHP, Audio- Visual Aids, LED Projector, Smart Boards in
the class room.

Research & Development


The college has a research committee which reviews research proposals of the
faculty members before it is submitted to different agencies for acceptance and also
provides much needed back office support relating to research activities to the
faculty members.
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Providing required permission and leave to attend Orientation Programmes,
Refreshers Courses and workshops organized by the Academic Staff College of the
Universities.



Encouraging paper presentations by the faculty members in different International
and National conferences and arranging leave for the same.



Encouraging the teachers to attend Seminars, Workshops etc. organized by other
colleges.

 Organizing Seminars and Workshops on different subjects related to popular
interest.
 Faculty members have undertaken Minor Research projects funded by UGC.
 The college encourages faculty to act as Editors of books and journals, research
paper reviewers etc.


College has subscribed to many online text books and journals through N-ListINFLIBNET. It has also subscribed to a number of journals.



Adequate infrastructure is provided to the faculty members to carry out research
activities.

Community engagement


The college has two NSS Units under supervision of Calcutta University and run by
two Programme Officers.
NSS units are involved in social and community
developments in various villages.



Different programmes like, Blood Donation Camp, Rally on World Aids Day,
Seminar on ―Human Trafficking and Save Girl Child‖ and different health related
programmes like Cancer Awareness, Maternity Health Awareness etc. are
undertaken in the college and adopted villages for promoting community and social
services.

 College has a Health Unit which serves not only the sick students of the college but
also the surrounding locality.


Audited ―Utilisation Certificate‖ of the NSS Fund provided by the affiliating
University are submitted in due time.

Human resource management


Human Resource of the college is utilised efficiently to minimise external assistance
or outsourcing.



The requirement of teachers and non teaching staff is assessed by the college on the
basis of student strength, vacancies arising due to retirement and death, etc., and
also as per workload norms prescribed by the University, UGC and Govt. of West
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 NCC Cadets are deployed for traffic management during festivals.
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Bengal. Teaching and non-teaching posts are sanctioned by the Directorate of
Public Instructions, Govt. of West Bengal on the basis 100 point roster. For
recruitment of permanent teaching faculty, eligible candidates are recommended for
appointment in colleges by the West Bengal College Service Commission. For
recruitment of Guest teaching faculty and teachers against FDP vacancy, candidates
are interviewed by a selection committee and the selection is finally approved by the
Governing Body. Notwithstanding the fact that the college being situated in a rural
area, the management makes endeavour to retain quality teachers.


Approved non-teaching posts are filled up from employment exchange and/ or
through advertisements in leading dailies.



The college encourages faculty to attend Orientation/Refresher courses, FDP, FEP,
and engage in research oriented programmes like Major and Minor Research
Projects, attend seminars to enrich themselves.



IQAC monitors the teaching, research and various departmental activities of each
department and provides guidance to the various operations of the institute.



Non-Teaching Staff are given Computer training so that they can prepare computer
generated salary bills as required by Government, follow computerised accounting
and maintain data related to students in soft form to bring out important information
as required by various departments of Finance and Education.

 The permanent full time teachers and non-teaching staff are covered under group
insurance scheme. The college is also trying for coverage under group insurance
scheme government for the government approved part-time teachers.


Yoga camps are held to improve the health awareness amongst the staff of the
college.

Industry interaction
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As our college is situated in a rural area there is hardly any scope for industry
interaction. However, the students of Department of Commerce visit industries,
corporate sectors and banks for their project work and case studies as per syllabus of
Calcutta University.
6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information (from
feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management and the
stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution?


Regular Teachers‘ Council meetings and Staff Council meetings are held by the
Head of the institution.



Principal is the Ex-officio Chairman of all sub-committees. During the meeting of
the different sub-committees he collects information regarding the activities of the
different wings of the institution.



IQAC conducts meetings on regular basis. Principal being the chairperson is well
aware of the discussions and decisions of IQAC.
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Principal through interactions with respective HODs always keeps himself abreast
with the academic progress of the departments.



Principal also maintains personal contacts with the students, teaching and non
teaching staff for reviewing teaching quality, extra-curricular activities,
infrastructural facilities etc.



The Principal keeps the Governing Body informed about his experience gathered
from the interaction with the stake holders.

 The Principal is the Ex-officio President of the Students‘ Union and interact with its
members on a regular basis discussing their problems, programs, grievances etc.
6.2.6. How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff in
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?
 The management encourages and supports the involvement of the staff for
improvement of the effectiveness and efficiencies of the institutional processes.
Various sub-committees are formed out of the members of Teaching and Nonteaching Staff. The institutional processes are carried out through the activities of
the above mentioned sub-committees. Periodic meetings of the sub-committees are
held to review the progress of the activities and to remove bottlenecks if any. The
suggestions of the different sub-committees are taken into consideration and
decisions are taken accordingly to make the institutional process more efficient and
effective. The members of the college with some amount of external technical
assistance have come up with in-house admission software to handle effectively and
efficiently the admission process.
6.2.7. Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year
and the status of implementation of such resolutions.
Resolution Taken

Status

Construction of First Floor of New Science Building

Completed

Calling of Tender for up gradation of canteen facility

Work is going on

Steel frame structure on top roof of New Science Building

Work is going on

Purchase of computer and other peripherals for installation of
COSA software
Installation of 63 KV Transformer in college premises
Construction of College Boundary Wall
Modernisation of Physics Laboratory

Completed
Work is going on
Completed
Work is going on

Modernisation of Geography and Microbiology Laboratory

Completed

Sending of LOI for second cycle NAAC accreditation.

Completed

Acquisition of a

college software for student‘s database and Work is going on
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Networking of computers in Principal‘s office, Computer Room and Work is going on
Office.
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accounting
Cash Award and jersey for the medal winners of our college in the
Completed
University Sports Meet 2015 is hereby sanctioned.
Construction of audio - visual seminar/class room
Work is going on
Reading Room facility for Teachers in the Library

Work is going on

A Computer Centre in view of
among the students

Work is going on

spreading of computer literacy

Construction of concrete road inside the hostel premises

Work is going on

Submission of requisition against vacancies for the substantive post
of assistant professors as per notice of West Bengal College Service
Commission.

Completed

6.2.8. Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ’yes’, what are the efforts made by the
institution in obtaining autonomy?
 Yes, the affiliating university has a provision for according the status of autonomy to
an affiliated institution. But we have not yet contemplated requesting the affiliating
University for obtaining autonomy.
6.2.9. How does the institution ensure that grievances/complaints are promptly
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyse the nature
of grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship?
 The college has an anti ragging sub-committee which actively publicises awareness
regarding anti-ragging.
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The teacher-student relationship is a pleasant and synergistic one. The teachers are
caring and approachable and are always ready to counsel students both inside and
outside the classroom. The college is equally proud to have a well behaved,
respectful and co-operative student community.

 The administration is accessible to students. Students can meet the Principal
everyday and express their grievance if any. Principal takes initiative and immediate
action to solve the problem and counsel the students if necessary.
 The grievances/complaints of the teachers are discussed and resolved in the meetings
of the Teachers‘ Council along with the Principal.
 Similarly the grievances and complains of the non- teaching staff are discussed and
resolved in the meetings of the Staff Council along with the Principal.


Sometimes joint Staff meeting is held along with the Principal to resolve any
grievance or complaint which promotes better stakeholder relationship.
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 Teaching and non-teaching staff can meet the Principal everyday and express their
grievance if any. Principal takes initiative and immediate action to solve the
problem.


Principal maintains regular interaction with the external stakeholders and grievances
or complaints are resolved amicably.



Provisions are there in the institute where student can submit written complaints to
the authority through the complain box allotted for this purpose.

6.2.10. During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed by
and against the institute? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the courts
on these?


Case filed against a staff member of the institution by a political organization which
was dismissed by the court.

 Case filed against the Institution relating to Students‘ Union Election by a political
organization which was dismissed by the court.
 Case filed against the institute by a casual employee which went against the institute.
 Case filed by an employee which was dismissed by the court.
 Case filed against institute by a guest teacher which went against the institute.

 Yes,The Institution has a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on institutional
performances. The college invites feedback about the Institution, Departments and
teachers from students of the respective departments. In this matter confidentiality
and official secrecy is maintained strictly. The information is analysed by the
members of IQAC for proper consideration. On the basis of the feedback, IQAC
recommends improvements and amendments. The analysis is used as a source for
encouragement and improvement.
6.3

FACULTY EMPOWERMENT STRATEGIES

6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional
development of its teaching and non teaching staff?
 The institution supports participation of faculty members in different International,
National, State and Regional Level seminars been conducted by different
Universities and Colleges.
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6.2.11. Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the
institution to such an effort?
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 The institution permits participation of faculty members in Faculty Development
Programmes for quality enrichment of the faculty. At present one faculty member is
pursuing FDP programme.


Faculty members are actively involved in Faculty Exchange Programme with its
nearby colleges.
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 Faculty members participate in Orientation Courses, Refresher Courses, Summer
and Winter Schools, Short-term Courses and Workshops organised by different
Academic Staff College of different Universities, to keep themselves abreast with
the different professional developments taking place in respective disciplines.


Faculty members are encouraged to participate in Minor and Major Research
Projects funded by the UGC. In the last four years three faculty members have
completed their Minor Research Projects and at present one faculty member is
pursuing his Minor Research Project.



Seminars are being conducted by different departments where notable academicians
are invited as resource persons/speakers to deliver lecturers on knowledge based
topics which enhance the knowledge of the faculty members.



Efforts are made by the college to keep a good number of text books of various
subjects in its Central and Departmental Libraries. Apart from the above the college
has access to many online national and international text books and journals through
N-List-INFLIBNET.



Non Teaching Staff are given Computer training so that they can prepare computer
generated salary bills as required by Government, follow computerised accounting
and maintain data related to students in soft form to bring out important information
as required by various departments of Finance and Education. They have been
given training to handle college software ‗SMART COLLEGE‘ to maintain records
and data. They have also been given training to maintain ―KANYASHREE‖ data in
soft form.

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment
through training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and
responsibility they perform?


Different departments submit Seminar proposals based on which Seminars are held
with the involvement of faculty members.



Faculty members are encouraged to participate in Seminars, Courses and
Workshops conducted by other educational institutes and Academic Staff College of
different Universities.



Faculty members are provided requisite infrastructure to carry out their professional
work.
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Institution acts as a facilitator for the above mentioned activities and motivates
faculty for better performance of their roles and responsibilities.



Planning and implementation of different organisational activities in a decentralised
manner through formation of different sub-committees, helps in cooperation, free
flow of information, innovation and empowerment of faculty and staff.

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate and
ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and
considered for better appraisal.


Career Advancement Scheme (CAS) of faculty requires preparation of SelfAppraisal Report for each academic session. Every Full-time faculty member with
the help of IQAC submits his/her Self-Appraisal Report. Self-Appraisal Report
contains information about a faculty member‘s contribution to multiple activities of
the institution and beyond, which is considered by appropriate authority for
appraisal, leading to career advancement of faculty members.

6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the
management and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to the
appropriate stakeholders?
 The IQAC reviews the annual Self-Appraisal Report and communicates to the
respective faculty member the measures to be taken in coming academic years to
continue or better his/her performance for overall professional development of the
incumbent.
 The performance of the students in different examinations of the college is reviewed
in the meeting of the concerned department as well as in the Teachers‘ Council
meeting and in the meetings of the Academic Sub-Committee. Faculty members
interact personally with students to mitigate the deficiencies. Interaction with the
guardians is made as and when required.

 Salary is paid on 1st of every month from college fund before actual amount is paid by
State Government.
 Group Insurance Policy for all staff and faculty.
 Medical Leave as and when required by the faculty is provided.
 College liberally approves permissible leaves for teachers pursuing research and field
work.
 Canteen facility.
 Women Rest Room.
 Pecuniary loan facility at low rate of interest to faculty from TC out of funds collected
from teachers.
 Quick processing of application for Loan from Provident Fund.
 College staff in general has benefitted from the above mentioned welfare activities in
the last four years.
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6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching staff?
What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four
years?
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6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining
eminent faculty?
 The appointment of full-time faculty is not in the hands of the college
administration, as the same is done by the West Bengal College Service
Commission. The college does appoint Guest Lecturers and notwithstanding the
location and communication hindrance the college poses, the administration attains
to ensure that the best of the available talent is absorbed with pay marked to market.
Institution acts as facilitators for teachers so that they can perform their duties
effectively.

6.4 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of
available financial resources?
 Based on the need of each unit of the college including the laboratory based
departments, budget of the college is prepared and is closely monitored round the
year.
 Governing Body considers the various financial proposals of the Finance SubCommittee and gives the final seal of approval.
 Finance Sub-Committee formed out of the members of Governing Body looks after
the financial planning of the institute and proper implementation of various proposals
ratified by the Governing Body.
 Income/expenditure and various accounting related activities of the college are closely
monitored by the Bursar and the Accountant keeping the Principal at the top.
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 Proper purchase procedure is followed. The college has a purchase committee formed
by the Governing Body of the college. Quotations are called for, compared and
executed by the purchase committee. Proper propriety and value for money is given
prime importance at the time of spending.
 Conditions laid down by the UGC are followed for utilisation of the grants made by
the central nodal agency. Timely audit of the utilisation and submission of the same
within stipulated time frame is ensured.
 It is closely monitored that the fund is utilised for the purpose it is meant for.
6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? When
was the last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide the
details on compliance.
 The college has an internal audit committee formed out of teaching and non–teaching
staff which is approved by Governing Body. Internal documents are checked
intermittently by the audit committee.
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 The college has a mechanism for external audit.
 The external audit is done as per the government rules. Directorate of Public
Instructions, Higher Education Department, Government of West Bengal appoints
auditor for auditing the accounts of the college.
 The audit is done up to the session 2013-2014. For the session 2014-15 the audit work
is in progress.
 There were no major objections raised by the auditor. Provident fund account with the
treasury has been reconciled as asked by the auditor.
6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the
deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of
academic and administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve
fund/corpus available with Institutions, if any.
 Payment of salary to full time teaching, Govt. approved part-time teaching and full
time non-teaching staff is met out of fund released from the State Government.
 College receives fund from the UGC and RUSA as against the plan proposals
submitted under the different schemes of the commission.
 Specific grants are received from the State Government.
 The major source of fund of the college is tuition and other fees collected under
different heads from the students.



The college runs NSOU and RBU study centres for spreading of education. College
receives a certain share from the Open University to run their Study Centres in the
campus and it utilises the same for the development of the college infrastructure.



The first floor of new science building measuring approximately 5,000 square feet has
been constructed out of the above mentioned fund.

6.5. INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL (IQAC)
6.5.1. a) Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)? If
‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and how
has it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes?
 The College has an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) established as per
recommendation of UGC-NAAC. It was formed on 17/03/2011. The Cell comprises
of the Principal, senior teaching faculty members, external quality experts and nonteaching staff/student representative as per the UGC-NAAC guidelines.
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6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional funding
and the utilization of the same (if any).
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 This Cell not only monitors the teaching, research and various departmental activities
of each department but also provides guidance to the various operations of the
institution. Feedback regarding teaching, infrastructural facilities and other amenities
of the College are collected from the students by this Cell.
 This Cell visits each department every year to verify the yearly progress of the
department with regard to documenting academic and research activities.
 The students‘ feedback for each department is considered. Good points are
appreciated and remedial measures for the weak points are suggested. The Cell is
responsible for regular submission of Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) to
NAAC. The AQARs of the last four years have also been uploaded and submitted in
the College Website.
 Guidance from IQAC has led to smooth functioning of admission procedure of
students, regular interaction of departmental teaching staff with its students,
suggesting of measures to modernise record keeping of staff and students,
improvement in record keeping of accounting information and college admission etc.
b) How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management/
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually implemented?
 All the decisions taken by the IQAC are ratified in the G.B. meeting and finally
implemented.
c) Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any
significant contribution made by them.
 Dr. Debabrata Singha, Educationist and Dr. Rabindranath Ghosh, Scientist, are the
external experts of IQAC. On few occasions exchange of ideas with the external
members of the IQAC has happened.
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d) How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the IQAC?
 The students play key role in educational institutions as it exists to address their
needs. They make suggestions regarding improvement in teaching-learning process,
examination system, day-to-day facilities like library services, leisure or canteen
services etc. through their representatives in G.B., IQAC and Students‘ Union.
 Individual grievances of the students are received and promptly taken care off.
 IQAC attempts to incorporate the views of the students in all its decisions.
 Students are also informed about the decisions taken or policies made by IQAC for
their welfare through notices & announcements etc.
 Representative of the Alumni is a member of the IQAC team. Suggestions, if any,
made by alumni associations are also considered by IQAC.
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e) How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents of
the institution?
 It has been earlier stated that all strategies of IQAC are formulated with consultation
of other faculty members. Further at the time of execution of the plans, the staff
members and students are crucial entities to make the whole exercise fruitful.
 Representatives of different stakeholders—Teachers, Non-Teaching Staff,
Management and students are present in the IQAC team who give their opinions and
also convey the work, plan and activities of IQAC to their respective communities.
Students are made aware of important decisions through notices.
6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of the
academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its
operationalisation.
 Informal quality improvement is an ongoing process and has evolved over the years
with the gradual increase in the number of students and with the introduction of new
subjects.
 The college has several statutory bodies like the Governing Body, Academic SubCommittee, Finance Sub-Committee, Teachers‘ Council, Students‘ Union etc.
comprising of different stakeholders who work in unison to achieve the common goal
i.e. the quality assurance in the academic and administrative domain.
 Joint staff meeting is held whenever need arises to chalk out areas of activity to
ensure quality.
 Student programmes are ably encouraged and guided by the teachers and nonteaching staff to warrant quality.

 The college authority encourages and facilitates the faculties to participate in
Orientation Programme, Refresher Courses, Short Term Courses and trainings to
enrich them so that they can discharge their academic responsibilities in a more
effective manner.
 Invited lecture on IQAC-NAAC was held where innovative quality improvement
measures were highlighted by external resource person. The college has introduced
special counselling classes in line with the above mentioned measures.
 Non-teaching staff has received training on ―COSA‖ software and how to maintain
―KANYASHREE‖ data in soft form.
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6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation of
the Quality Assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact.

Criterion VI : Governance, Leadership and Management
6.5.4: Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of the
academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the
institutional activities?
 Year-wise performance of our students is reviewed in the meetings of Academic SubCommittee, Teachers‘ Council and the meetings of the various departments to identify
the strengths and weaknesses and strategies are made towards resolving the same.
 If need arises, guardians are also interacted with to discuss the performance of
students in Test Examination of the college.
6.5.5: How is the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the requirements
of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory authorities?
 The College is affiliated to the University of Calcutta, and so different examinations
as per the requirement of the University of Calcutta are held to ensure the
performance of the students. The performances of the students are also discussed in
the meetings of the respective departments, Teachers‘ Council and Academic SubCommittee and remedial measures suggested as and when required.
 The Carrier Assessment Scheme (CAS) for promotions of teachers formulated by
UGC assures quality teaching and research. The teachers have to attend OP, RC,
Seminars, Short-term Courses and perform other academic activities in line with
CAS. Teachers of this college participate and publish regularly in State, National and
International seminars.
 The college has to abide by the orders and circulars of Central Government, State
Government, Higher Education Council, DPI etc. which assures academic and
operational quality. On different occasions inspection of college activities is done by
the Inspector of Colleges.
 The college follows online admission procedure as per directives of higher education
department.
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 The financial audit of the college is done regularly. The audit is done as per the
government rules. Directorate of Public Instructions, Higher Education Department,
Government of West Bengal appoints auditor for auditing the accounts of the college.
 The finance sub-committee and purchase sub-committee of the college has external
members which brings transparency.
 Non-Teaching Staff council meets at regular interval where decisions are taken to
improve the quality of office operations.
 Joint staff council meeting is held to have a broader view of the college related
activities and to achieve better co-ordination.
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6.5.6: What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the teaching
learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of operations and
outcome?
 Departmental meetings are held to keep a tab on the subject specific teaching learning
process.
 The meetings of the Academic Sub-Committee comprising of the HODs reviews the
broader aspects of teaching – learning process and remedial measures are suggested
when required.
 Full time teachers are the members of the Teachers‘ Council. In the meetings of the
Teachers‘ Council, examination schedules are prepared, results are placed and
discussed and remedial measures are suggested if required.
6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies, mechanisms
and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders?
The quality assurance policies of the college are communicated to the internal and external
stakeholders in the following way:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 By the members of IQAC.
 Through notices served to internal stakeholders.
 Policies are discussed in details in the meetings of the different sub-committees and
Teachers‘ Council.
 Resolutions are sent to the Governing Body for approval.
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CRITERIAVII: INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
Environment Consciousness

7.1
7.1.1

Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities?
There is no formal mechanism for Green Audit.
However, the college is located amidst greenery on all sides and the institution
takes all possible measures to maintain greenery.

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly?
Energy conservation : The class-rooms are mostly naturally well-lighted and it is
seen that no electric equipment runs unnecessarily. All lights and fans remain
switched off, when not in use. All electrical equipments are checked on a regular
basis.
Use of renewable energy: This is yet to be introduced.
The College is considering installation of a Solar Plant. A Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA) is undergoing.
Water harvesting : Rain water, naturally collected in the two large water bodies
situated in the campus, is used for watering the garden and sports ground especially
in winter.
Check dam construction : There is no such construction.
Efforts for Carbon neutrality: The College uses more eco-friendly green generator.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Plantation : Trees are planted regularly around the college campus as well as on the
road leading to the campus. Besides there is a well kept garden inside the premises of
the campus. Special NSS Camps are organized in the campus. Volunteers of NSS are
engaged in the Plantation Programme as well as cleaning of the campus area on a
regular basis.
Hazardous waste management: Animal carcasses are put in deep soil pit and
covered.
After the practical classes are over, the entire bacterial and fungal colony growing
media plates and other used autoclavable materials are autoclaved. In this manner all
the microbes die. The media with died microbes are drained out. Then the apparatus
are reused after washing. In Biochemical practical concentrated acid base and other
chemicals are used. These are washed out after being heavily diluted with water.
e-waste management : e-wastes are disposed through the vendors.
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7.2

Innovations

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have
created a positive impact on the functioning of the college.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

The use of ICT in teaching-learning programmes.
The feedback mechanism.
Computerization of the office.
Computerization of the library.
On-line admission process.
Designing and use regular upgradation of the college website.
Extension and upgradation of Physics, Chemistry, Botany laboratories to keep pace
with the requirement of the times.
viii. Gender sensitization programmes.
ix. Use of email for communication purposes are encouraged resulting in minimal
postage expenses.

7.3 Best Practices

Goal : The goal is to admit the maximum number of eligible aspirants through a
transparent process.
Context : To keep transparency in the admission process and to minimize the
mistakes, on line admission process is introduced. This has resulted in speedy and
error free processing of applications.
Practice : Applications from eligible candidates are accepted. The merit lists are
posted on the college website. Collection of fees etc. is being made through banks for
the convenience of the students as well as the accounts department of the college.
Evidence of success: This has been an instant success. The importance of
“middlemen” has been minimized and the problem of cash-handling has been
dispensed with.
Resources Required : SMS Gateway and a functioning Website.
Problems encountered: This being a rural and backward area students initially had
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7.3.1 Best Practice 1 : On-line Admission of first year students Elaborate on any two
best practices in the given format at page no.98, which have contributed to the
achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or contributed to the Quality
improvement of the core activities of the college.

Criteria VII : Innovations And Best Practices

some problems in getting used to with the changed system. Frequent change of
contact numbers provided by the students at times made it difficult to contact them.
The irregular supply of electricity in the area at times became a matter of concern.

Best Practice 2 : Systemization of office practices.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Goal : The goal is to keep a record of all documents, data and files in proper order
so that every detail can be accessed as and when required.
Context: With the increase in the number of students enrolled, the college felt an
urgent need to computerize its records and documents in order to properly manage
the same.
Practice: The upgradation of the system has been possible mainly because of
computerization. The Smart College software has been designed and customized for
this purpose. Creation of space and training the office staff have resulted in a proper,
synchronized and methodical manner of keeping all data in order. Regular backups
are taken.
Evidence of Success: Today, all data can be accessed by a click of the mouse.
Students, teachers and non-teaching-staff members find it convenient to have figures
and facts are readily available when needed.
Resources Required: Computers. LAN and Wi-Fi connection.
Problems Encountered: Low voltage power supply has resulted in excessive use of
generator.
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Evaluative Report of the Department
1.

Name of the Department: BENGALI

2.

Year of Establishment:

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (program wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Bengali
is a compulsory subject of study for all students of 19 programmes offered by
the18 departments . The department participates in courses offered by other
departments by teaching Bengali compulsory

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
Nil

8.

Details of courses/programs discontinued (if any) with reasons : N.A.

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned
-

-

Associate Professors

-

-

Asst. Professors

4

4

5

5

Professors

Govt. approved PPT

10.

Filled

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D.
/ M. Phil. etc.,)
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3.

B.A. GENERAL : 1965-1966
B.A. HONS.
: 1994-1995
Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG Level
1.B.A Hons. in Bengali
2. B.A. General course with Bengali as a combination subject.
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Name

No. of
Qualification Designation Specialization
Years of
Experienc
e

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Dr. Sovona
Ghosh

M.A, B.Ed,
Ph.D

Asst .prof.

Modern
Literature

14yrs

Nil

Dr. Pradip
Baidya

M.A, B.Ed,
Ph.D

Asst. prof

Modern
literature

14yrs

Nil

Dr.Rizwana
Nasira

M.A, M.Phil,
Ph.D

Asst. prof

Comparative
Literature

13yrs

Achyutananda
Biswas

M.A, B.Ed,
M.Phil

Asst. prof

Folk Lore

6yrs

Anupam
Pramanik

M.A, B.Ed

PPT

Adhunik
Kavya-kabita

8yrs

Rita Naskar

M.A, B.LIS.

PPT

Drama

13yrs

Nil

Kathakali
Sengupta

M.A.

PPT

Adhunik
probandha

9yrs

Nil

Putul Baidya

M.A, B.Ed

PPT

Adhunik
Kavya-kabita

8yrs

Nil

Abhiram
Sarder

M.A

PPT

Rabindra
Chotogalpa

15yrs

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (program wise)
by temporary faculty : Nil

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

HONS.
GENERAL

2011-12
35:01
112:1

2012-13
38:01
108:1

2013-14
41:01
116:1

2014-15
38:01
107:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled : Nil

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
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Qualification
Ph.D
Ph.D with M.Phil
M.Phil
P.G.

No. of Teaching
faculty
02
01
01
05

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received : Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:

ANNEXURE
a) Publication per faculty
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students



Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)



Monographs



Chapter in Books



Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index:



SNIP:



SJR:



Impact factor:



h-index:
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20.



Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21. Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards : Nil
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22.
a)

Student projects
Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme The students undertake projects on Environment
Studies in the third year of their graduation as per the syllabus
of Calcutta University

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies : Nil
23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department:
Prof.Gopa Datta Bhoumick, - Ex. V.C. Gour Banga University
Prof.Pinakes Sarkar, - Professor , Bengali Dept. Jadavpur University
Prof. Rushati Sen - Professor, Basanti Devi College
Prof. Amitava Chakraborty - Professor . Delhi University
Prof. Angshuman Kar – Professor- Burdwan University

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National : UGC sponsored seminar, on “ Onalokito Upendrakishore Shardho
Shoto Borsher Alloy on 4th & 5th March2013,
b) International : Nil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

26. Student profile programme/course wise: BENGALI HONS.
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

B.A. HONS. (2011-12)

1326

B.A. HONS. ( 2012-13)

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

121

44

77

98.07%

1685

151

73

78

96.42%

B.A. HONS. ( 2013-14)

1857

113

60

53

99.02%

B.A. HONS. (2014-15)

1766

154

60

94

100%

*M = Male *F = Female
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27.

Diversity of Students
% of students % of students
from the same from
other
state
States

Name of the
Course

Honours
General

28.

% of students
from abroad

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? NET-02, Defense
service-02
Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled

PG to M. Phil.

70%
02%

PG to Ph.D.

No records

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

No records

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

Employed SSC, PSC,Pvt.
Company etc.
Some student are engaged in
business.

30.

Details of Infrastructure facilities

a)

Library: Central & Departmental Library. Dept. library with 175
books.

b)

Internet facilities for Staff & Students: for staff

c)

Classroom with ICT facility : Nil
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29.
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31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies: 80%

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops
/seminar) with external experts :

1)

Dr.Saytaprakas Tiwary delivered a lecture on Communicative Hindi &
personal development on 1st December.

2)

Dr.Subhasis Chakraborty delivered
a lecture on communicative English
&personal development on 13th Dcember

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Interactive classes,
educational excursion program, cultural program.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
Student participates in social programs conducted by NSS and women cell of our
collage.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

Weakness
Opportunities

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Challenges

1)Good Academic result in Honours course.
2) Departmental library with and up to date collection of
book.
3) Highly qualified faculty in department.
1) Large number of student in pass course but
inadequacy of space.
There is a wide scope of higher studies.
Many student come from poor families, so discountinue their
studies. It is our challenge to taking various steps.

Future Plans:
In future we shall arrange a digital class room for better study & also arrange
sound system & microphones.
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ANNEXURE
PUBLICATION ( Last 5 Y ears)
Dr. Sovona Ghosh
Articles :
1.

‖Satyajit Roy o Professor Sanku‖ ----published in a literary journal ―Atmobikash
Sahitya Patrika‖,2011

2.

‖Sukumar Royer Abol-tabol : Asombhober Nandan‖----published in ―Brinto‖(literary
journal),2012

3.

‖Shishur Jogot : Bhoy-nirbhoy-lilamoy‖ ----published in ―Ebong Porichoy‖(Literary
journal),2012

4.

‖Shardho shotoborsher Prakkale Upendrakishore—Chirantan shishu moner Rupokar‖---published in ―Otikromon‖(literary journal),2013

5.

‖Anno Sharod Aloy‖----published in ―Oikotan‖ (journal),2014

Articles in Peer-Reviewed-Journal :
1.

‖Bhanu Singha Thakurer Padabali :Debotare Priya Kori‖ in ―Sahitya Angan‖(A trilingual peer-reviewed
Journal),February,2015 ,ISSN –2394 4889
‖Otijjho o Adhunikata –Raktokorobi‖ in ―Sahitya Angan‖ in July,2015

Books Edited :
1.

‖Analokito Upendra kishore –Shardho shotoborsher Aloy‖-- published on
October,2013,by
Readers‘Service, ISBN -978-93-82623-17-5

2.

‖Upendra kishore –Sristir Nana Diganta‖--- published on December ,2013,by
Readers‘Service ISBN -978-93-82623-19-9

3.

‖Dhruba Chand Halder College –Subarna Jayanti Smaranika‘ –published on August,
2015 by Readers‘ Service ISBN- 978-93-82623-60-1
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Chapters in books :
1.

‖Khela volar Jogot o Rabindranath‖ ---published in the book titled ―Bahumukhi Srijone
Rabindranath‖(Seminar proceeding),September,2013 ,ISBN -978-81-925519-1-3

2.

‖Unish Shotoker Shishu Sahitya : Bigyan Prosongo o Upendrakishore‖ – published in
the book titled ―Unish Shatak : Fire Dekha‖ on December, 2014, by ‗Ebong Mushaera‖,
ISBN -978-93-81170-78-6-

3.

‖Bangla Natoker Bank Bodol o Mohit Chattyopadhyaya‖—published on the book titled
―Natok nie Kotha barta ― on Julay, 2015, by ―Rohini nandan‖,ISBN -978-81-928721-7-9
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Dr. Prodip Baidya


The "Rudra Siter Kache Bosonto-Parthona",page 58 and paper "Icche" published at
13th November 2014 by Bengali Department,Naba Kalinga College,ISSN-2321-6409.



The "Rabindranather Golpo: Bichitro Protiker Somahar",page 159 and paper "Dipen"
Indexed by 'Abdush Sakur' published at Jun 2014 by Bengali Department,Naba
Kalinga College,ISSN-2321-6409.Worked as a Assistant Editor.



The "Abdush Sakurer Golpo: Jibon Ruper Chitrito Katha",page 107 and paper
"Golpokatha by Abdush Sakur" published at February 2013 and Edited by Chandan
Anoyar.This Peper published from Bangladesh.



The "Bangla Choto golper Protik Proyog" published at January 2013 by Dr.Pradip
Baidya,ISBN 978-81-922208-02.



Edited book "Onalokito Upendrakishor" and "Saddho Sotoborsher Aloy" published at
October 2013,ISBN 978-93-82623-17-5.



The "Sishumoner Khoje-Kobi Upendrakishor" page 53 and paper "Upendrakishor
Sristir Nana Digonto" published at 25th December 2013 by Dr. Sovona Ghosh,ISBN:
978-93-82623-19-9.



The "Malinner Mohanogorer Ek Roton Hridoy"and Pemendra Mitrer "Mohanagar"
page 28 and paper "Brinto by Brotin Sarkar" published at August 2012.



The "Bangla Choto Golpe Puran Dipti" page 225 and paper "Dotara, subject Mith"
published at March 2012 by Kuntal Mitra.



The "Satyanarayaner Puthi:Samajik Chahida o Sonkoter Sutro by Dijwa Ramdhan"
page 212 and paper "Dipon" published at October 2012 and Edited by En Julfikar &
Dr. Ramprasad Nag,ISSN 0975-4237.Worked as a Assistant Editor.
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The "Ei Boi-Sei Somoi Ei Somoi" page 281 and paper "Dipon:Abhohelai Sotoborsho"
published at Jun 2011 and Edited by En JulFikar,ISSN 0975-4237.Worked as a
Assistant Editor.
Dr. Rizwana Nasira
ARTICLES
1.

‗Rabindra Upannyase Rajniti‘-----‗ Kabitirtha‘, Sep-2011, Page 78-8, ISSN: 0974-7583

2.

‘ Patra patrikay Rabindrarachana‘--- ‗Budhaditya‘ July-Oct, 2011, Page 50-54

3.

‗Jiboner Tattwo: Tattwik Anyadasankar upannyaser Majhe‘—‗Brinta‘, Aug 2012,
Page 29-36.

4.

‗Najruler Ballyakal O Ballya Rachana‘- -- --‗Samakaler jion kathi‘, Jan- Jun, 2012,
Page 81-86 ISSN: 2249-4782

5.

‘ Ghare Baire: swadeshi andalone Rajnoitik protibad‘…. ‗Rabindra katha sahitye
protibadibhabna‘, 2014,

6.

‗Mahesheweta devir talak‘ …… ‗Samokaler jion kathi‘, Jan- Jun 2014. Page 163-169,
ISSN:2249-4782

1.

‗Rabindra- Upannyas: Samakal Chetanay Swadesh Bhabna‘------ ‗Shardha Sataborshe
Rabindranath O Gorar Shataborsha‘, Dec 2011, Page 1 ISBN: 978-81-922961-2-8

2.

‗Mukta dhara: Gathan binnyas‘……. ‗Muktadhara: Bisoy bilashane‘, page 47-51,
ISBN: 978-81-89827-70-0

3.

‗Nashtanir: Dampatta nir Naster kahini‘…… ‗Rabindra choto golper rup rekha‘,
May-2013, page 301-328, ISBN: 978-93-80973-21-0.

4.

‗Upendrakishorer galpo mala: Shisumoner Rasod‘…… ‗Upendra kishor: Sristir nana
dik‘, Dec 2013, page 45-52, ISBN: 978-93-82623-19-9.

5.

‘ Natun Dharar Natun Natok: Mohiter Raj Rakta‘………‘Swadhinata paroborti bangle
natoker goti mukh‘ , Oct-2014, page 199-207, ISBN: 978-81-928721-9-1

6.

‗Chuyachandan: premer joy, Annayer porajoy‘ …….. ‗Bangla choto golper ruprekha‘,
Apr-2015, page, 215-227, ISBN: 978-81-8437-271-7.
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Edited Book
1.

‗Rabindra Choto galper Ruprekha‘, Vivekananda Book centre, Kol, May 2013,ISBN:
978-93-80973-21-0

2.

‗Analokioto Upendra kishor: Sardhya shataborsher Aloy‘, Riders service, Kol, 2013,
ISBN: 978-93-82623-17-5

3.

3.‗Bangla choto galper Ruprekha‘, Karuna prokasoni, kol, Apr-2015, ISBN:978-818437-271-7

Anupam Pramanik:
―Ramayan Mahabharater Katha o Kabi Sanjoy Bhattacharya er Kobita‖. porika:
―Sankarsan‖ 2015- ISBN no-978-93-83368.

2)

‗Sanjay Bhattacharyaer Kabitai Paurannik Anusanger Baybahar‘- jalchap

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1)
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1.

Name of the department : BOTANY

2.

Year of Establishment:

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG (General)

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: NIL

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: NIL

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. :
NIL

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

0

0

Associate Professors

0

0

Asst. Professors

1

1

1

1

Professors

Govt. approved PTT

[Type the company name] | Error! No text of specified style in document.
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B.Sc. General : 1998-1999
B.Sc. Honours: 2015-2016
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualificati Designa Specialization
on
tion

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Dr. RUPA
ACHARYA

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

Asstt.
Prof.

Mycology and
Plant Pathology

5

NIL

Mr. TAPAS
KUMAR
MAITY
MAMANDAL

M.Sc.

PTT

Ecology and
Stress Biology

6

NIL

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise)
by temporary faculty : 30%

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise); B.Sc. General
Course
UG (Gen) (1st yr.)
UG (Gen) (2nd yr.)
UG (Gen) 3rd yr.)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

No. of Years
of
Experience

2011-12
27:1
21:1
11:1

2012-13
27:1
17:1
11:1

2013-14
33:1
20:1
10:1

2014-15
73:1
19:1
13:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
Academic Support Staff
Sanctioned 1
Filled
Support Staff (technical)
1
1
Administrative Staff
0
0

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
Ph.D.
1
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: UGC Minor Project. – 1 ( 2011-13)

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received : NIL

18.
19.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University : NIL
Publications:



Publication per faculty
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students.

Publications:
Dr. Rupa Acharya

i)

Nitric oxide functions as a signal in induced systemic resistance, Acharya ,K., Chandra,
S., Chakraborty, N. and Acharya, R., Archives of Phytopathology and Plant Protection:
44 :14, 1335-1342, 2011

ii)

Signaling role of nitric oxide in the induction of Plant defence by exogenous application
of abiotic inducers. Acharya, K., Chakraborty, N., Dutta A. K.,Sarkar, S. and Acharya,
R., Archives of Phytopathology and Plant Prot ection:44:15, 1501-1511, 2011.

iii) First Report of Fusarium semitectum Berkeley and Ravanel as a foliar pathogen of
Nyctanthes arbor-tristis Linn. In India. Proceedings in International symposium on role
of fungi and microbs in the 21st century Global Scenario on 20-22nd Feb, 2014, Achayra
R., In press.
Abstract:
i)

Disease Calendar: An important Tool to restore ecosystem. Acharya, R. In National
Seminar on ‘Cryptogams – The Key contributors to Ecosystem. Organized by Phycology
Laboratory, Department of Botany, CAS, University of Calcutta, Dt. 7/12/2012.

ii)

Disease calendar of medicinal plants: A cost effective tool for proper disease
management. Acharya, R., National Conference on Integration of Medicinal and
Aromatic Plants for Rural development and Prosperity. Organized by Medicinal and
Aromatic Plants Association of India, at Anand, Gujrat on 22-23 January, 2013

[Type the company name] | Error! No text of specified style in document.
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 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)

20.
21.



Monographs



Chapter in Books



Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index

Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL
Faculty as members in:

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial
Boards…. NIL

Dhruba Chand Halder College

22. Student projects NIL
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme :Students of 3rd year students submit their project reports
regularly as a part of their academic curriculum.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies
23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students : NIL

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: NIL

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding: NIL
a) National
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b) International
26.

Student profile programme/course wise: B.Sc. General
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

2011-12

180

2012-13

Enrolled

Pass
percentage

*M

*F

55

42

13

100%

170

57

46

11

100%

2013-14

185

65

38

17

100%

2014-15

357

146

98

48

100%

*M = Male *F = Female
Diversity of Students : BOTANY DEPARTMENT

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students
from abroad

B.Sc. (General)

100%

0%

0%

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as NET,
SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? NIL

29.

Student progression ( General students go for other options in career)
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

Not Available

PG to M.Phil.

Not Available

PG to Ph.D.

Not Available

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Not Available

[Type the company name] | Error! No text of specified style in document.
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Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities

a) Library: Central Library : 256
books
Departmental Library:65 books
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Interrupted facilities for the teachers only

Dhruba Chand Halder College

c) Class rooms with ICT Facility: Use of a central portable ppt projector as per
necessity.
d) Laboratories: Honours Lab Furnishing process is in progress
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : Minority, Kanyashree, SC, OBC Scholarship

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external expert; NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning; Orientation of module, use of
OHP, PPT Projector, field Visit, Institution visit etc.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities: ISR
through participation with Bengali department.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
Strength : Rural college ( As students can observe characters of plants and their
behavior easily to their next door. College campus and its adjoining area
contain lots of botanical samples. Rural students are more experienced
about nature and plants.)
Weakness : Lack of teachers and Space. Poor
English knowledge and writing skill of students.
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Opportunity : Could produce good students with sound knowledge.
Challenges : It is our challenge to uplift the department to a department of Excellence

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Future Plan: Extension and modification of Medicinal Plant garden and Laboratory.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
1.

Name of the department: CHEMISTRY

2.

Year of Establishment:

3.

Course

Year

General

1987-1988

Honours

2015-2016

4.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated PhDetc.) : B.Sc. (Honours)
B.Sc. (General)
Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual System

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Mathematics(H), Zoology(H), Microbiology(H), Physics(H), Botany(H)

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of teaching posts:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Sanctioned

10.

Filled

Professors

0

0

Associate Professors

1

1

Asst. Professors

0

0

Govt. approved PTT
Guest Lecturer

1
1

1
1

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

146

Qualification Designation Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
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DR. SWAPAN
CHAUDHURI
M.Sc, Ph.D.
Super annulated on
31.10.2015

Associate
Professor

Inorganic
Chemistry

26

-

ANAMIKA SAHA

M.Sc

Part time teacher

Physical
Chemistry

6

-

MADHUSUDAN
DAS

M.Sc

Guest Lecturer

Organic
Chemistry

5 Months

-

MALAY HALDER

M.Sc

Guest Lecturer

Inorganic
Chemistry

1 Months

-

11 .

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:
Honours theory classes: 56%
Honours Practical classes: 20 %
General theory classes: 35 %
General practical classes: 38.4 %

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
Student – Teacher Ratio

Programme
2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

307:1

197:1

162:1

154:1

B.Sc General

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
NAME
DR. SWAPAN CHAUDHURI
ANAMIKA SAHA
MADHUSUDAN DAS
MALAY HALDER

16.

QUALIFICATION
M.Sc, Ph.D
M.Sc
M.Sc
M.Sc

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: 1
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14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
Academic support staff
Sanctioned
Filled
Support staff (technical)
2
2
Administrative staff
Nil
Nil

Evaluative Report Of The Department

17.
18.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: 1
Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications: Nil

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in
a) Nationalcommittees
b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards : Nil

22.

Student projects: The students undertake projects on Environment Studies in
the third year of their graduation as per the syllabus of Calcutta University

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil
24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: Nil
b) International: Nil

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: B.Sc General

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Name
of
the Applications
Course/programme
received
(refer question no. 4)

Selected

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

2011-2012

512

141

112

29

100%

2012-2013

573

195

152

43

97.05%

2013-2014

627

220

170

50

94.5%

2014-2015

785

310

224

86

-

*M = Male *F = Female
27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

148

% of students from % of students
the same state
from other States

% of students
from abroad

Honours

100%

0%

0%

General

100%

0%

0%
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28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? Nil

29.

Student progression
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.

-

PG to Ph.D.

-

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

30.

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

No Data

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

No Data

Details of Infrastructural facilities

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies: Most of the students belonging to SC/ST/Minority
Community and receive scholarships from Government.

32.






Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts:
Providing study materials and reference copies on selected topics.
Class tests at regular intervals for Honours students.
Conducting special classes for theory and practical classes for Honours and General
students.
Publishing( yearly) wall magazine by students of the department.
Organizing freshers and farewell programme for creating cultural environment.
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a) Library: The department has a departmental Library with reference cop of books
required for U.G courses. The central Library has a moderate stock of books
chemistry.
b) nternet facilities for Staff & Students: One P.C. with internet connection one printer
c) Laboratories: All necessary equipments (e.g .balances,melting point, magnetic
stirrer, vacuum
pump, Ph meter, microscope etc) chemicals, glass wares are
arranged gradually since the establishment of the department .Separate stock register
for organic and inorganic chemicals, stock register for equipments are maintained in
the department properly. But the space is not sufficient to maintain separate balance
room, storeroom and departmental room It needs further extension in future days.

Evaluative Report Of The Department
33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
 Student centric teaching learning process.
 Use PPT for interactive method

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities: Nil
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

Weakness

Opportunities

Challenges

 Qualified teaching faculty
 Consistently good academic record and placement for
higher studies and job
 Equipped and well furnished Chemistry Lab
 Departmental library as well as reading room
 Shortage of teaching faculty
 Inadequacy of modern teaching aid like LCD projector
etc. of department own.
 Shortage of Laboratory Attendant.
 Only one full time sanctioned post.
Practical based experience can perform better research
activities for betterment of student and department.
Most of the students are first generation learner. For their
future development and enriching life in society is the greatest
challenge for us.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Future Plans:
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To conduct research projects in the department.
To organize seminar and workshops in the department.
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1.

Name of the department : COMMERCE

2.

Year of Establishment: B.COM GENERAL : 1965-1966,
B.COM HONOURS : 1982-1983

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG only (both Honours and General) in
Accounting & Finance.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: NIL

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: NIL

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: NIL

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons : NIL

9.

Number of Teaching posts

Professors

Sanctioned
NIL

Filled
NIL

02
03
02

02
02
02

Associate Professors (Upgraded on Promotion)
Assistant Professors
Govt. approved PPT
Promotion )

Dhruba Chand Halder College

10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Rajat
M.Com, M.Phil,
Chakrabort LLB, PGDFM,
y
ACMA

Designatio Specialization
n

Associate
Professor

M.Com, ACMA,
Associate
Tarak Dey SAS(Commercial
Professor
)
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Accounting &
Finance, Cost
&Managemen
t Accounting
Corporate
Accounting &
Finance, Cost
&Managemen
t Accounting
& Taxation

No. of
Years of
Experience

32 Yrs.

18 Yrs.

No. of
Ph.D.
Student
s
guided for
the
NIL
last
4
years

NIL
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1 Yr.+

NIL

14 Yrs.

NIL

11 Yrs.

NIL

05 Yrs.

NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty : NIL

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :
Programme Year
1st
2nd
B COM (G)
3rd

Ratio
25:1
17:1
13:1

Programme Year
1st
2nd
B COM (H)
3rd

Ratio
23:1
15:1
20:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled : NIL

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Qualification
PG
MPhil
Ph.D.

No. of Teaching
faculty
06
02
02

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received : NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: NIL

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University : NIL

19.

Publications:
 Publication per faculty
 Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students
152
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Dr.Kushal M.Com, M.Phil, Assistant Accounting &
De
Ph.D.
Finance
Professor
Dr.Subhasis M.Com, Ph.D,
Assistant Accounting &
Chakravart FCMA, ACA
Professor
Finance
y
Govt.
M.Sc
Samiran
Approved Information
(Computer
Sengupta
Part-Time Technology
Science)
Teacher
Govt.
Sudipta
Information
MCA
Approved
Kanjilal
Technology
Part-Time
Teacher
11.
List of senior visiting faculty : NIL
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 De, Kushal (2011). Status of Gender Equality: A Survey among Select
Corporate Bodies in Kolkata, in Business Studies Vol. XXXI & XXXII, No. 1 & 2
(ISSN 0970-9657) January - July 2010 & 2011.
 De, Kushal (2012). An Analysis of Patriarchal Control in Kolkata‟s Formal
Employment Sector in Time’s Journey Vol. 1, No. 1 (ISSN 2278-6546), August
2012.
 De, Kushal (2012). An Analysis of the Average Earning Differential among
Genders in the Corporate Houses of Kolkata, in Alekhya Vol. 8, No. 1 (ISSN
2277-8403), December 2012.
 De, Kushal (2013). An Assessment of Teacher Motivation based on Two-Factor
Theory, in Indian Streams Research Journals Vol. 3, No. 2 (ISSN 2230-7850),
March 2013.
 De, Kushal (2013). An Analysis of the Organizational Constraints Leading to
Harassment at Workplaces, in Tactful Management Research Journal Vol. 1, No.
7 (ISSN 2319-7943), April 2013.
 De, Kushal (2013). An Analysis of the Various Perspectives of Corporate Social
Responsibility, in The Way Vol. 3, No. 1 (ISSN 2278-6961), August 2013.
 De, Kushal (2013). Life Insurance in India: Issues and Prospects, in Life
Insurance Today Vol. 9, No. 7 (ISSN 0973-4813), October 2013.
 De, Kushal (2014). Corporate Social Responsibility in India: A Comparative
Study of Leading Banks, in International Journal of Research in Management
and Social Science Vol. 2 Issue 3 (ISSN 2322-0899), July-September 2014.
 De, Kushal (2014). Workplace Obstacles in Enforcement of Equal Employment
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Opportunity‟ in Bodhi Artham Vol. 3, No. 1 (ISSN 2277-4831).
 Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
 Monographs
 Chapter in Books
 De, Kushal (2013). An Analysis of the Evolution of Corporate Governance in
India, in Emerging Issues in Finance: Leading Thoughts and Ideas, Elegant
Publishers, Kolkata (ISBN 9789383360017).
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 De, Kushal (2013). An Analysis of Awareness on Life Insurance among
Teachers, in Impact of Reforms on Indian Insurance Sector, Manav Prakashan,
Kolkata (ISBN 9789380332451).
 De, Kushal (2013). Impact of FDI in Retail on Self-employment, in Impact of
Foreign Direct Investment in India, Manav Prakashan, Kolkata (ISBN
9789380332444).
 De, Kushal (2013). An Analysis of the Adverse Impact of FDI in Retail on
Various Stakeholders, in FDI in Indian Retail Sector: Economic and Commercial
Perspectives, Rachayita Publishers, Kolkata (ISBN 9789382549222).
 De, Kushal (2014). Gender Abuse at the Workplace: How far is the Organization
Responsible? in Women Empowerment in India: Challenges Ahead, Akshar
Prakasani, Kolkata (ISBN 9788192364575).
 De, Kushal (2015). Social Responsiveness of Window Dressing: A Survey of
Perception on CSR among the Corporate Employees of Kolkata, in
Contemporary Issues in Global Economy, Commerce and Management,
Rohininandan Publishers, Kolkata (ISBN 9788192872193).
 De, Kushal (2015). A Survey among Secondary Schoolteachers to Assess the
Guiding Forces of Behaviour, in Modern Issues in Education and Teaching,
Abhijeet Publications, New Delhi (ISBN 9789350741474).
 De, Kushal (2015). The Impact of Spirituality on Workplace Ethics, in
Corporate Governance and Business Ethics in Indian Business Environment,
Rohininandan Publishers, Kolkata (ISBN 9788193009208).
Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index
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Other Publications
A. Publications in Seminar Proceedings
B. Other publications Faculty
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Faculty
Rajat Chakraborty
Dr. Kushal De
Dr. Subhasis Chakravarty

A
6**
13***

B
2*
--

Total
2
6
13

*Books without ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Rajat Chakraborty: 1. Adhunik Niriksha Shashtra, Book India Publishers (from 2001)
2. Bharater Arthik Babyostha o Arthik Bajarer Karyaboli,
Bhattacharjee Brothers Publishers (from 2003).
Publications in Seminar Proceedings
** Dr. Kushal De
 „Swamiji‟s Philosophy on the Integration of the Mind, Body and Soul‟ in
Educational Thoughts of Swami Vivekananda: Indian & Global Perspective, Sailee
Press Private Limited; Kolkata (ISBN 9788192290287).
 „Devolution of Power: Past Experience, Expectations and Present State‟ in
Decentralized Development and Rural Governance in India: Challenges and
Opportunities (ISBN 9788192696317), December 2013.
 „Application of E-Commerce for Sports Marketing‟ in E-Commerce in Today’s Fast
Changing Information Technology Ecosystem (ISBN 9788192531359), November
2012.
 „An Assessment of Gender Discrimination in the Favourite Sport of the Nation‟ in
Emerging Role of Sports Management in Field of Sports and Games (ISBN
9788192531366), November 2012.
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 „Balancing the Dual Roles: Challenges for the Modern Women‟ in Women
Empowerment and Environmental Sustainability (ISBN 9788192290256), March
2013.
 De Kushal & Chakravarty S (2015): MSME in India: Issues and Problems in
Contemporary Issues in Finance and Management- A National Seminar
Documentation (ISBN 978-81-9287-21-6-2) prepared by Dept. of Commerce, P.K.
Haridas Nandi Mahavidyalaya, Howrah, 27th-28th November, 2015.
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***Subhasis Chakravarty
 Chakravarty S & Das S (2012): Mutual Funds & Insurance in the DTC Regime in

Paradigm Shift in Indian Tax Laws, A National Seminar Documentation (ISBN 97881-924075-0-0)

prepared by Dept. of Commerce, Jogesh Chandra Choudhuri

College, 14th-15th Jan, 2012.
 Das S & Chakravarty S (2012): Diversified Equity Funds and Index Funds of Select

Mutual Fund Houses: A Comparative Study of Performance in the Indian Context in
Challenges in the face of changing Indian Financial Scenario & Direct Tax Code &
GST- A National Seminar Documentation (ISBN 978-93-80649-207) prepared by
Dept. of Commerce, PK Haridas Nandi Mahavidyalaya, Howrah, 20th-21st Jan, 2012.
 Das S & Chakravarty S (2012): Life Insurance Industry in India : An Overview in

Insurance in Challenges and Prospects in the Context of Social Security- A National
Seminar Documentation (ISBN-81-87500-69-7) prepared by Dept. of Commerce,
Pingla Thana Mahavidyalaya, Pingla, 1st-2nd Feb,2012.
 Das S & Chakravarty S (2012): A Journey Towards Green Marketing : An Indian

Perspective in Green Marketing & Global Environment: Indian Scenario- A National
Seminar Documentation (ISBN 978-81-923645-1-3) prepared by Naba Ballygunge
Mahavidyalaya in collaboration with EIILM & BISWA, 4th Feb ,2012.
 Chakravarty S, Das S & Ghosh A (2012): A Critical Look into Microfinance in

India, Financial Inclusion and Microfinance in developing economies: An
International Seminar Documentation (ISBN 978-81-923034-8-2) published by Dept
of Commerce with Farm Management, Vidyasagar University, Midnapore, 16th
February, 2012.

Overview in Indian Accounting Standards: Convergence with IFRSs- A National
Seminar Documentation (ISBN 978-93-8247-68-1) prepared by Dept. of Commerce,
PN Das College, Palta, 17-18th Feb, 2012.
 Das S, Ghosh A, & Chakravarty S (2013): Performance Analysis of Selected

Diversified Equity Schemes of Principal Asset Management Company in Emerging
Issues in Finance : Leading Thoughts and Ideas-A State Seminar Documentation
(ISBN 978-93-833360-01-7) prepared by Dept. of Commerce, THCK Jain College
and UG Board of Studies in Commerce, University of Calcutta, 2nd Mar, 2013.
 Ghosh A, Das S & Chakravarty S (2013): A Look into E-filing of Individual

Assesses in India in the workshop proceedings (ISBN-978-81-924236-0-9) of State
156
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 Chakravarty S & Das S (2012): Accounting for Govt.Grants (Ind AS 20): An

Evaluative Report of the Department
Level Workshop on “Income Tax Rules and E-Filling” conducted by Dept. of
Commerce, Hooghly Mohosin College, 17-18th April, 2013.
 Chakravarty S, Das S & Ghosh A (2013): Rural Healthcare Infrastructure in India:

an Overview in Impact Of Reforms On Indian Insurance Sector- A National Seminar
Documentation (ISBN-978-93-80332-45-1) prepared by Dept. of Commerce,
Deshbandhu College for Girls, Kolkata, 2013.
 Das S & Chakravarty S (2013): Foreign Direct Investment in Indian Retail Sector: A

Critical Look In, in Foreign Direct Investment in Retail Business: Challenges and
Opportunities- A National Seminar Documentation (ISBN-81-87500-69-7) prepared
by Dept. of Commerce, Pingla Thana Mahavidyalaya, Pingla, 3-4th Dec, 2013.
 Chakravarty S, Das S & Ghosh A (2015): A Study on the Performance of Two

Chennai based Public Sector Banks in Financial Sector Reforms in Developing
Economies - An International Seminar Documentation (ISBN 978-81-928721-1-7)
published by Dept of Commerce with Farm Management, Vidyasagar University,
Midnapore, 20-21st February, 2015.
 Chakravarty S & Mandal G (2015): A Comparative Study Of the Performance of

Islamic Indices and Conventional Indices: a Case Study of India in Financial Sector
Reforms in Developing Economies - An International Seminar Documentation
(ISBN 978-81-928721-1-7) published by Dept of Commerce with Farm
Management, Vidyasagar University, Midnapore, 20-21st February, 2015.
 Chakravarty S (2015): Tax Administration Reforms in India: A Look In in Tax

Reforms In India: Issues and Challenges- A National Seminar Documentation
(ISBN-978-81-928721-0-0) prepared by Dept. of Commerce, Pingla Thana
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Mahavidyalaya, Pingla, 7-8th May, 2015.
 De Kushal & Chakravarty S (2015): MSME in India: Issues and Problems in

Contemporary Issues in Finance and Management- A National Seminar
Documentation (ISBN 978-81-9287-21-6-2) prepared by Dept. of Commerce, P.K.
Haridas Nandi Mahavidyalaya, Howrah, 27th-28th November, 2015.

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated:
 One of the faculty members is doing confidential assignment in the Final
Examination of the Institute of the Chartered Accountants of India, New Delhi.
21. Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards : NONE
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22. Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme
 Projects for B.Com Honours Students: 100 % -(Paper V) B.Com Honours.
Part – III
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in
Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: NIL
23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students : NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department : None
25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National : NIL
26.

b) International : NIL

Student profile programme /course wise: HONOURS & GENERAL
Name
of
the Applications
Course/programme
received
(refer question no. 4)

Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

B.Com(H)
B.Com(G)
B.Com(H)
B.Com(G)
B.Com(H)
B.Com(G)
B.Com(H)
B.Com(G)

104
88
130
106
105
120
92
116

Enrolled

Selected

80
70
113
78
85
101
66
100

*M

*F

69
68
104
77
67
90
60
84

11
02
09
01
18
11
06
16

Pass
percentage
(Final Year)
100%
42%
27%
58%
33%
30%
27%
22%

27.

28.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students
from other
States

% of students
from abroad

B.Com.
(Hons & General)

100

NIL

NIL

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? NIL
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29.

Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
On an average 10%-15% get them
enrolled in PG Courses under reserved
category.
_

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.

_

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

_

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

_

_

Details of Infrastructural facilities

30.

a) Library: Apart from the Central Library the department has its own library.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Internet facility for Staff. Restricted use
of Internet facilities for students.
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
d) Laboratories: No separate Laboratories for the time being, laboratory of the
Computer Science department is used.
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:
 Most the students belonging to SC/ST/Minorities group are receiving scholarship
from the State Government. Besides, on the basis of application of the students,
college provides concession of fees on means -cum-merit basis.

Dhruba Chand Halder College



Number of SC/ST/OBC students of the Department who received Post-Matric
Scholarship
Stream
B.Com
First Year
B.Com
Second
Year
B.Com
Third Year

2011-12
No of
Students
48

Self Study Report : Cycle - II

2012-13
No of
Students
46

2013-14
No of
Students
53

2014-15
No of
Students
54

37

40

42

48

26

22

32

29
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Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts :
Students are encouraged to participate in different seminars organized by other
departments on topics of general interest.
Annual Reports of renowned companies are handed over to the students for their
reference.




33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
 Traditional lecture method is followed but use of internet facility is made for
comprehensive teaching on some selected topics.
 Information about the related Websites are given to the students.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
 One of the faculty members is acting as an Associate NCC Officer (ANO).
Students participate in NCC & NSS activities.
 Two faculty members take active interest in sports and games activities of the
college.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:
 Academically and Professionally Qualified Dedicated
Faculty.
Strength
 Library containing good number of quality Reference and
Text Books.
 Insufficient Audio-Visual Teaching Aids.
Weakness
 Poor mathematical background of the students seeking
admission.
Opportunities
 Scope of development of IT skills.
 Inadequate knowledge of English among students is a
great impediment as majority of the good textbooks and
materials are predominantly in English.
 Commerce as a subject is introduced in the 11th Standard
in School Board and consequently most of the students
Challenges
have very little idea about the scope of the subject.
 Very few seats in West Bengal School Service
Commission (WBSSC) is a big impediment to attract
local students who depend heavily on WBSSC for getting
employment.

Future Plans: Keeping in mind the social strata in which the students belong, the
following are planned:
 Development of basic soft skills for the students which will help them in
answering the “Business Communication” paper as per the syllabus of Calcutta
University and will also help them in getting jobs.
 Development of fundamental mathematical concept which is very much essential
to study Commerce in present time.
 Assignment based Teaching and Evaluation.
 Gradual use of ICT based method of teaching.
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Name of the Department

: COMPUTER SCIENCE

2.

Year of Establishment

: 1999-2000

3.

Names of the Programmes / Courses offered : B.Sc. General

4.

Names of interdisciplinary courses and the departments / units involved:
Math (Hons.) third Year Practical paper, B.Com. Information Technology &
Ecommerce

5.

Annual / Semester / choice based credit system(programme wise) : Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Math
(Hons.) Third Year Practical paper, B.Com Information Technology &
Ecommerce.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA

8.

Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any ) with reasons: NA
Course : Communication English learning with collaboration of Dept. Of
English.
Reason of Discontinuation : Due to Lack of Student interest.

9.

Number of Teaching posts:
Name of the Post

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors
Govt. approved PPT

0
0
1
2

0
0
0
2

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1.

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./ D.
Lit/Ph.D./ M. Phil
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Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

System
Analysis And
Design
Data Mining

Samiran
Sengupta

M. Sc.

PPT(Govt
Approved)

Sudipta
kanjilal

MCA, M.Tech
(pursuing),

PPT(Govt
Approved)

No. of
Years of
Experie
nce
11

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
NIL

5

NIL

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NA

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty : Nil

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :
B.Sc. (General)
All Teachers are associated with this programme

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

Ratio
15:1
15:1
16:1
15:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled : NIL

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSC/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Post Graduate
M tech
PhD

2 (Samiran Sengupta, Sudipta Kanjilal)
1 (pursuing) (Sudipta Kanjilal)
0

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received : Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received : NA
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18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University : NIL

19.

Publications:


Publication per faculty :



Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students:
Number of publications listed in International Database (For e.g.: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.) :
 Monographs :





Chapter in Books :




Books Edited :
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers :



Citation Index :



SNIP :



SJR :



Impact factor :



h-index :

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated : NIL

21.

Faculty as members in

22.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

a) National committees : NIL
b) International Committees : NIL
c) Editorial Boards : NIL
Student projects :
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme :NIL
(As Hons is not there, Chances of doing student project is minimum)
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies. : 48%
Name of the Institution/ Organisation who placed our students
1. DPS Technologies
2. ADEC
Self Study Report : Cycle - II
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

RAJENDRA SIKSHA SADAN
TILPI HIGH SCHOOL
SATADAL BALIKA VIDYALAYA
OKAY CALL CENTRE PVT. LTD.
WEB INFOMATICS PVT. LTD.

22.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: :NIL

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
: NIL

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National
: NIL
b) International
: NIL
26.

Student profile programme/course wise: B. Sc. Computer Science General
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

2011-12

32

17

2012-13

33

2013-14
2014-15

Enrolled
*F

Pass
percentage

13

4

100%

14

12

2

100%

34

15

13

2

100%

37

16

12

4

100%

Selected

*M

( Here selected means students admitted in the CMSG, changed their stream to
Chemistry)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

*M = Male *F = Female
* All the above figures are approximate based on overall calculation
27.

Diversity of Students

164

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students
from abroad

B.Sc. Computer
Science General
(2010 – 2015)

100%

0%

0%
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28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defence services, etc.?: NIL
29. Student progression
Student progression

Against % enrolled
50%

UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

48%
20%

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

5%

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library

:

With 31 books

b) Computers

:

10 computers

c) Printer

:

3 printers

d) AC

:

1
Available

f) Practical Lab: Own Departmental Lab
c) Class rooms with ICT : Nil
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
: 80% ( From minority and backward classes quota scholarship.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts: NA

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
: Formative evaluation , Grooming for job interview
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e) Internet facilities :
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34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities
: Arrangement of Campus interview Half yearly
: Observation of Placement Cell

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Strength:
 Departmental Library with maintenance software
 Strong Placement Cell through campus interview
 Regular career counselling.
 Well equipped software lab
 Regular up gradation of syllabus
 Internet facility.
Weakness:
 Because of rural areas and social condition student have less effective
vocabulary
 Lack of regular communication English course programme
 Due to poor economical conditions a lot of students could not admitted in
the course in spite of their keen interest as they have to pay one time fees
to admit in the course.
 Lack of arranging national and international seminars.
 Lack of interactions with software companies through proper projection

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Opportunities:
 Hons. Course may be introduced very shortly
 Well equipped hardware lab may be introduced
 Mock campus interview can be arranged
 A great placement opportunity in Telecom, networking, BPO industries
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Challenge
It is a challenge to groom the backward student residing at mainly pure village
area to groom them corporate sector oriented man power.
Future Plan of the Department
 Efforts to increase the strength of faculty
 To introduce Hons. Course
 To introduce Hardware LAB
 To introduce Lab Attached Theory Room
 To introduce Well trained lab attendant
 To arrange National and International Seminar

Dhruba Chand Halder College

 To Visit or interact with Sector – V Companies frequently
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1.

Name of the department: ECONOMICS

2.

Year of Establishment: B.A. (General) Course : 1965-1966
B.Sc (Honours) Course : 2003-2004

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.):
UG, Economics General and Economics Honours courses are offered. Economics
as a General subject is taught to the students studying in various Honours and
General programme from the very inception of this college. This Department has
started teaching B.SC Honours courses in Economics from 2003-04 academic
sessions.

4

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Economics is
an inter-disciplinary subject which is taught at UG level for B.A/B.Sc/B.com
programme of studies. In B.Com stream, economics is a compulsory subject.
This department shoulders the responsibility of teaching Economics to the
students of Commerce who are groomed differently for their courses of study.
Teachers of this Department also participate in post graduate courses of
Environmental Studies under Rabindra Bharati University Distance Education
Study Centre of this College.

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
In B.Com stream economics is a compulsory subject. This department shoulders
the responsibility of teaching Economics to the students of Commerce.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc:This department has no scope to teach any course of study which is not
prescribed by the affiliating university.

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Not Applicable

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned
Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
168

Filled

-

-

1

1

2

2
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Associate
M.Sc, M.Phil
Agricultural
Professor in
in Economics
Economics
Economics
Macroeconom
Assistant
M.A, M.Phil in
ics and
Abhijit Pathak
Professor in
Economics
International
Economics
Finance
M.A, M.Phil
Assistant Econometrics,
Dr. Jaydev Misra and Ph.D in Professor in Agricultural
Economics
Economics
Economics

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Shyamal Kumar
Bandyopadhyay

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4
years

18

Nil

5

Nil

2

Nil

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise)
by temporary faculty: This Department has no temporary faculty.

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
Courses

Student -Teacher Ratio

B.A/B.Sc (General)

28:1

B.Sc (Honours)

1:1

B.Com (Honours and General)

30:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled: Not Applicable.

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Qualification

Numbers

M.Phil

2

Ph.D with M.Phil

1
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received:
Jaydev Misra, Assistant Professor in Economics of this Department is serving as
Principal Investigator of UGC-sponsored Minor Research Project entitled
“Diversification of Aquaculture in Indian Sundarbans – Nature, Extent and
Impact on Technical Efficiency”. Total fund sanctioned for the project Rs. 2
lakh only.

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:


Publication per faculty

Shyamal Kumar Bandyopadhyay
1. “Industry and Agriculture-Policy Makers Should Take a Wise Decision”, paper
published in the volume on the proceedings of the UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar on “Political Economy of Industrialisation in West Bengal: Recent
Trends” organised by Dhruba Chand Halder College on 23rd March 2011.

1. “Political Economy of Industrialisation in West Bengal: Recent Trends” Artha
Beekshan, Vol. 21, No-3, Dec 2012, ISSN – 0972-1185.
2. “Global Financial Crisis and Central Bank Responses”, paper published in the
volume on the proceedings of the UGC Sponsored International Seminar on
“Globalisation, Capitalist Crisis and Inclusive Development: Myths and Realities”,
organized by Lady Brabourne College, Kolkata.
Jaydev Misra
1. Technical Efficiency of Fish Farms in West Bengal: Nature, Extent and
Implications, Agricultural Economics Research Review, Vol. 27 (No. 2), JulyDecember, 2014, pp 221-232, DOI: 10.5958/0974-0279.2014.00026.3. ISSN No0971-3441.
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Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students
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Abhijit Pathak
“Political Economy of Industrialisation in West Bengal: Recent Trends” Artha
Beekshan, Vol. 21, No-3, Dec 2012, ISSN – 0972-1185.

1.

Jaydev Misra
Technical Efficiency of Fish Farms in West Bengal: Nature, Extent and Implications,
Agricultural Economics Research Review, Vol. 27 (No. 2), July-December, 2014, pp
221-232, DOI: 10.5958/0974-0279.2014.00026.3. ISSN No- 0971-3441

2.

Dhruba Chand Halder College



Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)


Monographs



Chapter in Books



Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in A) National Committees b) International Committees c)
Editorial Board: Nil

22.

Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme : Students of 3rd year Commerce (Honours) submit their
project reports regularly as a part of their academic curriculum.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil
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24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) State: A UGC Sponsored State Level Seminar on “Political Economy of
Industrialisation in West Bengal: Recent Trends” was organised by this
Department jointly with Department of Political Science in collaboration with
Bengal Economic Association on 23rd March 2011.
b) National
c) International
26.

Student profile programme/course wise: HONS. COURSE
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

2011-12

10

5

-

-

2012-13

12

3

-

-

2013-14

11

4

-

-

2014-15

15

5

2

0

Selected

Enrolled
*M

Pass
*F percentage

Appeared in the
University
Examination
(Part I ) 2015

*M = Male *F = Female
Diversity of Students
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Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students from
abroad

B.Sc Economics
Honours
B.A Economics
General
B.Sc Economics
General
B.Com Honours

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%
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B.Com General

100%

0%

0%

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? NIL

29.

Student progression
Student progression

30.

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

-

PG to M.Phil.

-

PG to Ph.D.

-

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

-

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

-

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

-

Details of Infrastructural facilities a) Library: Departmental Library (Number of
books 92) and Central Libraries (Number of books 298)
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: This Department has internet facilities and
students can also access it with permission from the teachers.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

c) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
d) Laboratories: Not
Applicable
31.





Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies:
All Students of this department belonging to SC/ST categories receive financial
assistance from the State Government
Most of the students of this department belonging to Minority category receive
financial assistance from the State Government during their entire period of study.
Majority of the Girl students of this department receive financial assistance from State
Government
Many students of this department belonging to General category receive financial
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assistance from this college in the form of concession of fees, provision of text
books etc.
32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts: NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
Students of this department are encouraged to participate in NSS and NCC
activities of the college.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans

Strength:
 Professionally qualified and dedicated teachers.
 Modern methods of teaching are adopted.
 Good Library, access to national and internal journals through N-list Inflibnet facility.
Weakness:


Students are from rural background and are weak in English. But having a command
over English is essential for studying economics at undergraduate level as very few
books are available in vernacular medium.



According to the rules of University of Calcutta for opting economics as honours or
major subject the students must have mathematics in 10+2 level. But most of the
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Regular interactions in scheduled classes are principle method of teaching. Students
are provided with reference photocopies, notes and soft copies pertaining to their
curriculum. Teachers help to solve model questions and numerical problems from text
and reference books and university question papers in the classes. Sometimes
solutions are also provided for ready references. Students in Economics Honours
improve their understanding regarding subject through solving the home task
provided by the teachers. For interested students, database on economic performance
indices and links of „Sodhaganga‟ and „Sodhgangotri‟ in NLIST-INFLIBNET are
provided to improve their understanding on Indian Economy. Teaching based on
interactive modes and regular question-answer session is found fruitful in our classes.
Some topics of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics involving movements of
graphs, diagrams, and interaction of different sectors of the economy are taught
through Power-point presentation. Besides this faculty members of this department
organizes group teaching programme where students having specific problems get an
opportunity to express their problems and in most cases it is addressed.
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schools in this surrounding locality do not offer economics and mathematics as a
combination at 10+2 level. Therefore, students who have opted for economics at 10+2
level do not have mathematics in their subject combination. Thus they are not eligible
to opt for economics honours even if they are interested in this subject.


As economics is not a popular subject in School Service Commission‟s Eligibility
Test Exam, many good students do not opt for this subject even after expressing
initial interest.



Economics as a subject is not incorporated in the curriculum of State Board up to 10 th
class in West Bengal. Therefore, many good students do not get the chance to know
the career opportunities/options available by studying economics at undergraduate
level.

Opportunities
 Given the qualified faculty in this Department, as the subject is gaining momentum
nationwide it is expected that number of students will increase in this course in near
future.


In recent years the college has opened honours courses in science subjects like
physics, chemistry and biology. This has changed the orientation and outlook of this
college to the students of science. Department of Economics may be benefitted in this
process by getting good number of students if numbers of science departments operate
simultaneously and successfully in the college.



In recent years this Department has contacted authorities of local schools to provide
students of economics the opportunity to have mathematics as a subject combination
at 10+2 level. This may increase the number of interested applicants in economics
honours.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Challenges


The number of students in economics is not increasing and in many years we do not
have students in all the classes of economics honours.



To break the wrong perception of the students about return/opportunties from
studying economics through absorption in job market



To make the subject economics more lucid and interesting to the students of such a
rural area keeping the medium of study English.



This department is seriously contemplating to teach and provide quality study
material for some of the descriptive papers in the honours curriculum.
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1.

Name of the Department : EDUCATION
B.A. General – 2006-2007
B.A. Hons – 2015-2016

2.

Year of Establishment :

3.

Name of the Programmes / Course offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Mastered, Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG level
1.B.A Hons. in Education
2. B.A. General course with Education as a Combination subject.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments /units involved :

5.

Annual / semester / choice based credit system (programme wise ) : Annual.

6.

Nil

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments :
The department as such not offers any course of study. But students of other
courses take Education as a combination subjects in this way the department
participate the courses offered by the other department.
Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. :
Nil.

8.

Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons :

9.

Number of teaching posts :

Dhruba Chand Halder College

7.

Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Govt. approved PPT
Guest Lecturer
(Temporary Faculty)
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Sanctioned
Nil
Nil
Nil
02
02

Nil.

Filed
Nil
Nil
Nil
02
02
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Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specifilization, (D.Sc. /
d.Litt. / Ph.D. / M.Phil. etc )

NAME

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Rajyashree
Halder

M.A.

PPT (Govt
Approve)

Educational
Technology
&
Evaluation
Educational
Management,
Non formal
Education &
Open
Learning
History of
Education
and Its
Modern
Perspective
&
Teacher
Education
Curriculum
&
Environment
al Study

Krishna
Kundu

M.A.

M.A.

PPT
(Govt.
Approve)

Guest
Teacher

Deb kumar
Halder

Smriti
Manna

M.A.

Guest
Teacher

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of
Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years

6 Years

Nil

5 Years

Nil

About 6
month

Nil

About 6
month

Nil

11.

List of senior visiting faculty : Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty : 50 % classes taken by temporary faculty in 2015 -2016 session

13.

Student – Teacher Ratio (programme wise) :
Year
2012-2013(G)
2013-2014(G)
2014-2015(G)
2015-2016 (Hons)
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Student – Teacher Ratio
737:1
822:1
909:1
13:1
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14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled: Nil

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG . :
Ph.D
0

16.

PG
4

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil

18.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil
Research Centre /facility recognized by the University : Nil

19.

Publications:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

17.

M.Phil
0
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Publication perfaculty : Nil



Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national
/international) by faculty and students



Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)



Monographs



Chapter in Books



Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index
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20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated : Nil

21.

Faculty as members i
a) National committees
b) International Committees
c) Editorial
Boards….Nil

22.

Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme :
The students undertake projects on
Environment Studies in the third year of their graduation as per the syllabus
of Calcutta University.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies : Nil

23.

Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students : Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department : Nil

25.

Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National : 01 b) International : Nil
Student profile programme / course wise :
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)
UG 2012-2013(G)
UG 2013-2014(G)
UG 2014-2015(G)

Applications
received

Selected

1475
2823
3465

UG 2015-2016(H)

1200

Enrolled
*M

*F

1475
2823
3465

771
1644
1818

704
1179
1647

53

26

27

Pass
percentage
57%
48%
51%
Result not
publish yet

*M = Male *F = Female
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27.

Diversity of Students

Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

B.A . Honours
B.A General

100 %
100 %

% of students
from abroad
0%
0%

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
: No record.

29.

Student progression

Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D .to Post-Doctoral
Employed
•Campus selection
•Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

Dhruba Chand Halder College

% of students
from other
States
0%
0%

Against % enrolled
No records
No records
No records
No records
Employed through SSC, PSC, pvt.
company etc.
Some student are engaged
family business etc.

in

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
a) Library : Yes (Dept. library with 150 books)
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students : Department has one Computer with
Internet facilities for Staff .
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
d ) Laboratories : N.A.
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : 30-40%

180
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32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/
Seminar ) with external experts : Nil

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning : Interactive classes , Quiz ,
Debate , Educational Excursion Program etc.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities : Nil

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans :

Strength:
 Good Academic result.
 Good teacher-student relation.
 Satisfactory attendance of student in the class.
 Departmental Library with a wide and up to date collection of Books.
 Our student are very much enthusiastic participating in different programmes.

Weakness:





Want of Teaching with audio-visual aids.
Large number of students but inadequacy of space poses a problem.
No practical room alloted.

Opportunity:
 Scope for admission in UG (Hons & Gen) in Education.
 Job opportunity

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Challenge:
 Conducting State & National Level seminar.
 Arrange special classes for all student.
Future Plan :
 To organize seminar
 Enrich Departmental library with good number of books
 Separate Practical room for Dept. of Education
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1.

Name of the department

2.

Year of Establishment:

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : UG Level
1.B.A Hons. in English
2. B.A. General course with English as a combination subject.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: NIL

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Participation in the form of teaching compulsory English to the students of
19 courses.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NIL

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9.

Number of Teaching posts

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Designation
Professors
AssociateProfessors
( Promoted)
Asst.Professors
Govt. approved PPT
Guest Lecturer

182

: ENGLISH
GENERAL : 1965 -1966
HONOURS : 1995-1996

Sanctioned
0

Filled
0

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1
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Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Sudakshina
Sengupta

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

M.A; M.Phil

Associate
Professor

Elizabethan
Literature

Tapashree Ghosh M.A; M.Phil
Bularani
Howlader

M.A.

Tarun Kumar
Bag

M.A,
PGDTCL

Joydeb Das

M.A.

Gender
Studies, Indian
Writings in
English
Indian
Assistant
Writings in
Professor
English
Govt.
Australian
Approved
Literature
PTT
Indian
Guest
Writings in
Lecturer
English.
Assistant
Professor

No. of Years
of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
Guided for the
last4years

26 years.

Nil

10 months

Nil

7 months.

Nil

8years.

Nil.

2 years.

Nil.

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:

Lectures delivered
13.

2011-12
25%

2012-13
25%

2013-14
26%

2014-15
27 %

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) B.A. HONS.
SESSION
HONOURS
GENERAL

2011-12
23: 1
98:1

2012-13
30:1
96:1

2013-14
30:1
94:1

2014-15
30:1
97:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled: NIL

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
M.Phil
02
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received : NIL

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University : NIL

19.

Publications:
A) Publication per faculty
B) Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national
B1 /international B2) by faculty and students
C) Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
D) Monographs
E) Chapter in Books
F) Books Edited

Dhruba Chand Halder College

G) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers


Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index
Faculty
Sudakshina Sengupta

A
3.

Tapashree Ghosh
Bula Rani Howlader

6.
3.

Tarun Kumar Bag
Joydeb Das

1.

B1

B2

C

3.

3.

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21.

Faculty as members in:
184

D

E
3.

F

G
3.

2.
3.
1.
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a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards: NIL
22.

Student projects: NIL
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental / programme
The students undertake projects on Environment Studies in the third year of
their graduation as per the syllabus of Calcutta University
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies NIL

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students : NIL

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department:
a) Dr. Himadri Lahiri : Professor, Dept. of English, Burdwan University.
b) Dr. Tapu Biswas : Associate Professor, Viswa Bharati University.

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding: NIL
a) National
b) International
Student profile programme/course wise: ENGLISH HONS.
Nameofthe
Course/programme(r
efer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

B.A. HONS (2011-12)
B.A. HONS (2012-13)
B.A. HONS (2013-14)
B.A. HONS( 2014-15)

368
587
621
862

70
91
90
92

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

42
57
52
55

28
34
38
37

98.18 %
97.05%
94.45%
95.84%

*M = Male *F = Female
27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

GENERAL

100%

0%

0%

HONOURS

100%

0%

0%
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28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? NIL

29.

Student progression (General students go for other options in career)
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

30.

38%

PG to M.Phil.

Not Applicable

PG to Ph.D.

Not Applicable

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Not Applicable

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

Nil

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

Nil

Details of Infrastructural facility
a) Library – Departmental Library – Books 50

Dhruba Chand Halder College

b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: No separate departmental facility is
available, however, assistance is provided centrally.
c) Class rooms with ICT Facility: Equipments necessary for providing ICT
facility are made available as and when required, in the designated
classroom.
d) Laboratories: Nil
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : Minority, Kanyashree, SC ,OBC scholarship

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external expert;
a) Prof Champa Ghosal delivered a special lecture on the topic “Is Lady
Macbeth really the fourth witch of Macbeth?” in the academic session
2011-12.
b) Dr. Rumpa Ghosh conducted an inter-active session on Indian Writings in
English: Some observations, in the academic session 2012-13.
c) Prof Anupama Maitra delivered a special lecture on Romantic Poetry in the
academic session 2013-14.
186
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d) Prof Champa Ghosal talked to the students about the play Look Back In
Anger :The dilemma of No-man’s Land, in the academic session 2014-15.
33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning;
a) Use of modern teaching aids to improve the quality of the lectures delivered.
b) Assignments and projects set from time to time.
c) Special inter-active sessions are conducted by the full-time-faculty of the
College periodically.
d) Tutorial classes for the Honours students are held regularly.
e) Class tests are taken regularly to improve the quality of performance.
f) Screening of films, inter-departmental debates, quiz contests are organized in
association with the other departments of the College.
g) Educational tours are sometimes organized by the department to generate
interest in the students and also to promote a better student-teacher
relationship.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
a) One of the faculty members is a member of the NSS Committee.
b) Students are encouraged to participate in NSS activities.
c) Students are also encouraged to distribute stationeries to the needy children of
the neighboring primary school.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

STRENGTHS :

WEAKNESSES :
a) Unavailability of Journals, e-journals, e-books in the departmental library.
b) Our students are mostly first generation learners having no base in literature.
c) Number of enrollment is too high at the Honours level.
OPPORTUNITIES :
a) Since our department has a full-fledged team of well-qualified, experienced and
dedicated teachers at present (after a long gap of more than 5 years) there is
ample scope for academic development.
b) The scope of nurturing and developing co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities is immense, as both students and teachers are interested and actively
participate in these.
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a) Camaraderie between Teachers in the department.
b) Strong student-teacher relationship.
c) Well - qualified teachers who take personal care in grooming and teaching
students.
d) Enthusiastic participation of students in departmental activities.

Evaluative Report of the Department

CHALLENGES:
a) Inadequate knowledge of English among Honours as well as General students is a
major impediment in the development of the department.
b) The major challenge of the department is to educate and groom the students who
are mostly first generation learners.
FUTURE PLANS:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

a) The department plans to organize students’ seminar every year as we got
phenomenal response from the students recently.
b) The department plans to organize students’ workshops as and when necessary.
c) Procurement of more books, journals, e-journals in the departmental library is a
departmental priority.
d) The department also plans to invite eminent academicians and scholars more
frequently.
e) The upgradation of ICT facilities provided by the institution is another objective
of the department.
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1.

Name of the department: GEOGRAPHY

2.

Year of Establishment: B.A.& B.Sc. HONS & General 1998-1999

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : Only U.G.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: The
department participates in conducting the classes of Environmental Studies as
well as the general subjects of other related Honours subjects viz. Economics
and Political Science Honours.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.: Nil.

8.

Details of courses /programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: : Annual

9.

Number of teaching posts:

Professors

Filled

0

0

0

0

1

1

Govt approved PPT

3

3

Guest Lecturer

1

1

Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification Designation Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

BRATATI
DEY

M.Sc

Assistant
Professor

Regional
Planning

7 years

Nil

PIJUSH KANTI
MONDAL

M.A

Part time
teacher

Agriculture

13 years

Nil

PRIYANKA
CHATTERJEE

M.A

Part time Geomorpholog
teacher
y

5 Years

Nil

KAMAL
HOSSAIN
AKHAND

M.A

PARUL DAS

M.Sc

Humid
Part time
teacher Geomorpholog 5 Years
y
Guest
Advance
8 Months
Lecturer
Tourism

Nil
Nil

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:
Honours theory classes: 20%
Honours practical classes: 35 %
General theory classes: 25 %
General practical classes: 30 %

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

Dhruba Chand Halder College

11.
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Programme

Student -Teacher Ratio

2014-2015 Honours
General

20:1
9:1

2013-2014 Honours
General

16:1
8:1

2012-2013 Honours
General

17:1
15:1

2011-2012 Honours
General

14:1
13:1
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14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:

Support staff (technical)
Administrative staff:
15.

Sanctioned
1
Nil

Filled
1
Nil

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Number of faculty
05

Qualification
P.G

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: 1 Minor Research Project received by Ms. Bratati Dey.

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received:
Name of the Faculty
Bratati Dey

Title
Minor Research ProjectTitle: ‘Gender Related Development Indicators and
Women Status in Joynagar Block of South 24 Parganas’
UGC Ref no F.PSE – 057 / 09 – 10 ERO

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
b) Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals [national

(b1) international (b2)] by faculty and students:
c) Number of publications listed in International Database (For E.g.: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in Books
f) Books Edited
g) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
h) Citation Index
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i) SNIP
j) SJR
k) Impact factor
l) h-index
Faculty a
Bratati 8
Dey

b1
2

b2
-

c
-

d
-

e
2

f
-

g
-

h
-

i
-

j
-

k

l
-

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International Committees c)
Editorial Boards :
Name of the faculty
Bratati Dey

National Committee
2

22.

Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: Compulsory Project for III rd year students on
Environmental Studies : 100 %
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: Nil
b) International: Nil
Student profile programme/course wise: B.A. & B.Sc. HONS.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

26.
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Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

2011-2012

922

2012- 2013

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

54

35

19

100%

1123

67

45

22

100%

2013-2014

710

63

39

24

89.36%

2014- 2015

845

63

39

24

100%
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*M = Male *F = Female
27.
Diversity of Students

28.

Name of the
Course

% of
students
from the
same state

% of students
from other
States

% of
students
from abroad

Honours

100%

0%

0%

General

100%

0%

0%

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Number

29.

NET

4
One of our students is also appointed as an Assistant Professor
in a college.

SLET

4

Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.

Against % enrolled
8-10%
2%

30.

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

50-60%

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

20-30 %

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Details of Infrastructural facilities

a) Library: The department has a departmental Library with reference cop of
books required for U.G courses. Near about 100 books are available in this
Library.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: The department has 10 computers but
only one computer has the internet facility.
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil.
d) Laboratories: A moderately equipped laboratory with digital and geographical
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software upgradation.
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies: Students from SC/ST/Minority Community receive
scholarships from the Government.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts:
Student collaboration programme during excursion period.
Publishing (yearly) wall magazine ‘Lubdhak’ by students of the department.
Organizing freshers and farewell programme for creating cultural environment.
Organizing reunion for alumina student of the department.
Organizing Annual Lecture by distinguish guest from other institution for enriching
knowledge.







33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
 Student centric teaching learning process.
 Use PPT for interactive method
 Special classes, field trips etc conducted

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
The students and faculty members regularly participate in the Institutional
Social Responsibility and Extension activities organized by the college NSS Unit
and Health Unit of the college.
35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Strength

 Qualified teaching faculty
 Consistently good academic record and placement
for higher studies and job
 Equipped and well furnished geographical Lab
 Departmental library as well as reading room

 Shortage of teaching faculty and technical staff
Weakness
 Inadequacy of modern teaching aid like LCD
projector etc.
Field based experience can perform better research
Opportunities
activities for betterment of student and department.
Most of the students are first generation learner. For
Challenges
their future development and enriching life in society is
the greatest challenge for us.
Future Plans:
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Community development programme through different social activity.
To conduct research projects in the Department.
To organize seminar and workshops in the department.
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1.

Name of the department : HISTORY

2.

Year of Establishment :

3.

Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil. ,Ph.D. ,Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D. ,etc.) : Only U.G.
1.B.A Hons. History
2. B.A. General course with history as a combination subject

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved : Nil

5.

Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) :

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
The department participates in the courses offered by the other department by
teaching history to the students of U.G. courses offered by the humanities
departments.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions etc. :
Nil

8.

Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of teaching posts

B.A. General Course – 1965- 66
B.A. Honours Course – 1985- 86

Sanctioned

Filled

Nil

Nil

Associate Professors

Nil

Nil

Asst. Professors

03

03

Govt. approved PTT

02

02

Professors
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,(D.Sc./D. Litt.
/Ph.D. /M.Phil. etc.,)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Name

No.of Ph.D
No .of Years
Studnts
of
Guided for the
Experience
Last
4years

Qualification Designation Specialization

Sri Sujit
Kumar
Sasmal

M.A, M.Phil.

Asst.
Professor

Modern
Europe

13 Years

Nil

Smt. Sipra
Halder

M.A, B.Ed,
M.Phil.

Asst.
Professor

Islamic India

7Years

Nil

Sri
Lakshman
Chandra
Mandal

M.A, B.Ed.

Asst.
Professor

Modern India

5 Years

Nil

Anup
Mandal

M.A, B.Ed.

Part-Time
Teacher

Ancient India

18 Years

Nil

Delowar
Hossain
Mollah

M.A, B.Ed.

Part-Time
Medieval India
Teacher

17 Years

Nil

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise)
By temporary faculty: Nil

13.

Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

14.

Programme
B.A. General

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

440:1

460:1

500:1

550:1

B.A. Honours

30:1

32:1

28:1

31:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned
and filled: Nil
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15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil/ PG.:
M. Phil
2

16.

PG
3

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a)National b)International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil
Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST;UGC, DBT, ICSSR ,etc. and total
grants received: Nil

17.

18.

Research Centre/facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
Title of the Publication

Title of the Book/
Journal

ISSN/ISBN
No.

Sujit
Kumar
Sasmal

Vivekananda O
Rabindranath:
Samparker Durotto O
Sishkabhabnar
Naikatya( in Bengali)
Upendrakishrer
Swadesh Chetna
( in Bengali)
Janasankhya,Unnayan
O Agamidiner
Paribesh Sankat
( in Bengali)
Itihaser Raja
Pratapaditya; Bangla
Natoke Swadesh
Bhabna Srijan O
Bircharitra Nirman
( in Bengali)
Bangaleer Biblabbade
Dharmasharye
Chetana.

Charaiveti: a
collection of
articles on Swami
Vivekananda

978-818208-141-3

Itihas
Anusandhan
Vol - 29
Environmental
History Of india

978-81910874-5-1

Ihihas O
sanskriti

978-81926316-2-2

SankarsanamSanskrit
Departmental
Journal from

978-9383368-70-9
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978-81923645-6-8

Page No &
Year of
Publication
Page No.139-146
2014

Page No.
558-567
2015
Page No.
178-183
2015
Page No.382-388
2015

2015
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Vivekanander Sangeet
Sadhana

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Sipra
Halder

Sadhinata parbarti
bangle natak: Manoj
Mitrrer sajano Bagan

DCH Colleg
Jalchap Bengali
Departmental
Journal From
DCH College
Sadhinata
parbarti bangle
nataker
Gatimukh

978-9381795-64-4

2015

978-81928721-9-3

Page. 182185
2014



Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/
international) by faculty and students



Number of publications listed in International Data base (For Eg:Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare DatabaseInternational Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)



Monographs



Chapter in Books



Books Edited



Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers



Citation Index



SNIP



SJR



Impact factor



h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees b)International Committees c)Editorial Boards : NIL

22.

Student projects
a)
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Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental / programme : The students undertake projects on Environment
Studies in the third year of their graduation as per the syllabus of Calcutta
University.
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b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: NIL
23.

Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department:
1. Dr. Rupkumar Barman - Professor, Dept. of History, Jadavpur University
2. Dr. Purnima Biswas - Principal , Surendranath Women’s College

25.

Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: NIL
b) International: NIL

26.

Student profile programme / course wise: HISTORY HONS.
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

B.A. HONS. (2011-2012)

773

B.A. HONS.( 2012-2013)

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

149

76

73

100%

816

160

91

69

98.86%

B.A. HONS.( 2013-2014)

876

139

83

56

96.74%

B.A. HONS.( 2014-2015)

935

157

107

50

99.04%

Selected

*M = Male *F = Female

28.

Diversity of Students

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other States

% of students from
abroad

B.A. HONS

100%

0%

0%

B.A. GENERAL

100%

0%

0%

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET,SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? Data Not available
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29.

Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
40%

PG to M.Phil.

Data Not available

PG to Ph.D.

Data Not available

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Data Not available

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a) Library: Departmental Library facility is available for the students apart
from the Central Library.
The departmental library is well stored with 165 reference books which the
students can read.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Internet facility available for Teachers
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: Not available
d) Laboratories: Nil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

31.

32.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:
 Students of the department receive concession on tuition fees at the time
of their admission.
 The students belonging to SC/ST and minority groups get financial
scholarship from the state government.
Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/
Seminar) with external experts:
Faculty Exchange Programme with the different Colleges
Study Tour to Indian Museum with departmental students and professors on
06.10.2015

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Use of ICT

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
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 Students of the department participate on a regular basis in the various activities of the
NSS and NCC units of the institution.
35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Strength


The main strength of the department is the demand for the subject by the
students
every year
Good team spirit among faculty members
High level of satisfaction with the performance of the faculty members as
reflected in the students feedback
With acute shortage of faculty the department is moving forward imparting
quality teaching and striving hard to complete syllabus in time.
Satisfactory results more than 90% pass percentage for honours course in
every year.
Class Tests are arranged on scheduled time for continuous assessment of the
students.
Arranging Quiz, Group Discussion and Seminar by the students on subjects
or topics related to their syllabus to improve their knowledge, enrich their
personality













Requirement of more books in departmental library
Teacher Student Ratio is not at all balance.
Visual Mode of Teaching method also needs to be adopted.
Insufficient access of students to internet facility

Opportunities






In an ever widening world, knowledge in history can equip a person to feel
the temper of any event that is taking place.
The subject has opportunities in the teaching profession – both school and
education level.
It is an important subject for any competitive exam for higher degree or
for Govt. job.
Support for more ICT based learning
Educational tours to places of historical interest

Self Study Report : Cycle -II
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Challenges






To make the subject more attractive and interesting by adopting modern
teaching aids – like audio-visual mode, more fieldwork and surveys etc.
The subject is different in different countries the present context and the
new generation of students have to face the challenge from a historical
perspective solve it.
Encourage more research oriented activities among the students and
faculty members.
Betterment of teacher student ratio for healthy class performance.

Future Plans :

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Improve the Teaching and Research Possibilities of the department.
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1.

Name of the department

MATHEMATICS

2.

Year of Establishment B.A./B.Sc (General) - 1982 – 83
B.A./B.Sc (Honours) - 1996 – 97

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.) : Under Graduate

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved- B.Com and
Economics (Hons)

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise)- Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments- B.Com

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons - Nil

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Professors
Associate Professors
(Upgraded on Promotion)
Asst. Professors

Sanctioned
Nil
02

Filled
Nil
02

01

01

Name

Susanta Kumar
Saha
Dr. Probal
Sarkar

Ranjit Mishra

Qualification Designation

M.Sc
M.Sc
Ph.D.

M.Sc
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Associate
Prof.
Associate
Prof.

Assistant
Prof.

Algebra

30 Years

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years
Nil

Staistical
Method and
Probability
Theory

30 Years

Nil

13 Years

Nil

Specialization

Oceanology
and
Meterology

No. of Years of
Experience
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty
Present work load of the department are being handled by the full time teaching
staff

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) Course : B.Sc. (Hons)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Session
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

First Year
14:1
16:1
19:1
17:1

Second Year
10:1
14:1
12:1
22:1

Third Year
13:1
10:1
9:1
12:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled Nil

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.
Ph.D – 01, only PG – 02

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University Nil

19.

Publications: Nil

P.G. with



Publication per faculty



Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students



Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)






Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
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Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated Nil

21.

Faculty as members in

a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards….Nil
22.

Student projects

a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental / programme
Under the guidance of a teacher all the 3rd year students of Mathematics under
go project work as per the syllabus of the Calcutta University. Besides they also
undertake a project work on Environmental Studies.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies Nil
23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students
Gold Medal Received from the Calcutta University by the faculty member.

24.
25.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department
Prof. Bijon Bagchi, Professor, Calcutta University
Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: Mathematics (Honours)
Session

Applications
received

2011-12

282

42

39

03

94.29%

2012-13

250

49

44

05

83.34%

2013-14

312

56

47

09

48.28%

2014-15

318

50

38

12

75%

Selected

*M

*F

Pass percentage

*M = Male *F = Female
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a) National
Nil
b) International Nil
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27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

28.

% of students from % of students
the same state
from other States

% of students
from abroad

HONS.

100%

0

0

GENERAL

100%

0

0

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Net Qualifed : 01
Associate/Assistant Prof.: 01
Ph.D programme at IIT Kharagpur: 01
Most of the students after completing their graduation and Masters sit for
WBSSC Examination and many get absorbed in teaching profession at school
level.
Apart from the above many sit for different National Level Examinations and at
present are suitably posted in different departments like Indian Railways,
Defence Services, Bank, Insurance etc.

29.

Student progression
Student progression

Dhruba Chand Halder College

UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

Against % enrolled
On an average 40 – 50% of the students
progress to PG

Okay Call centre Pvt. Ltd. and
WBINFO Matrix Pvt. Ltd. recruited
some students. on 07.07.15

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library : Apart from College Central Library the department has its own
Departmental Library which has more than 150 Text Books and some
Journals.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students : Internet facility is available for Staff and
restricted access of internet is available for students.
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c) Class rooms with ICT facility :
d) Laboratories :
Available

Nil

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
Most of the students are availing financial assistance either from college through
fee concession on means cum merit basis.
Apart from the above, different departments of the Government of West Bengal
and other agencies also provide different financial assistance to students in the
form of Hostel allowance, Travelling Allowance etc.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts
Lectures are delivered by faculty from nearby college under Faculty
Development Programme.Students are encouraged to attend different Seminar
organized by other departments in the college on topics of general interest.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Use of projector, computer programmes, Printed Class Notes, etc. are used to
make teaching more lucid and effective.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities
A large number of students are involved in the NSS / NCC activities and
participate in Blood donation camp organized jointly by the Institution and the
Students Union.
One of the faculty members is acting as a Programme Officer, NSS (Unit II) of
the college.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans

Strength


Weakness

Self Study Report : Cycle - II

We have a dedicated team of teachers who pays
special attention to the weak students and
encourages the bright ones to new
opportunities.
Library containing good number of quality
Reference and Text Books.

Dhruba Chand Halder College



 Insufficient Audio-Visual Teaching Aids.
 More Computers are required for better and
effective practical classes.
 Students are weak in English language.
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Opportunities

 Opportunity for higher studies in various fields
like pure and applied mathematics in different
national level institutions.
 As mathematics is a mother subject of science,
students can go for any subsidiary branches of
science in higher studies.
 Lucrative Job Opportunities exist in fields like
West Bengal School Service Commission, West
Bengal College Service Commission, TIFR,
BARC, DRDO, NBHM etc. Good students can
also go for Actuarial Service.


Challenges


Inadequate knowledge of english among
students is a great impediment as majority of
the good textbooks and materials are
predominantly in English.
Students are becoming increasingly focused
only on academic interest and university
curriculum and loosing social interactions.

Future plans


The Department wishes to introduce a mathematical package MATLAB.
Considering the very good result of this department over the years, the
department is contemplating to open PG course in Mathematics.

Dhruba Chand Halder College





The Department is in the process of enhancing the ICT facilities for better
amenities to the students to the tune of 1:1 man-machine ratio.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
1.

Name of the department: MICROBIOLOGY

2.

Year of Establishment:

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D. etc.) : UG Level
1. B.Sc Hons. in Microbiology
2. B.SC. General course with Microbiology as a combination subject

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise); Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Nil

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions etc.:
Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of teaching posts

Honours Course – 2000-2001
General Course – 2000-2001

Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Govt. Approved Contractual Whole
Time Teacher
Govt. Approved PPT
Guest Lecturer

Sanctioned
0
0
2
1
1
1

Filled
0
0
0
1
1
1

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.)
Name
Qualification Designation Specialization
No. Of
No. Of Ph.D
Years of
Students
Experience guided for the
ladst 4 years
Dipankar
M.Sc
Contractual
Marine
11
Nil
Roy
(Double)
Whole
Science &
Time
Microbiology
Teacher
Sonali
M.Sc
Part Time
Microbiology
7
Nil
Saha
Teacher
Moumita
M.Sc
Guest
Microbiology
3 months
Nil
Mojumder
Lecturer
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty:
Honours Theory Classes: 21.4%
Honours Practical Classes: 20%
General Course Theory classes: 67 %
General Course practical classes: 0 %
13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
Session
Honours
General

14.

2011-2012 2012-2013
2:1
8:1
3:1
3:1

2013-2014
8:1
3:1

2014-2015
10:1
4:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled:
Sanctioned
Filled
Support Staff
1
1
(technical)
administrative staff
Nil
Nil

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil./PG

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Name
Dipankar Roy
Sonali Saha
Moumita Mojumder

Qualification
M.Sc in Marine Science & Microbiology
M.Sc in Microbiology
M.Sc in Microbiology

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total grants
received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications: 2010-2014
a. Publication per faculty :
b. Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer reviewed journals
(b 1: national / b 2: international) :
c. Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social
Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
d. Monographs
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited :
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index: Citation Range
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i. SNIP Range
j. SJR Range
k. Impact factor Range
l. h-index
20.
21.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

22.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards: Nil
Student projects
a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter departmental
/programme: The students undertake projects on Environment Studies in the
third year of their graduation as per the syllabus of Calcutta University
b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution i.e.
in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies : Nil

23.

Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists/ visitors to the department: Nil
Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: Nil
b) International: Nil

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: MICROBIOLOGY HONS.
Name of the Course/
Program

Application
Received

Selected

B.Sc. HONS. (2011-2012)
B.Sc. HO
NS (2012-2013)
B.Sc. HONS (2013-2014)
B.Sc. HONS (2014-2015)

52

4

141
131
183

16
16
21

Name Of the
Course
Honours
General

% of Students from
the Same state
100%
100%

Enrolled
Male Female
2
2
13
10
15

% of Students from
the other state
0%
0%

3
6
6

Pass
Percentage
100%
100%
-

% of Students from the
abroad
0%
0%

27.

Diversity of Students

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defence services, etc. ?
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Sl
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
29.

Name

Department

Nirmalya Ghosal
Sudipta Chakraborty
Animesh Naskar
Sonali Saha

Microbiology
Microbiology
Microbiology
Microbiology

Examination &
Year
NET
NET, 2009
NET,
NET, 2015

Student progression
Student Pregression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

30.

Against % enrolled
No data
No data
No data

0
0

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library: The department has its own library which has 72 books in collection
and in college central library there are 148 microbiology books.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: The department has one computer with
LAN connection and internet facility.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

c) Class rooms with ICT facility: The department uses an Overhead Projector for
teaching.
d) Laboratories: It has one well equipped laboratory for under graduate
students. Please see the list below: The department is equipped for practical
teaching according to the new syllabus. The list of instruments are given
below1) Compound Microscopes (Monocular).
2) One Compound Microscope (Binocular).
3) One Bacteriological Incubator (with shaker).
4) One Hot Air Oven.
5) One Photo colorimeter.
6) One single Distillation plant.
7) One UV Translluminator.
8) One BOD Incubator.
9) One Digital Microbalance.
10) One UV Tourch.
11) One Immuno electrophoresis Apparatus.
12) One DNA Isolating Gel Running Apparatus.
13) Two Autoclaves.
14) Three General Pan Balances.
15) One Micro Centrifuge machine.
16) One General Centrifuge machine.
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17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)

One Laminar Air Flow machine.
One Water bath.
Five Stage Micrometers.
One ph-meter.
Five Ocular Micrometers.
One Vaccum Dessiccator.
One Gel Docker.
One Chemical Balance

Other materials include glass and plastic laboratory wares such as Petri plates,
Pipettes, Burettes, Various Sizes of Test Tubes, Culture tubes, Funnels, Various Sizes of
Conical Flasks, Pipette Stands, Test Tube Racks, and Trays etc. Various types of
Chemicals are there in our Labs.
Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: All the students belonging to SC/ST/ receiving
scholarships from Government.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/seminar) with
external experts: Enrichment of Courses:
Extra classes for revision of important chapters.
Providing study materials and notes on selected topics.
Special Practical Classes & Special attention to weaker section of the students.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Student Centric Teaching-Learning process
Lecturer Method
Audio-Visual Teaching Mode through computer.
Remedial, Special Classes, tutorials etc

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
The Students and the Faculty members regularly participate in the Institutional
Social Responsibility and Extension activities organised by the college NSS Units.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans Strength:
Well equipped laboratory
Hard working , Student loving Qualified teaching faculty
College high authority support

Dhruba Chand Halder College

31.

Weakness:
Shortage of Teaching faculty.
Shortage of academic support staff for laboratory
Shortage of space for extension of laboratory for U.G. courses.
Lack of interest of local people to read Microbiology like applied subject.
Lack of getting good academic record students.
Poor proficiency in english.
Problems in Electricity.
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Opportunities:
To start some student oriented projects which can enrich their prospects.
To start some career oriented courses for students.
To start minor research projects.
Challenges:
We are trying to run all the courses with in limited areaCalcutta University
should modify the syllabus more interdisciplinary so that the students cope with
the challenges in the higher studies regarding the subject.
Future Plans:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

1. To initiate student oriented projects which can enrich their prospects.
2. To bring minor research project.
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1.

Name of the department:

PHILOSOPHY

2.

Year of Establishment:

B.A. General Course: 1965-1966
B.A. Hons Course
:1974-1975

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.): U.G. level
1.B.A Hons. in Philosophy
2. B.A. General course with Philosophy as a Combination subject.
Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: Nil

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc :
Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

0

0

Associate Professors

01

01

Asst. Professors

03

02

05

05

Professors

Govt. approved PTT
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.) :

Name

No. of Years
of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Nibedita
Ghosh
Dastidar
Nabanita
Chatterjee

M.A,
M.Phil

Associate
Professor

Logic

21 years

Nil

M.A.

Assistant
Professor

Social &
Political
Philosophy

14 years

Nil

Manas
Mandal
Dr.Tusi
Bhattacharya

M.A,
M.Phil
M.A,
M.Phil,
Ph.D.
M.A.

Assistant
Professor
Part Time
Lecturer

Vedanta

6 years

Nil

Vedanta

7 years

Nil

Part Time
Lecturer
Part Time
Lecturer
Part Time
Lecturer
Part Time
Lecturer

Cognitive
Sciences
Logic

5 years

Nil

4 years

Nil

Logic

4 years

Nil

Psychology

4 years

Nil

Indrani
Chowdhury
Arina Das
Golam Rashul
Halder
Jadupati Das

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Qualificat Designation Specialization
ion

M.A.
M.A.
M.A.

11.

List of senior visiting faculty : Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise)
by temporary faculty : Nil

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):

B.A. (Hons)
B.A. (Gen)
14.

2011-2012
20:1
120:1

2012-2013
20:1
110:1

2013-2014
22:1
100:1

2014-2015
25:1
60:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled : Nil
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15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG. :
Ph. D.
01

M.Phil.
02

P.G.
05

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
international) by faculty and students

Name of the
faculty

Nibedita Ghosh
Dastidar

Tusi
Bhattacharya

Title of the Paper

Journal

Year

ISBN

Mind and Body ; their
Correlations

Mental Health and
Physical Fitness; A key to
peaceful life
Thoughts in Action;
Interpreting Tagore

2011

ISBN 978-8187891-54-3

2012

ISBN 278-82921012-2-3

The changing System of
Values and the present
Society

2013

ISBN

Jadavpur Journal of
Philosophy

2014

ISSN 09756833

Educational Thoughts of
Swami Vivekananda:
Indian and Global
Perspective

2015

ISBN 978-81922902-8-7

Dao Fire Se Aronno:
Rabindra Bhabnar
Aloke Ajker Poribesh
Sankat
How to regain Human
Values and Culture: A
Discussion in the Light
of Vivekananda and
Mahatma Gandhi
Bibhuti Bhusan
Bandyopadhyaye
Sahityer Poribesh
Chetona
Swami Vivekananda
and Vedanta Darshan
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Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in
a) NNational committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. One
of the faculty members is acting as secretary, West Bengal Board of
Secondary Education on Deputation basis since 2013

22.

Student projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme :All the students of 3rd year compulsory undertake
project work on environmental studies as a project of their syllabus.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students:

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Faculty Name
Dr. TusiBhattacharya

Designation
Part-time
lecturer

Santanu Halder

Student

Debasish Maity

Student

24.

Award

Year

PH.D

2013

Ranked 5th (CU 3rd year final
exam)
th
Ranked 8 (CU 3rd year final
exam)

2014
2015

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department:
1. Prof. Sukanya Mitra (Associate Professor, Baruipur College)
2. Prof.Susnata Ghosh (Assit. Professor, Sadhan Chandra Mahavidyalaya)
3. Prof. Nibedita Sengupta (Associate Prof. New Alipore College)

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: Nil
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b) International: Nil
c) State level Seminar: Organized UGC Sponsored State Level seminar by the
Dept. of Philosophy and Political Science in collaboration with Applied
Psychology Department, Calcutta University on “Mental Health and Physical
Fitness: A Key to Peaceful Life” on 26th February, 2011.

27.

28.
29.

Student profile programme/course wise: PHILOSOPHY HONS.
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

2011-12

812

2012-13

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

135

75

60

94.59%

921

159

87

72

100%

2013-14

623

85

38

47

71.43%

2014-15

843

112

53

59

93.02%

*M = Male *F = Female
Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

HONOURS

100%

0%

0%

GENERAL

100%

0%

0%

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? Data not available
Student progression
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

Sufficient data not available

PG to M.Phil.

Sufficient data not available

PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Sufficient data not available

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
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26.

Sufficient data not available
Sufficient data not available

Sufficient data not available
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library : Central and Departmental Library facilities are available
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students : Internet facility available for Staff and
restricted facility of internet available for students.
c) Class rooms with ICT facility : Nil
d) Laboratories : Not Required

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
A large number of students of the department receive concession on tuition fees
at the time of admission on merit-cum-means basis. Students belonging to SC/ST
minority groups get financial scholarship from the State Government.

32.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

33.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts.
 Faculty Exchange Programme with the different Colleges.
 Students’ Seminar held where academecians from different colleges were invited
to deliver lecturers.
Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
a) To arrange audio visual as teaching aids
b) To arrange Faculty –Exchange Programme, Extension Lecture Programme
c) To organize students’ seminar, group-discussion on any topic of the syllabus.
d) To arrange class debate, quiz contest.
e) To arrange special tutorial class /special class.
f) To organize educational trip.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities
 Students of the department participate in various activities of NSS and NCC Units
of the institution.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans

Strength:
 The department is always trying to move forward imparting quality teaching and
striving hard to complete syllabus in time.
 Good Team Spirit.
 Strong teacher-student interpersonal relationship.
 Participation of students in departmental activities.
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Weakness:





Number of enrolment is too high at honours level.
Inadequate infrastructure.
Lack of Smart class rooms.
Student intake exceeds the intake capacity which impedes persistent improvement in
quality development.

Opportunities:





To orient the students to apply their knowledge of philosophy to the corporate world.
Scope to serve in academic field (opportunities in Teaching and Research),
Scope to take Philosophy as a subject alternative in different national and state level
competitive exams.
To take up professional assignments where use of abstract ideas and thoughts and
analytical skills are required like in Human Resource Development, Journalism,
Creative Writing etc.

Challenges:




To better our departmental results in different UG Exams of affiliated university
considering the fact that the department boasts excellent results in the years gone by
in spite of majority students being first generation learners.
Lack of Computer proficiency among faculty members
To upgrade the standard of students of UG courses within a limited infrastructural
arrangement, along with shortage of full time faculty in the department.

Future Plan
To open PG course in Philosophy.
To gradually develop ICT based teaching for students.
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1.

Name of the department:

2.

Year of Establishment:

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D, Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.): U.G.
B.A. General with Physical Education as a subject of combination.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
The department as such does not offer any course of study. But students of other
courses take Physical Education as a combination subjects in this way the
department participate the courses offered by the other department.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,etc :
Nil
Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil
Number of Teaching posts

Dhruba Chand Halder College

8.
9.

10.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2000-2001

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Govt Approved PPT

1

1

Guest Teacher

1

1

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.) :
Name

Biswajit
Majhi

M.P.ED
M. PHIL

Suprity
Das

M.P.ED Guest lecturer

222

No. of Years of
Experience

No. of Ph.D. Students
guided for the
last 4 years

VOLLEY
BALL

11 YEARS

Nil

KHOKHO

1 YEARS

Nil

Qualifica- Designation Specializa
tion
tion
Part time
Teacher
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
temporary faculty : 25 % Class in 2014-2015 Academic Session

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
Session

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

General Course

120:1

243:1

155:1

176:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned
and filled:
sanctioned
filled
Support staff (technical)
01
01
Administrative staff
0
0

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
PG
01

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:













Publication per faculty: Nil
Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index
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20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil
21.

Faculty as members in :
a) national committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards…. Nil

22.

Student projects: a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects
including inter departmental/programme : Compulsory project by 2nd year & 3rd
year students.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: NONE
23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil

25.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: Nil
b) International: Nil

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: B.A. GENERAL
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

B.A. General (2011-12)

207

120

B.A. General (2012-13)

162

B.A. General (2013-14)
B.A. General (2014-15)

Enrolled
*F

Pass
percentage

120

-

91%

243

243

-

93%

198

155

155

-

89%

198

176

154

22

91%

Selected

*M

*M = Male *F = Female
27.

Diversity of Students

28.

Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A. General

100%

0%

0%

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
5 students of this department have joined in Defense.
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29.

Student progression
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

15%

PG to M.Phil.

Nil
01

PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

30.

Nil

Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment

data not available

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

data not available

Details of Infrastructural facilities a) Library: 100 books in the Central Library.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Nil
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
d) Laboratories: Gymnasium and playground

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
A large number of students of the department receive concession on tuition fees
at the time of admission on merit-cum-means basis. Students belonging to SC/ST
minority groups get financial scholarship from the State Government.
Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts.
NIL

33.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:


35.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning;
Demonstration method and by using visual aids.

Students of the department participate in various activities of NSS and NCC
Units of the institution.
SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans

Strength:
 The subject itself. It is very dynamic and multi-disciplinary subject.
 The fellow feelings of the students and hard working staff and students.
Self Study Report : Cycle - II
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Weakness:
 No permanent laboratory.
 Lack of instruments.
 Lack of permanent sufficient staff.
Opportunities:
1. Sports management and coaching
2. Physiotherapy & yoga therapy.
Future Plan:
Full laboratory set up with sufficient instrument.
Class room with permanent ICT set up

Dhruba Chand Halder College
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1.

Name of the department : PHYSICS

2.

Year of Establishment ::1981-1982 with Physics as General subject of study.
:2013-2014 with Physics as Hons course of study.

3.

Names of Programmes/Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.): UG

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Physics is taught to Mathematics Hons and Chemistry Hons students as a
general subject

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc. :
Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of Teaching posts

Filled

0

0

Associate Professors

1

1

Asst. Professors

0

0

Guest Lecturer

5

5

Professors
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M.Phil.etc.,)

Name

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Dr.
Satyabrata
Sahoo
Dr. Md.
Mossior
Rahaman
Ujjwal
Bera
Soumen
Bera
Victoria
Sharmila
Gomes

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for
the last 4
years

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of
Years of
Experience

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Principal

Solid State
Physics

18 years

1

M.Sc. M.Phil.
Ph.D.

Associate
Professor

Electronics

27 years

Nil

Solid State
Physics

2 years

Nil

Astro-Physics

1 year

Nil

Electronics

1.5 year

Nil

Joined on
26.11.2015

Nil

Joined on
26.11.2015

Nil

M.Sc.
M.Sc.

Guest
Lecturer
Guest
Lecturer

M.Sc.

Guest
Lecturer

Somen
Mondal

M.Sc.

Guest
Lecturer

Surajit De

M.Sc.

Guest
Lecturer

Condensed
matter
Physics
Solid state
Physics

11.

List of senior visiting faculty - Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) By
temporary faculty : 60%

13.

Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
SESSION
HONS.
GENERAL

14.

2011-2012
24:1

2012-2013
26:1

2013-2014
1:1
22:1

2014-2015
5:1
20:1

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned
and filled:
Name of Post
Sanctioned Post
Filled up Post
Laboratory Attendant
2
2
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15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/Ph.D/MPhil/PG.
No. of Teaching Faculty

Qualifications

2 (including 1 M.Phil., Ph.D.)
5

Ph.D.
PG

16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: Nil
Research Centre/facility recognized by the University: Nil

18.
19.

Publications: a) Publication per faculty:
During 2011- 2015 - 6 Publication

Dr. Satyabrata Sahoo
[1] Satyabrata Sahoo and Shibsankar Das,Analyzing Gene Expression and Codon Usage
Bias in Metallosphaera Sedula,J. Bioinf. Intell. Control 3, 72-80 (2014)
[2]Satyabrata Sahoo and Shibsankar Das; Analysing gene expression and codon usage bias
in diverse genomes using a variety of models;2014, Current Bioinformatics 9(5),102-112.

[4] Shibsankar Das, Uttam Roymondal, Brajadulal Chottopadhyay, Satyabrata Sahoo; Gene
expression profile of the cynobacterium synechocystis genome;2012, Gene 497,344.
[5] Sanga Mitra, Smarjit Das,Satyabrata Sahoo, Chandana Sinha and Jayprakash
Chakrabarti; Phylogeny derived from homodimeric endonucleage correlates with its preRNA substrates;2011, Adv. Biosc. and Biotech. 2,117
[6] Smarjit Das, Sanga Mitra, Satyabrata Sahoo, and Jayprakash Chakrabarti; Novel Hybrid
Encodes both Continuous and Split tRNA Genes;2011, J.Bio. Struc. & Dynm. 28,1


Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/ international)
by faculty and students:



Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of Science,
Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database-International
Social Sciences Directory, EBSCOhost, etc.)
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[3]Smarjit Das, Sanga Mitra, Satyabrata Sahoo and Jayprokas Chakrabarti; Viral/Plasmid
captures in Crenarchaea; 2014, Journal of Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics, 32(4),546554.
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Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in a)National committees b) International Committees c)
Editorial Boards…. - Nil

22.
Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: Students of 3rd year Physics (Honours) submit their
project reports regularly as a part of their academic curriculum
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution i.e.
in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil
23.

Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: Nil

25.

Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding

a) National : Nil b)International: Nil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

26.

Student profile programme/course wise: B.Sc. General

Session
2011-12
2012-13

Name of the
Applications
Course/ programme
received
(refer question no. 4)
195
B.Sc (Gen)
B.Sc (Gen)

203

Selected

Enrolled
*M *F

72

61

11

100%

104
100

91
83

13
17

95%
94%

B.Sc (Gen)

215

108

94

14

100%

B.Sc (Hons)

15

5

5

0

Not yet appeared
in final
examination

2013-14

230

Pass
percentage
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B.Sc (Gen)

183

100

83

17

94%

B.Sc (Hons

272

25

18

7

Not yet appeared
in final
examination

2014-15

*M=Male *F=Female
27.

Diversity of Students
%of students from
the same state

% of students
from other States

%of students
from abroad

General

100%

0%

0%

Honours

100%

0%

0%

Name of the
Course

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Data not Available
Student progression
Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Data not Available

Dhruba Chand Halder College

29.

PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
•Campus selection
•Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities a) Library: no. of Physics books: 871
a) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Available
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b) Class rooms with ICT facility: 1
c) Laboratories: 2
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies: 122

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/
seminar) with external experts: Nil

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: i) Traditional black board
And Lecture system. ii) Smart Board Lecture System using ppt. and Demo
Video.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities: Our
Students take active participations in (i) blood donation camps organized by College
Students Union (Chhatra samsad), (ii) NSS and (iii) They actively do their duties
toward social responsibility. The teachers encourage the students to participate more
and more in different social and extension activities.

35.

SWOC an alysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength:
i)
ii)
iii)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

iv)

v)

vi)
vii)
viii)

Most of the teachers are of new blood. They, along with the experience of
senior teachers are trying to develop the department.
The teachers devote their full energy for developing students skill toward the
practical classes.
The students are serious enough to do their theoretical and practical classes.
They also keep constant touch with the teachers even on holidays.
The teachers finish the prescribed syllabus within stipulated time. They also
discuss probable questions for the examination and how to write the answers
to the point so as to get full credit in the examinations.
There is a cordial atmosphere in the class. So, the students discusses their
problems freely with the teachers. The teachers guide them to come out of the
problem.
There are large number of text books and reference books in the departmental
library. The students can take help of these books at any time they will.
The teachers supply study materials to the students which help them to
understand the syllabus and curriculum of the subject.
The first batch of Honours students did not require private tution.

Weekness:
232
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i)

A part of the admitted students do not continue their studies since they
concentrate on Joint Entrance or Medical Entrance Examination. So a few
effective seats of the department are lost.
There is only one sanctioned full time teacher. The Principal is also a teacher
of this department. So, a majority of the classes are run by the guest lecturers.
On the other hand, the guest lecturers leave the college at their first chance
they get permanent jobs. It becomes very difficult to get substitute of them.
A major number of B.Sc. Physics general students have a tendency of not
attending their theoretical classes.
The students have tendency to go to tutors.
Most of the Mathematics Honours and Chemistry Honours students avoid the
Physics General theoretical classes.

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

Opportunity:
i) To develop research facility and research oriented mentality of our students as
well as teachers
ii) Some inter-disciplinary seminars are to be arranged by the department.
iii) Appeal to the government so as to provide at least four full time teachers.
iv) As long as full time teachers post are not sanctioned and available, appeal to
the governing body of our college to provide some contractual teachers.
v) To arrange campus interview so as to provide job of few of our students.

Challenges:
It is our challenge to uplift the department to a department of excellence

Dhruba Chand Halder College

i)
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1.

Name of the department:

2.

Year of Establishment: General Course :1965-1966
Honours Course :1974-1975
Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)
1.B.A Hons. Political Science
2. B.A. General course with Political Science as a combination subject

3.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) Annual System

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
The department participates in the courses offered by the other department by
teaching political Science to the students of U.G. courses offered by the
humanities departments

7.
Nil

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of Teaching posts
Sanctioned
Nil

Filled
Nil

Professors

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Govt. approved PPT
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Nil

Nil

4

1

4

4
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Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualification

Designation

M.A Ph.D

Assistant
Prefessor
Part-Time
Teacher
Part-Time
Teacher
Part-Time
Teacher

Dr. Manika
Rakshit
Smt. Anindita
Hore
Sri Kaushik Das

M.A M.Phil

Sri Kamal Halder

M.A

Sri Kartick
Chandra Halder

M.A

M.A

Part-Time
Teacher

No. of
Specialization
Years of
Experie
nce

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

International
Relations
International
Relations
Sociology

13 yrs

Nil

6 yrs

Nil

5 yrs

Nil

Public
Administrati
on
International
Relations

5 yrs

Nil

26yrs

Nil

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled(programme wise)
by temporary faculty: 0%

13.

Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise) 1st, 2nd, 3rd yr wise
Programme
B.A. Honours

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

42:1

71:1

41:1

55:1

B.A General

289:1

308:1

369:1

423:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned and
filled: Nil

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.

Ph.D
1
16.

M.Phil
1

PG
3

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
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agencies and grants received: Nil
17.
Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received:
Nil
18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:
 Publication per faculty

Name of the
Faculty
Dr. Manika
Rakshit

Title of the paper

Journal

Stress and its Influence on
Health
(pp. 44-52)
(Article in Book)
Mental Health and Physical
Fitness-A Key to Peaceful
Life
(Publication of Books)
“Mulyabodh totha bigyan
sachetanata prosaare
Upendra Kishore er
rachona”
(in Bengali)
(pp. 71-76)

Mental Health and Physical
Fitness-A Key to Peaceful Life
978-81-87891-54-3
(ISBN)
Editor
978-81-87891-54-3
(ISBN)

Onalokito Upendra Kishore
978-93-82623-17-5
(ISBN)

From Slumber to Action:
Managing the Disaster
978-93-80761-98-5
(ISBN)
Sankarsanam-A Departmental
Swami Vivekananda:
Journal by Sanskrit Department
Jagoroner Pranpurush
of DCH College
ISBN: 978-93-83368-70-9
Jalchap- A Departmental
Moner kichu kotha: Mon nie Journal by Bengali Dapartment
kothokotha
of DCH College
ISBN: 978-93-81795-64-4

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Disaster Management Acts
in India
(pp. 89-93)
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Year

2011

2011

2013

2015

2015

2015

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national
/international) by faculty and students
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Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index

20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees- Indian Institute of Public Administration
b) International Committees- Nil
c) Editorial Board- Nil

22.

Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: Students of 3rd year Political Science (Honours)
submit their project reports regularly as a part of their academic curriculum.
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution
i.e.in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National : Nil
b) International: Nil
c) State Level:
 UGC Sponsored seminar organized by Dept. of Political Science and
Philosophy on „Mental Health and Physical Fitness-A Key to Peaceful
Life‟ on February 2011.
UGC
Sponsored seminar organized by Dept. of Political Science and

Economics on Political Economy of Industrialisation in West BengalRecent Trends on March 2011.
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26.

Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

2012

400

2013

Enrolled
*M

*F

Pass
percentage

125

88

37

100%

500

176

122

54

100%

2014

300

111

86

25

100%

2015

300

111

78

33

100%

Selected

*M = Male *F = Female
27.

Diversity of Students
Name of the
Course

B.A Hons. Course
B.A Gen Course

% of students
from the same
state

% of students
from other
States

% of students
from abroad

100%
100%

0%
0%

0%
0%

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.?
Data not available

29.

Student progression

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Student progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
Data not available

PG to M. Phil .
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
238
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30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Library:

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
All SC/ST/OBC/Minority students receive scholarships from the state government.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts The department organises
 Seminars and special lectures.
 Students participate in mock parliament on topic related to the syllabus as part
of the enrichment programmes for the students.
 Students’ seminar
 Inter departmental debate among students.
 A study tour organised by the department to ‘Jorasanko Thakurbari’ and
Indian Museum

33.




34.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
Audio Visual as Teaching Aids
Organising students’ seminar, debate and awareness programme
Organising Faculty Exchange and Extension Lecture
Special Classes, tutorials etc
Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:

 Students of the department participate on a regular basis in the various activities of the
NSS and NCC units of the institution.
35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans

Strength:
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Apart from the Central Library the department has its own library which is quite rich
in collection of books and journals. Departmental Library facility is available for the
students apart from the Central Library. The departmental library is well stored with
145 reference books.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Internet facility available for teachers
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: Nil
d) Laboratories: Not applicable

Evaluative Report of the Department

 With acute shortage of full time faculty (only one out of the four sanctioned post) the
department is moving forward imparting quality teaching and striving hard to
complete syllabus in time.
 Good Team Spirit
 Strong teacher-student interpersonal relations
 Participation of students in departmental activities
Weakness:






Acute shortage of full time faculty in the department.
Number of enrolment is too high at honours level.
Inadequate infrastructure.
Lack of Smart class rooms.
Student intake exceeds capacity and there is virtually no scope for quality
development.

Opportunities:
 Proper utilization of space.
 Scope to serve in academic field, national and state level competitive exams.
Challenges:





Separate Room for the Department.
Lack of man power.
Lack of Computer literacy among faculty members
To upgrade the standard of students of UG courses within a limited infrastructural
arrangement, along with the acute shortage of full time faculty in the department.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Future Plan:
 To train students for competitive examination.
 To arrange national and state level seminar.
 To develop a departmental room with ICT facility and net connections.
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1.

Name of the department

:

SANSKRIT

2.

Year of Establishment :

3.

Names of Programmes /Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated Masters;
Integrated Ph.D., etc.)- Only UG

B.A. General Course – 1965-66
B.A. Honours Course -2013-14

1.B.A Hons. Sanskrit
2. B.A. General course with Sanskrit as a combination subject

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: NA

5.

Annual/semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual Programme

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: N.A.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
NA

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9.

Number of Teaching posts

Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Govt. approved PPT
Guest Lecturer
(Temporary Faculty)

Self Study Report : Cycle -II

Filled

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

02

01

01

01

02

02
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Sanctioned
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10.

Facultyprofilewithname, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc./D.Litt.
/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name

Qualifica
-tion

Dr.
M.A.,
Chandrima
M.Phil,
Goswami
Ph.D.
Bhattacharya
Goutam
Mishra

M.A.,
M.Phil

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Dr. Debabrata M.A.,
M.Phil,
Bera
Ph.D.
M.A.,
Jaydev Dolui
M.Phil

Designation

Specialization

No. of Years
of
Experience

No. of Ph.D.
Students
Guided for the
last4years

Asst.
Professor

Kavya

13

Nil

Part-Time
Teacher

Advaita
Vedanta

05

Nil

Guest
Lecturer

Sahitya

02

Nil

Guest
Lecturer

Inscription

02

NIL

11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise)
by temporary faculty : 35%

13.

Student-Teacher Ratio (programme wise)
Programme wise
B.A. (H)
B.A.(G)

Student-Teacher Ratio
15:1
150:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned
and filled: NIL

15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/Ph.D/MPhil/PG.
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Qualifications

Number

MPhil

2

Ph.D with M.Phil

2
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding
agencies and grants received: NIL

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and total
grants received: NIL

18.
19.

Research Centre/facility recognized by the University: NIL
Publications:
 Publication per faculty
Publications
Title of the paper

Journal

Year

“Shastre Sabdobodho”

Sanskrita Bharati-A Departmental
Journal of University of Calcutta
ISBN: 978-93-51560-53-4

2013

“ Raja Dharma-Is it
relevant today”

“Human values in the
light of Hitopodesh”

“Manu’s views about
religion”
Dr.
Debabrata
Bera

Sanskrita Bharati-A Departmental
Journal of University of Calcutta
ISBN: 978-93-51560-53-4
Paper presented in the Two Day
( 29th& 30th April, 2014)
International Seminar on “Human
Values in Indian Perspective”SidhoKanho-Birsha University
ISBN: 978-93-85379-09-3
Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental Journal
from Sukanta College
ISBN: 978-93-84054-17-5

2013

2014

2015

“Kiratarjuniomahakavya
Arjunasya Nayokottam”

Rasadhanu
ISBN: 2320-4117

2012

“Bharatiya Sanaskritou
Barna Babosthaya
Parjalochonam”

Susrhri Sanskrit Patrika
ISBN: 2014/1856/2349-8587

2015

“Valmikiyea Rajniti
Prasanga”
“Dharmosastrodristya
Panchamahajajananam
Bibechanam”
Self Study Report : Cycle -II

Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental Journal
from Sukanta College
ISBN: 97893-84054-17-5
Sankarsanam-A Departmental Journal
from DCH College
ISBN: 978-93-83368-70-9

2015

2015
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Name of the
Faculty
Dr.
Chandrima
Goswami
Bhattacharya
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Goutam
Mishra

Badikttoor yuge
atharvaveder prabhab
“ Brahmavada/Brahma
Vidya”
“Susupti in the
Chandogyopnisad”

“Scientific Element in
Arthaveda”

“Brahman in the
Atharveda, and Vedanta
Literature”

Name of the
Faculty
Joydeb Dolai

Title of the paper
“Vedika Tantre
Dandabyabostha”
“Mantri Mandal”

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Brinta- A Collection of Essays from
Barupur Majlish
Sanskrita Bharati-A Departmental
Journal of University of Calcutta
ISBN: 978-93-51560-53-4
Sanskrita Bharati-A Departmental
Journal of University of Calcutta
ISBN: 978-93-51560-53-4
Paper presented in the Two Day
International Seminar on “Scientific
Element in Vedic Literature” Jamshedpur Workers College,
Jharkhand
ISBN: 2014/1856/2349-8587
Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental Journal
from Sukanta College
ISBN: 978-93-84054-17-5

Journal

2012
2013

2013

2014

2015

Year

Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789-35-1560-53-4
Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental
Journal from Sukanta College
ISBN: 978-93-84054-17-5

2013

2015

Book Editing
Name of the
Faculty
Dr.
Debabrata
Bera
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Title of the Book

Year

Kumarsambhavam-Kalidasa
ISBN: 978-98-81795-42-5

2015

Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national/
international) by faculty and students
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Number of publications listed in International Database(For eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare DatabaseInternational Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)











Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21.
Faculty as members in
a) National committees b)International Committees c)Editorial
Boards
NIL
22. Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects
departmental/ programme :NIL

including inter

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the institution i.e.
in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies :The students undertake projects
on Environment Studies in the third year of their graduation as per the syllabus
of Calcutta University

Name

Designation

Award

Year

Dr. Debabrata Bera

Guest Lecturer

Ph.D.

2014

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department : NIL
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National
b) International
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NIL
NIL
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23. Awards/Recognitions received by faculty and students
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26.

Student profile programme/coursewise: SANSKRIT (HONS).
Nameofthe
Course/programme(r
efer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Enrolled
Selected

*M

*F

Pass
percentage

2013-2014

180

65

20

45

80%

2014-2015

200

63

25

38

74%

*M=Male *F=Female
27.

Diversity of Students

Name of the
Course
B.A.(GEN)
B.A.(HONS)

%of
%of students
students
from
other
from the States
same state
100%
0%
100%

0%

%of
students
from
abroad
0%
0%

28.

How many students have cleared national and state competitive examinations such as
NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defence services, etc.? NIL

29.

Student progression
Student progression

Against %enrolled

Dhruba Chand Halder College

UG to PG
PG to M.Phil.
PG to Ph.D.
Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral
Employed
•Campus selection
•Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment
30.

Sanskrit (Hons) has been
introduced from the year 2013
and hence students progression
to post graduate studies is not
available.

Details of Infrastructural facilities a) Library : There is a separate well stocked
Departmental Library apart from the Central College Library, from where the
students can read books.
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: Internet facility is available for the
faculty members.
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c) Class rooms with ICT facility: NIL
d) Laboratories
NIL
31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:
Students belonging to SC/ST and Minority Communities receive scholarship
from the State Government.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/workshops/
Seminar) with external experts: NIL

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
 Apart from the conventional lecture method, timely class tests are held at regular
interval.
 Notes for further reading are given to students.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:
Some students of the department participate regularly in NSS and NCC activities.

35.

SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
Weakness
 Students’ fear of Sanskrit
language
 Insufficient Full Time Faculty
Challenge

Due to non-usage of Sanskrit
language in the administrative
activities the scope of Sanskrit is
diminishing day by day.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Strength

Well Organised Department

Cordial Teacher Student Relationship

Increasing trend for studying Sanskrit
among students
Opportunity

Scope for studying Sanskrit in National
and International Institutes of repute.

Research work and Teaching Profession
religious rituals to perform
Future Plan:


Intrdoucing “Spoken Sanskrit” Course.



Organising Naional Level Seminar.
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1.

Name of the department:

ZOOLOGY

2.

Year of Establishment: B.Sc. General Course- 1998-1999
B.Sc. Honours Course- 2004-2005

3.

Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D., Integrated
Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.): U.G.Level
1. B.Sc Hons. in Zoology
2. B.SC. General course with Zoology as a combination subject.

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5.

Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments: The
department actively participates in conducting the classes of Environmental
Studies as well as the general subjects of other related Honours subjects viz.
Botany and Microbiology Honours.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions, etc.:
Nil

8.

Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil

9.

Number of Teaching posts:
Sanctio
Filled
ned
Professors
0

0

0

1

1

0

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Associate Professors

Asst. Professors

Govt. approved
PPT
Guest Lecturer
(Temporary
Faculty)
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10.

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc. /D.Litt.
/Ph.D. / M. Phil. etc.)

Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

Dr. Subhasree
Thakur

M.Sc. (Gold
Medalist),
M.Phil.
M.Sc.,
M.Phil.
M.Sc.

Associate
Professor

Cell Biology

16

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided in the
last 4 years
Nil

Part Time
Teacher
Part Time
Teacher
Guest
Lecturer

Cytogenesis

20

Nil

Immunology

6

Nil

Entomology

1

Nil

Kamal
Krishna Paul
Subhra Jha
Chanda
Dr. Tapan
Kumar Roy

13.

14.

List of senior visiting faculty: Nil
Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme wise) by
Temporary faculty:
Honours Theory classes: 20%
Honours Practical classes: 0%
General Theory classes: 20%
General Practical classes: 20%
Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
Level of Study
Ratio
B.Sc. (Honours)
22:1
B.Sc. (General)
50:1
Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff; sanctioned & filled:

Support staff
(technical):
Administrative staff
15.

Sanctioned

Filled

1

1

0

0

Dhruba Chand Halder College

11.
12.

M.Sc., Ph.D.

Experience
(in years)

Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG.:
Name
Dr. Subhasree Thakur
Kamal Krishna Paul

Qualification
M.Sc. (Gold Medalist), M.Phil. all formalities of
Ph.D. completed & awaiting for the certificate.
M.Sc., M.Phil.

Subhra Jha Chanda

M.Sc.

Dr. Tapan Kumar Roy

M.Sc., Ph.D.
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16.

Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International funding agencies and
grants received: Nil

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received: Nil

18.

Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Nil

19.

Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
b) Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals [national
(b1) international (b2)] by faculty and students:
c) Number of publications listed in International Database (For E.g.: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database
– International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in Books
f) Books Edited
g) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
h) Citation Index
i) SNIP
j) SJR

Dhruba Chand Halder College

k) Impact factor
l) h-index

Faculty

a

b1

b2

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

Dr. Subhasree
Thakur

2

2

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.442

-

Dr. Tapan
Kumar Roy

7

1

6

7

-

2

-

1

-

-

-

0.875

-
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20.

Areas of consultancy and income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in
a) National committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Board: Nil

22.

Student projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
inter departmental/programme: Compulsory Project for IIIrd Year Students on
Environmental Studies: 100%
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories/Industry/ other agencies: Nil

23.

Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students:

24.

List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department: Nil

26.

Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of fundinga) National: Nil
b) International: Nil
Student profile programme/course wise: B.Sc. ZOOLOGY( HONS).
Name of the
Course/programme
(refer question no. 4)

Applications
received

Selected

B. Sc. Hons. (2011-2012)

256

B. Sc. Hons. (2012- 2013)

Enrolled

Pass
percentage

*M

*F

34

23

11

100%

327

39

22

17

100%

B. Sc. Hons. (2013-2014)

376

35

20

15

100%

B. Sc. Hons. (2014- 2015)

530

46

24

22

93.75%

*M = Male *F = Female
27.

Diversity of Students:
Name of the Course

% students from
same state

% students
from other
states

% students
from abroad

B.Sc. (Honours) in Zoology

100%

0%

0%

Bsc. (General) in Zoology

100%

0%

0%
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28 .

How many students have cleared national and state competitive Examinations such
as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services, etc.? Data not available.

29.

Student progression:

Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

7-8%

PG to M.Phil.

-

PG to Ph.D.

-

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

-

Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

30.
a)

b)
c)

Dhruba Chand Halder College

d)

35-40%
45-50%

Details of Infrastructural facilities:
Library- The department has a departmental Library with mostly single copy of books
required for U.G. Courses. However, the Central Library has a moderate stock of books
in Zoology.
Internet facilities for Staff & Students- The department has only one computer and with
Internet facility.
Class rooms with ICT facility – The department has a lone Overhead Projector for
teaching.
Laboratories- A moderately equipped laboratory with an animal museum.

31.

Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university, Government
or other agencies: All students belonging to SC/ ST/ Minority Community receive
scholarships from Government.

32.

Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts:


Enrichment Programmes:



Class tests at regular intervals for Honours students.



Providing study materials on selected topics.



Conducting Special classes for both Theory and Practical of Honours
and General students.



Students participation in Seminars organized by other Institutes or
Organizations.
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33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
 Student Centric Teaching- Learning process.
 Lecture Method and Interactive Method followed.
 Special classes, regular class tests, field trips, etc. conducted.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension activities:


The students and Faculty members regularly participate in the Institutional Social
Responsibility and Extension activities organized by the College NSS Units, Nari
Sansad and Health Unit of the College.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength:


Qualified teaching faculty




Moderately equipped Laboratory
Consistently good academic result

Weakness:







Shortage of teaching faculty
Shortage of technical support staff
Inadequacy of infrastructure viz. furniture (racks for storage and sitting stools) and
teaching aids like LCD projector, Microscope. Camera, etc.
Immense shortage of Laboratory space and classrooms for both theory and practical.
Long time gap between placement of demand and procurement of Laboratory
instruments.
Only one sanctioned full time post.



The Department can perform better qualitatively and extend Research activities if
adequate facilities are provided .

Challenges:


Ours is a rural college where most of the students are first generation learners. Our
greatest challenge is to bring the best out of them and make them competent enough
to face new challenges and establish themselves in the Society as academically
enriched and socially responsible good citizens.

Future Plans:



To conduct Research Projects in the Department.
To enrich Campus Life through different social activities.
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Opportunities:

Post Accreditation Initiatives

 Dhruba Chand Halder College in South 24 Parganas district of West Bengal started the
process of evaluation by NAAC way back in 2010 and finally got its accreditation on 8th
January, 2011. Since development in all fields is a continuous process, our college has
taken a number of initiatives to retain this continuity. The thought of quality
improvement led to the formation of the IQAC, which has been a leaping step in the
history of our college.
 As an advancing step towards quality development, 2 State-level and 1 National-level
seminars, sponsored by the UGC, have been organized since our first accreditation
 The cumbersome and complicated admission procedure of students followed for many
years initially, was gradually replaced by a parallel on-line and off-line system in due
course. This has been made transparent by the introduction of 100% on-line system,
before it was made mandatory by the State Government.
 Keeping in mind the demands of the locality and the trends of education in the students, 5
subjects have been upgraded from the General to the Honours Courses. These subjects
include Physics, Chemistry, Sanskrit, Education, Botany.
 Since computer literacy is the need of the day and our students have practically no
opportunity to learn the basics in professional institutions, we have set up a computer
laboratory for our students in the campus.
 For the running of the computer laboratory and giving teachers more opportunities to use
computers, good number of computers have been purchased and installed at different
corners in the college.
 The college has also purchased and installed an IBM Sever (300 GB 2.5IN SFF SLIM HS
10K 6GBPS SAS HDD) for the smooth running of networked and systematized units.
 The office, an important wing of the institution, is also given weightage and therefore, the
present college software Smart College has been upgraded for better results.
 Our college has been set up in the locality to impart education to hundreds of students
who cannot afford to study in urban colleges and are not exposed to the modern tools of
teaching-learning, we have constructed an ICT compatible class-room in the building.
For this purpose, we have also procured OHPs, Screens and cameras and Smart-Boards.
 The recent construction of the boundary wall, as per recommendations of NAAC Peer
team, has contributed a lot to develop and save much congenial atmosphere for teaching
and learning inside the campus. This also prevents the infiltration of undesirable
elements.
 The Library software has been installed, keeping pace with the modern developments in
educational institutions.
 Last but not least, the construction of the 1st floor of the New Science Building,
comprising 4 large class rooms is surely a major addition that will benefit the students in
many ways.
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POST ACCREDITATION INITIATIVES

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Declaration by the Head of the Institution
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Name of the faculty
with Dept.

Name of the
Paper/Chapter

Name of the Journal/ Book
& ISSN/ISBN no.

Year of
Publication

National/
International/
Peer Reviewed

Books Edited

literary journal

---

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI
Dr. Sovona Ghosh

Satyajit Roy o
Professor Shanku

Atmobikash Sahitya Patrika

2011

―Brinto‖

2012

literary journal

---

Shishur Jogot : Bhoynirbhoy-lilamoy

Ebong Porichoy

2012

literary journal

---

Khela volar Jogot o
Rabindranath

Bahumukhi Srijone
Rabindranath
ISBN -978-81-925519-1-3

September,
2013

Otikromon

2013

literary journal

---

October,2013

(National Seminar
Proceedings)

October,2013

(National Seminar

Analokito Upendra
Kishore –Shardho
shotoborsher Aloy
Upendra Kishore-

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Sukumar Royer Aboltabol : Asombhober
Nandan

Shardho shotoborsher
Prakkale
Upendrakishore—
Chirantan shishu
moner Rupokar

Published by
Readers‘Service, ISBN -97893-82623-17-5
Published by
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Readers‘Service ISBN -97893-82623-19-9

Unish Shotoker
Shishu Sahitya,
Bigyan Prosongo o
Upendrakishore

Otikromon
Unish Shatak : Fire Dekha
Published by
Ebong Mushaera
ISBN
978-93-81170-78-6-

Bhanu Singha
Thakurer Padabali
:Debotare Priya Kori

Sahitya Angan
ISSN –2394 4889

Otijjho o Adhunikata
–Raktokorobi

Sahitya Angan

Bangla Natoker Bank
Bodol o Mohit
Chattyopadhyaya

-----
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Natok nie Kotha barta
Published by
Rohini Nandan
ISBN
978-81-928721-7-9

Published by
Readers‘ Service
ISBN- 978-93-82623-60-1

Sristir Nana Diganta

literary journal

---

February 2015

A tri-lingual Peer
Reviewed Journal

---

July 2015

A tri-lingual Peer
Reviewed Journal

---

July 2015

-------

August 2015

--------

2014

December 2014

Dhruba Chand Halder
College Subarna
Jayanti Smaranika
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Dr. Prodip Baidya

Ei Boi-Sei Somoi Ei
Somoi
Bangla Choto Golpe
Puran Dipti
Malinner
Mahanogorer Ek
Roton Hridoy:
Pemendra Mitrer
Mahanagar

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Dwija Ramdhan er
Satyanarayaner
Puthi:Samajik
Chahida o Sonkoter
Sutro

Dipon:Abhohelai Sotoborsho
ISSN 0975-4237.

Dotara

March 2012

Literary Journal

August 2012

Literary Journal

October 2012

Literary Journal

January 2013

Single authored book

February 2013

Literary Journal from
Bangladesh

Brinto

Dipon
ISSN 0975-4237

Bangla Choto golper Protik
Proyog
ISBN 978-81-922208-02
Abdush Sakurer
Golpo: Jibon Ruper
Chitrito Katha

Jun 2011

Golpokatha
Abdush Sakur Sankhya

October 2013
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Aloy ISBN 978-93-
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82623-17-5.
Upendrakishor Sristir Nana
Digonto
Readers‘ Service
ISBN: 978-93-82623-19-9
Seminar Proceedings

December 2013

Rabindranather
Golpo: Bichitro
Protiker Somahar

Dipan
ISSN-2321-6409

Jun 2014

Rudra Siter Kache
Bosonto-Parthona

Icche
Bengali Department,
Naba Ballygunge College
ISSN-2321-6409

Dr. Rizwana Nasira

Rabindra Upannyase
Rajniti

Kabitirtha
ISSN: 0974-7583

Patra patrikay
Rabindrarachana

Budhaditya

Rabindra- Upannyas:
Samakal Chetanay
Swadesh Bhabna

Shardha Sataborshe
Rabindranath O Gorar
Shataborsha
ISBN: 978-81-922961-2-8

Jiboner Tattwo:
Tattwik
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Literary Journal

Dipan
ISSN-2321-6409

November 2014
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Sishumoner KhojeKobi Upendrakishor

September 2011
July-Oct, 2011

December 2011

August 2012

literary journal
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Anyadasankar
upannyaser Majhe

Najruler Ballyakal O
Ballya Rachana
Mukta dhara: Gathan
binnyas

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Nashtanir: Dampatta
Nir Naster Kahini

Samakaler jion kathi‘
ISSN: 2249-4782
Muktadhara: Bisoy bilashane
ISBN
978-81-89827-70-0

Rabindra choto golper rup
rekha
ISBN
978-93-80973-21-0

Published by
Readers‘Service, ISBN -97893-82623-17-5

Upendrakishorer
galpo mala:
Shisumoner Rasod

Ghare Baire:
swadeshi andalone
Rajnoitik protibad
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Upendra kishor: Sristir nana
dik
ISBN: 978-93-82623-19-9

Rabindra katha
sahitye protibadi bhabna

Jan- Jun, 2012

literary journal

Rabindra choto golper
rup rekha
ISBN: 978-93-8097321-0

May-2013

October,2013

------

Analokito Upendra
Kishore –Shardho
shotoborsher Aloy

Dec 2013

2014
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Natun Dharar Natun
Natok: Mohiter Raj
Rakta
Chuyachandan:
premer joy, Annayer
porajoy

Anupam Pramanik

Ramayan
Mahabharater Katha o
Kabi Sanjoy
Bhattacharya er
Kobita
Sanjay
Bhattacharyaer
Kabitai Paurannik
Anusanger Baybahar

Samokaler jion kathi
ISSN:2249-4782
Swadhinata paroborti bangle
natoker goti much
ISBN: 978-81-928721-9-1
Bangla Choto Golper
Rruprekha
Karuna Prakashoni
ISBN: 978-81-8437-271-7

Sankarsan
ISBN 978-93-83368.

Jalchap
978-93-81795-64-4

Jan- Jun 2014

October 2014
Bangla Choto Golper
Ruprekha
ISBN: 978-81-8437271-7

April 2015

2015

2015

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Mahesheweta devir
talak

Departmental Journal of
Sanskrit Department,
Dhruba Chand Halder
College
Departmental Journal of
Bengali Department,
Dhruba Chand Halder
College

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
Dr. Rupa Acharya

Nitric oxide functions
as a signal in induced
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systemic resistance
Signaling role of
nitric oxide in the
induction of Plant
defence by exogenous
application of abiotic
inducers
First Report of
Fusarium semitectum
Berkeley and Ravanel
as a foliar pathogen of
Nyctanthes arbortristis Linn. In India

1335-1342,

Archives of Phytopathology
and Plant Protection: 44:15,
1501-1511

Proceedings in International
Symposium on role of fungi
and microbes in the 21st
century Global Scenario on
20-22nd Feb, 2014

2011

2014
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Dr. Kushal De
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Status of Gender
Equality: A Survey
among Select
Corporate Bodies in
Kolkata
An Analysis of
Patriarchal Control in
Kolkata‘s Formal
Employment Sector
An Analysis of the
Average Earning
Differential among
Genders in the
Corporate Houses of

Business Studies
Vol. XXXI & XXXII,
No.1 & 2
ISSN 0970-9657

January - July
2010 & 2011

Time‘s Journey
Vol. 1, No. 1
ISSN 2278-6546

August 2012.

Alekhya Vol. 8, No. 1 ISSN
2277-8403

December 2012

Peer Reviewed

------

Peer Reviewed

-------

National

-----
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An Assessment of
Teacher Motivation
based on Two-Factor
Theory
An Analysis of the
Organizational
Constraints Leading
to Harassment at
Workplaces
An Analysis of the
Various Perspectives
of Corporate Social
Responsibility

The Way Vol. 3, No. 1 ISSN
2278-6961

Life Insurance in
India: Issues and
Prospects

Life Insurance Today Vol. 9,
No. 7
ISSN 0973-4813

October 2013

Corporate Social
Responsibility in
India: A Comparative
Study of Leading
Banks

International Journal of
Research in Management and
Social Science Vol. 2 Issue 3
ISSN 2322-0899

July-September
2014

International

Bodhi Artham
Vol. 3, No. 1
ISSN 2277-4831

2014

Peer Reviewed

Workplace Obstacles
in Enforcement of
Equal Employment
Opportunity
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Indian Streams Research
Journals Vol. 3, No. 2
ISSN 2230-7850

March 2013

Tactful Management
Research Journal
Vol. 1, No. 7
ISSN 2319-7943

April 2013

August 2013

Peer Reviewed

----

Peer Reviewed

----

National

----

National

-----
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An Analysis of the
Evolution of
Corporate
Governance in India

An Analysis of
Awareness on Life
Insurance among
Teachers

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Impact of FDI in
Retail on Selfemployment

An Analysis of the
Adverse Impact of
FDI in Retail on
Various Stakeholders

Gender Abuse at the
Workplace: How far
is the Organization
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Emerging Issues in Finance:
Leading Thoughts and Ideas,
Elegant Publishers, Kolkata
ISBN 9789383360017

Impact of Reforms on Indian
Insurance Sector, Manav
Prakashan, Kolkata
ISBN 9789380332451

Impact of Foreign Direct
Investment in India, Manav
Prakashan, Kolkata
ISBN 9789380332444

FDI in Indian Retail Sector:
Economic and Commercial
Perspectives,
Rachayita Publishers,
Kolkata ISBN
9789382549222

Women Empowerment in
India: Challenges Ahead,
Akshar Prakasani, Kolkata

2013

National

2013

National

2013

National

2013

National

2014

National
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Responsible

ISBN 9788192364575

Social
Responsiveness of
Window Dressing: A
Survey of Perception
on CSR among the
Corporate Employees
of Kolkata

Contemporary Issues in
Global Economy, Commerce
and Management,
Rohininandan Publishers,
Kolkata
ISBN 9788192872193

2015

National

A Survey among
Secondary
Schoolteachers to
Assess the Guiding
Forces of Behaviour

Modern Issues in Education
and Teaching, Abhijeet
Publications, New Delhi
ISBN 9789350741474

2015

National

Corporate Governance and
Business Ethics in Indian
Business Environment,
Rohininandan Publishers,
Kolkata
ISBN 9788193009208

2015

The Impact of
Spirituality on
Workplace Ethics

Swamiji‘s Philosophy
on the Integration of
the Mind, Body and
Soul
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National

Educational Thoughts of
Swami Vivekananda: Indian
& Global Perspective
Sailee Press Private Limited;
Kolkata
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ISBN 9788192290287

Devolution of Power:
Past Experience,
Expectations and
Present State

Decentralized Development
and Rural Governance in
India: Challenges and
Opportunities
ISBN 9788192696317

Application of ECommerce for Sports
Marketing

E-Commerce in Today‘s Fast
Changing Information
Technology Ecosystem
ISBN 9788192531359

An Assessment of
Gender
Discrimination in the
Favourite Sport of the
Nation

Balancing the Dual
Roles: Challenges for
the Modern Women
Dr. Subhasis
Chakravarty
290

Tax Mutual Funds &
Insurance in the DTC
Regime in Paradigm

Emerging Role of Sports
Management in Field of
Sports and Games
ISBN 9788192531366

Women Empowerment and
Environmental Sustainability
ISBN 9788192290256

A National Seminar
Documentation
ISBN 978-81-924075-0-0

December 2013

November 2012

November 2012

March 2013

2012
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Life Insurance
Industry in India : An
Overview in
Insurance
A Journey Towards
Green Marketing : An
Indian Perspective

A Critical Look into
Microfinance in India

Challenges in the face of
changing Indian Financial
Scenario & Direct Tax Code
& GST
ISBN 978-93-80649-207

Challenges and Prospects in
the Context of Social
Security
ISBN-81-87500-69-7
Green Marketing & Global
Environment: Indian
Scenario
ISBN 978-81-923645-1-3
Financial Inclusion and
Microfinance in developing
economies
ISBN 978-81-923034-8-2

Accounting for
Govt.Grants (Ind AS
20): An Overview

Indian Accounting
Standards: Convergence with
IFRSs
ISBN 978-93-8247-68-1

Performance Analysis
of Selected

Emerging Issues in Finance :
Leading Thoughts and Ideas
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Shift in Indian Laws
Diversified Equity
Funds and Index
Funds of Select
Mutual Fund Houses:
A Comparative Study
of Performance in the
Indian Context

2012

2012

National

2012

2013
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Diversified Equity
Schemes of Principal
Asset Management
Company

A Look into E-filing
of Individual Assesses
in India

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Rural Healthcare
Infrastructure in
India: an Overview
Foreign Direct
Investment in Indian
Retail Sector: A
Critical Look In
A Study on the
Performance of Two
Chennai based Public
Sector Banks
A Comparative Study
Of the Performance of
Islamic Indices and
Conventional Indices:
a Case Study of India
292

ISBN
978-93-833360-01-7

Income Tax Rules and EFilling
ISBN
978-81-924236-0-9

Impact Of Reforms On
Indian Insurance Sector
ISBN
978-93-80332-45-1
Foreign Direct Investment in
Retail Business: Challenges
and Opportunities
ISBN 81-87500-69-7
Financial Sector Reforms in
Developing Economies
ISBN 978-81-928721-1-7
Financial Sector Reforms in
Developing Economies
ISBN
978-81-928721-1-7

2013

2013

Dec, 2013

February, 2015

National

February, 2015

National
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Tax Administration
Reforms in India: A
Look In

Tax Reforms In India: Issues
and Challenges
ISBN
978-81-928721-0-0

May, 2015

National

Shyamal Kumar
Bandyopadhyay

Abhijit Pathak

Industry and
Agriculture-Policy
Makers should take a
wise decision
Political Economy of
Industrialisation in
West Bengal: Recent
Trends

Global Financial
Crisis and Central
Bank Responses
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Political Economy of
Industrialisation in West
Bengal: Recent Trends
(Seminar Proceedings)
Artha Beekshan,
Vol. 21, No-3,
ISSN – 0972-1185

Dhruba Chand Halder College

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

March 2011

Dec 2012

National
Peer Reviewed

Globalisation, Capitalist
Crisis and Inclusive
Development: Myths and
Realities
(Seminar Proceedings)
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Dr. Jaydev Misra

Technical Efficiency
of Fish Farms in West
Bengal: Nature,
Extent and
Implications

Agricultural Economics
Research Review
Vol. 27, No. 2
July-December 2014
DOI: 10.5958/09740279.2014.00026.3.
ISSN No- 0971-3441.

2014

International

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
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Sudakshina Sengupta

Dance : A Key to
Physical Fitness and
Sound Mental Health

Tuntunir Boi e Nari
Charitrora

Tapashree Ghosh
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The Image of the
Danseuse in Indian
Writings in English
Marginalia Fights
Back: Resistance
against Violence in
Mahesh Dattani‘s
Selected Plays

Mental Health and Physical
Fitness: A Key to peaceful
Life.
ISBN 978-9382623-54-3

Analokito Upendra Kishore
Ray Chowdhury:
Shardho Shatabarsher Aloy
ISBN 978-93-80761-82-4
Women in Indian Writings in
English.
ISBN 978-93-80761-82-4
Contemporary Indian Drama
In English
Delta Book World
ISBN 978-81-926244-0-2

2011

2013

2014

2013
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Representation of
Women in Girish
Karnad‘s Flowers
From Chandalika to
Prakriti:
Emancipation and
Liberation of a Dalit
Woman
Higher Education in
India and its Impact
on Women‘s
Empowerment,
Marriage and
Motherhood

Bula Rani Howlader

Golden Research Thoughts
Vol.2, Issue 8, Feb 2013
ISSN-2231-5063
Indian Streams Research
Journal
ISSN-2230-7850
Vol 3, Issue I, Feb 2013

Education and Development
ISBN 978-93-82420-58-3

Swami Vivekananda‘s
views on Women‘s
Education: A Critique
from Feminist
Standpoint

Educational Thoughts Of
Swami Vivekananda: Indian
and Global perspective
ISBN-978-81-922902-8-7

Position of Women in
Indian Society: A

Women‘s Empowerment on
Power Equity: A Challenge
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2013

International Peer
Reviewed Journal

International Peer
Reviewed Journal

International Peer
Reviewed Journal
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The Inward Journey:
Search for Identity in
Kamala Das‘s An
Introduction

International Journal of
Multidisciplinary
Educational Research
Vol2, Issue 2, Feb 2013
ISSN-2277-7881

2015

2015

2015
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Tarun Bag

Challenge to 21st
Century India

to 21st Century India
ISBN 978-93-82229-96-4

Patriarchy Vs Women
: Seeing through
Vijay Tendulkar‘s
Silence! The Court is
in Session.

Women Empowerment in
India, Issues and Challenges
ISBN 978-81-86772-78-2

2015

Studies in Post-Colonialism
ISBN 978-1482851-30-4

2015

Progyajyoti
ISBN 978-93-84054-17-5

2015

Homeless in the
Homeland.
A Study on Cleopatra:
A Rare Egyptian
Queen of Mystic
Beauty.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

Bratati Dey
Dept. of Geography

Reassertion of Space
within the framework
of Jibanananda Das‘s
Banalata Sen

Pathor Mati Jol Jangal

Shilpe Upendra
Kishore – Bhougolik
Anweshan
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2nd Bengal Studies Issue, Ed
by Department of Bengali
Dhaka University
ISBN: 978-984-33-4444-1
Trek Boi, 1st & 2nd
Ed. Milan Dutta,
UBAC Publication
ISBN-13 529880
Sardha Satabarshe
Upendrakishore,
Ed. Sovona Ghosh

2011

International

2011

2013
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Eti Uti Choruibhati
Crimes Against
Women in India – A
Reality Check
In Search of Binaries
Dynamics of
Women‘s
Demography in India
Representation of
Space in Cinema-A
Geographical Review
of Darjeeling

Udanchandi,
UBAC Publication
At The Frontiers of
Geography, Ed, Dr Nilanjana
Das Publication of Sampark,
ISBN 978-81-7768-109-3
In Search of Lost Space, Ed,
Dr Nilanjana Das
Publication of Sampark
ISBN 978-81-7768-108-6
Review of Darjeeling Ed by
Dr. Dulal Biswas
Prantik Publication,
Kalimpong

2013

2014

2014

2014

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Bhugoler petikaiBanalata Sen –
Jatrapath

Readers Service,
ISBN 978-93-82623-17-5
Sarodia Deshkal Bhabna
Deshkal Media Pvt Limited,
ISSN 2321-0672

2014

Magazine
Gramer Nam Borunti

Re-interprete Sri
Aurobindo‘s Ideas of
Education within the
Light of Post
Modernism

Self Study Report : Cycle-II

Rebel, Issue 6, April 2014

2014

‗SRI AUROBINDO –
REVOLUTIONARY AND
YOGI‘ Ed by
Dr. Manasi Laha

2015
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Sujit Sasmal

Vivekananda O
Rabindranath:
Samparker Durotto O
Sishkabhabnar
Naikatya

Charaiveti: a collection of
articles on Swami
Vivekananda
978-81-8208-141-3

2014

Itihas Anusandhan
Vol – 29
978-81-910874-5-1

2015

Janasankhya,Unnayan
O Agamidiner
Paribesh Sankat
( in Bengali)

Environmental History
of India
978-81-923645-6-8

2015

Itihaser Raja
Pratapaditya; Bangla
Natoke Swadesh
Bhabna Srijan O
Bircharitra Nirman

Ihihas O sanskriti
978-81-926316-2-2

2015

Bangaleer Biblabbade
Dharmasharye
Chetana.

Sankarsanam-Sanskrit
Departmental Journal from
DCH College

2015

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Upendrakishrer
Swadesh Chetna

978-93-83368-70-9

Sipra Halder
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Vivekanander Sangeet
Sadhana

Jalchap Bengali
Departmental Journal From
DCH College
978-93-81795-64-4

Sadhinata parbarti

Sadhinata parbarti

2015
2014
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bangle natak: Manoj
Mitrrer sajano Bagan

bangle nataker Gatimukh
978-81-928721-9-3

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Nibedita Ghosh
Dastidar

Mind and Body ;
there Correlations

Mental Health and Physical
Fitness; A key to peaceful
life

2011

Reader‘s Service
ISBN 978-81-87891-54-3

How to regain Human
Values and Culture: A
Discussion in the
Light of Vivekananda
and Mahatma Gandhi
Tusi Bhattacharya

Bibhuti Bhusan
Bandyopadhyaye
Sahityer Poribesh
Chetona
Swami Vivekananda
and Vedanta Darshan

Self Study Report : Cycle-II

Thoughts in Action;
Interpreting Tagore

2012

ISBN 278-82-921012-2-3

The changing system of
values and the present
society

Jadavpur Journal of
Philosophy

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Dao Fire Se Aronno:
Rabindra Bhabnar
Aloke Ajker Poribesh
Sankat

2013

2014

ISSN 0975-6833
Educational Thoughts of
Swami Vivekananda: Indian
and Global Perspective

2015
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ISBN 978-81-922902-8-7

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Dr. Satyabrata Sahoo

Novel Hybrid
Encodes both
Continuous and Split
RNA Genes;

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Phylogeny derived
from homodimeric
endonucleage
correlates with its preRNA substrates
Gene expression
profile of the
cynobacterium
synechocystis genome
Viral/Plasmid
captures in
Crenarchaea;
Analysing gene
expression and codon
usage bias in diverse
genomes using a
variety of models
Analyzing Gene
Expression and
300

2011
Bio. Struc. & Dynm. 28,1

Adv. Biosc. and Biotech.
2,117

2011

Gene 497,344.

2012

Journal of Biomolecular
Structure and Dynamics,
32(4),546-554

2014

Current Bioinformatics
9(5),102-112

2014

Control 3, 72-80

2014
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Codon Usage Bias in
Metallosphaera
Sedula, J. Bioinf.
Intell.

Dr. Manika Rakshit

Mental Health and Physical
Fitness-A Key to Peaceful
Life
ISBN 978-81-87891-54-3

2011

Mental Health and Physical
Fitness-A Key to Peaceful
Life
ISBN 978-81-87891-54-3

2011

Mulyabodh totha
bigyan sachetanata
prosaare Upendra
kishore er rachona

Onalokito Upendra Kishore
ISBN 978-93-82623-17-5

2013

Disaster Management
Acts in India

From Slumber to Action:
Managing the Disaster
ISBN-978-93-80761-98-5

2015

Stress and its
Influence on Health

Publication of the
Book as Editor
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Swami Vivekananda:
Jagoroner Pranpurush

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Moner Kichu Kotha:
Mon Nie Kothokotha

Uccho Shikshar
Prasare Dur Shikshar
Prayash

Sankarsanam-A
Departmental Journal of
Sanskrit Department, DCH
College
ISBN: 978-93-83368-70-9

2015

Jalchap- A Departmental
Journal of Bengali
Department,
DCH College
ISBN: 978-93-81795-64-4

2015

Dhruba Chand Halder
College-Subarna Jayanti
Smaranika
Readers‘ Service
ISBN- 978-93-82623-60-1

2015

DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT

Dr. Chandrima
Goswami Bhattacharya

Shastre Sabdobodho

Raja Dharma-Is it
relevant today
302

Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789351560534
Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789351560534

2013

2013
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Manu‘s views about
religion

Dr. Debabrata Bera

Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental
Journal from Sukanta
College
ISBN: 97893-84054-17-5

2014

2015

Kiratarjuniomahakavy
a Arjunasya
Nayokottam

Rasadhanu
ISBN: 2320-4117

2012

Bharatiya Sanaskritou
Barna Babosthaya
Parjalochonam

Susrhri Sanskrit Patrika
ISBN: 2014/1856/2349-8587

2015

Valmikiyea Rajniti
Prasanga
Dharmosastrodristya
Panchamahajajanana
m Bibechanam
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Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental
Journal from Sukanta
College
ISBN: 97893-84054-17-5
Sankarsanam-A
Departmental Journal from
DCH College

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Human values in the
light of Hitopodesh

Paper presented in the Two
Day
( 29th& 30th April, 2014)
International Seminar on
―Human Values in Indian
Perspective‖Sidho-KanhoBirsha University
ISBN: 978-93-85379-09-3

2015

2015
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ISBN: 978-93-83368-70-9
2015

Goutam Mishra

Badikttoor yuge
atharvaveder prabhab

Brahmavada/Brahma
Vidya

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Susupti in the
Chandogyopnisad‖

Scientific Element in
Arthaveda

Brahman in the
Atharveda, and
Vedanta Literature
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Brinta- A Collection of
Essays from Barupur Majlish
Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789351560534
Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789351560534
Paper presented in the Two
Day
International Seminar on
―Scientific Element in Vedic
Literature‖ -Jamshedpur
Workers College, Jharkhand
ISBN: 2014/1856/2349-8587

Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental
Journal from Sukanta
College

KumarsambhavamKalidasa
ISBN: 978-98-8179542-5

2012

2013

2013

2014

2015
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ISBN: 97893-84054-17-5

Joydeb Dolai

Vedika Tantre
Dandabyabostha

Mantri Mandal

Sanskrita Bharati-A
Departmental Journal of
University of Calcutta
ISBN: 9789351560534
Prajna Jyoti-A Departmental
Journal from Sukanta
College
ISBN: 97893-84054-17-5

2013

2015

Subhashree Thakur

Dr. Tapan Kr. Roy

Forecasting
Heavy Metal Level on
the Basis of
Acidification Trend in
the Major Estuarine
System of
Indian Sundarbans

Journal of Energy,
Environment & Carbon
Credits, 4 (2) pp. 1-9
ISSN: 2249- 8621.

2014

Carbon
sequestration in
Bhubaneswar City of
Odisha, India

International Journal of
Innovative
Research
in Science, Engineering and
Technology. 4 (8)
ISSN: 2347-6710.

2015

First record of the
genus Tukaraneus

Journal of Asia-Pacific
Entomology, 14: 367-371.

2011
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Barrion & Litsinger
and Neoscona
yptinika Barrion &
Litsinger (Araneae:
Araneidae) from India
Spiders
(Arachnida: Araneae)
of the Corbet National
Park, Uttarkhand.

Dhruba Chand Halder College

Wolf spiders
(Araneae:
Lycosidae) of the
reserve forests of
Dooars, West Bengal,
India.
. On two Euophrys C.
L. Koch species
new to India
(Araneae: Salticidae)

A newly recorded
genus Evarcha
Simon, 1902
(Araneae: Salticidae)
from India.
A new Chorizopes O.
P.-Cambridge,
306

(ISSN: 1226-8615)

Bionotes 13(2): 75-77.
(ISSN: 0972-1800)

2011

Munis Entomology and
Zoology,
7 (2): 1199-1213. (ISSN:
1306-3022).

2012

Munis Entomology and
Zoology, 9 (1): 143- 149.

2014

Munis Entomology and
Zoology, 9 (1): 379- 383.

2014

Romanian Journal of Biology
- Zoology,

2014
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1870 (Araneae:
Araneidae) from West
Bengal, India.

Munis Entomology and
Zoology, 10 (1): 61-64.

2015

Dhruba Chand Halder College

A new Linyphia
Latreille, 1804
(Araneae:
Linyphidae) from
West Bengal, India.

59(1): 3-9.
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